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International symposium 
on 

"CONVERSION OF NUCLEAR WARHEADS FOR 
PEACEFUL PURPOSES" 

Palazzo Doria, Rome 
June 15-171992 

prof. Mario Silvestrl 

A few considerations arising from the feasibility study 'Of 
the Italian working group on the conversion of nuclear 
weapons Into useful energy. 

lt has been repeated so many times that the number of 
nuclear warheads existing in the world (>55 000) is out of proportion 
with any military use, which could be made of nuclear explosives. On 
the other hand a process of nuclear disarmament capable , of 
cancelling nuclear explosives from the face of the earth would be 
utopian, because the human memory cannot be erased, and for a 
great Industrial power to rebuild a stock of a few nuclear weapons 
would require a time no longer than several month, one tenth of the 
time required by the United States to build the first atomic bombs in 
1942 - 1945. But a possible residual nuclear capability would be so 
small, that we can assume that the process of nuclear disarmament 
involves the totality of the nuclear warheads. 

It is true that 95 % of nuclear warheads are detained by the 
United States and the ISC, but their destructive potential is so· great 
that also France, U.K. and China should be associated to the 
disarmament process in the near future, because their stocks, 
although small in comparison with those In the hands. of the greatest 
powers, still possess a destructivness beyond any acceptable'level. 
If we speak therefore of the USA and of the former URSS only, it Is 



for sake of simplicity, but certainly not because the other military 
nuclear powers should be neglected as unimportant. 

lt Is common kowledge, albeit non supported by any official 
document, that the total amount of nuclear explosives existing on 
the earth consists approximately of i 000 metric tons of almost pure 
U-235 (HEU) and of 200 tons of almost pure Pu-239. Both U-~35 
and Pu-239 (as much as their isotopes U-233 and Pu-241) have 
equal energy values, from a practical point of View (1 
Mwd(thermal)/g) when used as nuclear fuels, while their explosive 
capacity could be very different. Indeed they can be used as A
bombs (with a yield much less than one) or as triggers for H-bombs: 
and in this case their yield is practically unlimited. For reasons I 
really do not know, to each nuclear weapon is attributed an 
equivalent explosive force between 0.5 to 1 MTNT (Million tons TNT 
equivalent), which is somewhat higher than their energy equivalent. 

In the study herewith presented, and prepared by a working 
group assembled with ENEL-ENEA and Ansaldo personnel (mostly 
engineers) an attempt was made to evaluate the difficulties existing . 
along the path for a peaceful utilization of those isotopes (U-235 and 
Pu-239), mostly used as explosives, to be converted into fuels for 
the civilian reactors operating in the world. The energy content of 
their stock Is such as to produce the total amount of electrical energy 
required by the world in one year. However nuclear power provides 
only i 8 % of the electric energy requirements. Therefore, i.n the 
optimistic case that any of the civilian reactors now in operation 
would be capable of accepting those fuels, their burning would 
require almost 6 years, whithout taking into consideration the 
disruption procured to the uranium mining industry and to t~e 
economy of the enrichment plants. These consideratlo.ns are 
obvious and trifling, but they shed light on the fact that nuclear 
demobilization is not a trifling problem at all and its attainment will 
require a major fraction of the next half century. 

The problems are more economical than technical, where U-
235 is concerned. Of course in the USA and ISC it could be possiple 
to use a U-235 fuel at its maximum purity, with a seed and bl.anket 
arrangement. A blanket of thorium, with the accompanying 
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production of U-233, could substantially increase the energy yield of 
each gram of U-235. For non nuclear nations (military speaking) of 
course the natural procedure would be dilution below a safety level 
internationally agreed. However, even in this case, at least three 
technical options, are open: dilution with natural uranium (U-235 ... 
0.72 %), dilution with depleted uranium (U-235"' 0.25 %) and dilution 
with very slightly enriched uranium. The main point is economical: 
how to coerce the civilian reactors to sip those fuels, correctly 
streched In time, in a way best suited in order not to disturb the 
uranium industry. Our elementary calculations show that a clever 
management of this operation could provide a net benefit of 50 to 60 
billion $. 

Much more complex is the problem of burning or discarding 
plutonium. A relevant experience has been made In France and in 
Japan with MOX fuel elements. From this point of view it is a pity that 
the United States interrupted their in-core burnig of MOX fuel 
elements 15 years ago. A technological skill is easily lost, and 
difficult to find back. We in Italy unfortunately know best how it 
happens. The so called 5 year-moratorium has razed to the ground 
our domestic nuclear expertise, which had required 30 years to be 
moulded and would require thirty years more to be rebuilt. 

From this point of view it seems to me that the problem of 
nonproliferation has been somewhat exagerated. Handling of 
plutonium, and likewise toxic materials is not an easy task. Even 
taking as an example the Iraqi effort to have an atom bomb, it 
required more than 1 0 billion $, not to have the atom bomb. Anyhow 
for a small nation to have a single or a few nuclear weapons Is 
meaningless. The power of these weapons is always a negative one: 
deterrence. If deterrence fails, the nuclear weapon cannot be used. 
Its use would bring on the head of the offender, considered to be the 
mad dog of mankind, such a heavy retailation (not necessarily 
nuclear), that its reminiscence would last for centuries. We must 
therefore limit ourselves to the hypothesis of the raving madman, 
which hounds to steal an atomic bomb. But these stories find their 
way better In Sean Cannery's or Roger Moors's movies than In 
realness. Far from me the idea of making a mockery of non 
proliferation and diversion. I firmly believe, however, that the political 
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world has undergone such a tremendous switch-over In the last few 
years, that the problem of nonproliferation and diversion of nuclear 
explosives shoud be studied anew, in connection also with the 
problem of the disposal od plutonium and of the secure storage both 
of plutonium and of HEU. The long storage time, in particular for 
HEU, which is such a begnln material, could be much more 
dangerous for diversion than the handling of plutonium to be used In 
nuclear fuels. 

May I also add a few words about the possibility of ejecting the 
most toxic wastes into the sun. Prof. Theodore B. Taylor has 
suggested several tens of launches of a few tons at a time. I 
discussed a little with some of my collegues in the Energy 
Department of the Polytechinc school of Milano about the possibility 
of a multitude of launches (a kg each), so that a misfire would be an 
accident but not a disaster. Small unguided rocket-launchers, mass
produced, could be a solution specular to the giant launchers, using 
Saturn V-type boosters foreseen in the Taylor's hypothesis. it Is to 
be remembered that Germany, at the end of World War Two, 
designed a facility for the production of 1 000 000 V-2 rockets per 
year; and it was not a joke, because In an artisan way and In a few 
months they built 1 0 000 such useless weapons plus 35 ooo 
pilotless V-1 ungulded missiles. 

But we must turn back to our main purpose: to begin a 
preliminary discussion on the feasibility of dismantling the nuclear 
military capability existing In the world. As far as plutonium is 
concerned, military plutonium and civilian plutonium, although 
isotopically different, have common problems. And the utilization of 
plutonium mixes up with the problem af radwastes and disposal of 
fission products. · 

But high purity Pu-239 has a priceless value as a fuel for fast 
breeder reactors. The governements try to be stili on the subject of 
breeders. And yet any of us knows that the fast breeder technology 
and that of the so called 'fusion reactors" are light-years apart. On 
breeder reactors (both fast and thermal), on whose technology we 
know a lot, we can say that they are 50 to 100 % more capital 
intensive than thermal light water reactors. But on the economy of . 
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"fusion reactors" we know absolutely nothing, much less than Fermi 
knew about thermal reactors on december 2, 1942. 

This kind of silent hypocrisy would be very harmful to the 
discussions about the best processes to be used for dismantling the 
huge explosive potential of nuclear warheads existing In the world. 

may, 1992 Mario Silvestri 
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FEDERAL FOREIGN OFFICE 

Dr Anton Ro.Bbach 

The Deputy Commissioner 

for Disarmament and Arms Control 

Prospects of nuclear disarmament in a changing world 

(Introduction: thanks to organiters) 

"Prospects of nuclear disarmament in a changing world": this admittedly 

rather dry title of my talk could also be: How can we harness tha huge 

nuclear potential for destruction which has been stockpiled in East and West, 

and elsewhere, over the past decades? Or, to put it another way: How can 

we force the genie back into the bottle from which it has escaped? This task 

has lost none of its significance in the wake of the upheaval of the last few 

years, although its nature has altered substantially. 

Over the last two and a half years we have witnessed changes which. have 

radically reshaped the political map of Europe. These changes made it possi

ble for· the East-West conflict to be overcome by peaceful means. The rejec

tion of that bipolar world which determined our thoughts and actions for 

decades has fundamental repercussions for the international security struc

ture, too. Yesterday's adversaries are today's partners; Who would have 

thought three or four years ago that representatives of the former Warsaw 

Pact and of the Atlantic Alliance would meet in the NATO Cooperation Coun

cil in a spirit of peaceful cooperation? 

Today we have the opportunity to replace the arms race and mutual det$r

rents with cooperative security structures on both the global and regional 

level, to ease tensions, to harmonize conflicting interests by peaceful means, 

and to consolidate. our common ground. 

it is also true. however, that today's world is far- from being idyllic.' The 

r-adical transformation of the last year·s has brought to light new potential 
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dangers which we must face up to: political and econo,;,lc' instability; social 

consequences of economic adjustment processes and the,. resulting massive 

migration, ethnic tensions and •·egional conflicts, but also the risks inherent 

in the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. 

In this situation it is inevitable that the role of disarm;mknt and arms eo~
trol be redefined. Arms control and disarmament play~d a vital part in 

overcoming East-West confrontation. We must face up to the new tasks ahead 

with this in mind. 

On our continent, disarmament and arms control have hitherto· been embed

ded in a Western security strategy in which a carefully graded nuclear 

arsenal afforded the final defence against attack. Disai-mament was, only 

possible within this framework of a "balance of deterrence..,. , lt concentrated 

on removing inequalities in holdings of the most dangerous and destabili:ting 

weapons systems. In the nuclear field, the path led via the ABM Treaty and 

the START Treaty to the 1987 INF Treaty. 

Clearly this ohilo~oohy mud bP. ~ubjP.r.tP.d to ~ thorouoh·'reviiaw followino the 

end of the East-West conflict. The threat pattern of the, past -:and thus also 

the need for strategic stability in the traditional form - is outmoded. Partic

ularly in the nuclear sphere, however, there are legac'ies, from the 'age of, 

confrontation which must be dealt with as a matter of urgency. The pi"Oblems 

posed by the nuclear weapons on the territory of the '-former Soviet Union 

are among them. 

Disarmament and arms control under these new conditions. will be guided by 

the following principles: 

Firstly, there is agreement that a further reduction of' :existing weapons 

arsenals is sensible and possible. This applies .in partiCular to the nuclear 

sphere, where prospects for further reductions have already been. opened up 

by the unilateral announcements by President Busfi and Presidents 

Gorbachev and Yeltsin. More than ever before, however, nuclear disarma

ment today is becoming a technical and financial problem: 

. ' ::;,: ...• 
... ,. 
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Secondly, non-proliferation aspects are gaining in significance.' They are, as 

we all know, inextricably linked with the process of further nuclear 

disarmament, as expressed in Article VI of the 1968 Non~Proliferation Trea

ty. This implies that disarmament is increasingly to be uen in global terms, 

as proliferation does not stop at national or continental boundaries. The 

strengthening of international non-proliferation regimes is therefore likely to 

become one of the most important instruments of peacekeeping in the coming 

years. 

Thirdly, in arms control the traditional task of contractua11y regulating 

military potentials is becoming ever more closely tied to the political, econom• 

ic, social and ecological aspects of security. Arms control will' help to pro

mote objectives such as demilitarization and conversion with a particular view 

· to consolidating democratic developments. lt will have to be taken into ac

count in shaping a comprehensive, permanent dialogue on all these aspects. 

Its central task, however, will be to elaborate a cooperative strategy for 

conflict prevention to replace the current strategy of war prevention through 

deterrents. 

Let me go into the first two points in more detail: 

Worldwide the nuclear powers today have at their disposal tim.s of thousands 

of nuclear missiles. The explosive force of even the so-called tactical or 

battlefield weapons is i·n many cases much greater than that of the Hiroshima 

bomb. That such a huge destructive potential is no longer in line with 

requirements (and was, by the way, never actually needed for the purpose 

of mutual deterrenc.e) is beyond doubt. 

With the INF and START Treaties the United States and the former Soviet 

Union responded to ·the need to end the nuclear arms race, Which was also 

economically disastrous. With the elimination of the intermediate-range mis

siles, a whole category of weapons disappeared for the first time in the 

history of disarmament. As regards the reduction in strategic nuclear strike 

W<>:>ponc agraed in the START Treaty - which, we hope, will shortly be 

initiated following the readiness of Kazakhstan, .Belarus. · ahd Ukraine to 

renounce these weapons after the expiration of the 7-year period agreed· in 

the START Treaty - it turned out even when the Treaty was being signed 
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that considerably more drastic cuts in arsenals could be. undertaken without 

affecting security requirements. The unilateral disarmament ·initiatives of 

Presidents Bush and Gorbachev of last autumn, as well as the initiatives of 

the American and Russian Presidents of this January take account of this 

recognition. There is thus every indication that the tracks have been laid 

for further nuclear disarmament. 

The realization of the measures and proposals envisaged by all these initia

tives wou.ld lead to a further reduction of about fifty per cent in the strate

gic potential permitted under the START Treaty. And this does not even 

have to be the final word. At the same time the pressure would grow on 

other nuclear power~ to stop withholding their nuclear. weapons from the 

arms control process. The prospect of a world free of nuclear weapons, _as 

envisaged by Article VI of the NPT, is again coming into view. Even if such 

an objective appears unattainable in the foreseeable future. we will do well 

to remind ourselves at least occasionally of this codified general target. 

lt was seriously envisaged as an ultimate a•m immediately after the end of 

+h<> ~ .. ..,,.,n.-1 Wn~l.-1 w,.,._ wh"n Hirn•hima and Nacasaki 'we're still vivid. and 
before the political paralysis of the Cold War. set in. lt found concrete 

expression in the draft to the. so-called Acheson-Lilienthai-Baruch plan.· of 

1946, which was designed to subject the total potential of available nuclear 

weapons to a reliable international control regime with a view to its gradual 

elimination. The Saruch plan contains projections which are still topical 

today: it proceeds on the basis of a worldwide approach, and from the need 

for as much transparency and verifiability as possible, and is based on the 

view that questions of nuclear disarmament affect the security interests of 
the internotional c;.ommunity a.:~o o. whole. 

Allow me to add a few words on one particular aspect of the American and 

Soviet undertakings of autumn 1991: namely, the undertaking to· renounce in 

future all land-based short-range nuclear missiles, artillery munition and 

nuclear mines. Following the elimination of intermediate-range missiles, this 

would do away with a second weapons category, involving particularly high 

security risks, which in the Europe of the 90s no longer serves any pur

pose. The decision to eliminate this category is in keeping_ with a long

standing concern of the Federal Government. Foreign Minister Genscher last 
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drew .attention to this in a public statement at the beginning of this year in 

which he called for the worldwide elimination of all land-based short-range 

nuclear missiles and ·nuclear artillery munition in the CIS states and in the 

USA. The elimination of these missiles is, however, by no means exclusively 

a German concern. Just imagine the havoc these short-range nuclear missiles 

would cause in the regional conflicts currently taking place in Europe follow

ing the end of East-West confrontation. It is obvious that any such deploy

ment must be prevented. The complete elimination of this category of weapon 

affords the best guarantee of this. 

One thing is already certain: the task for the coming years wi'l be to 

achieve the contractually agreed or announced elimination of thousands of 

nuclear warheads. We have no exper·ience so far which would prove the 

practicability of this task. It is already evident that it will require a sub

stantial financial commitment. 

The most pertinent example in this connection is the nuclear weapons on the 

territory of the former Soviet Union. These weapons largely lost their secu

rity function with the end of East-West confrontation. I do not need to go 

into the details here, which will be the subject of further discussions at this 

symposium. Suffice it to say that we are talking about a total of roughly 

thirty thousand nuclear warheads, the majority of which - pursuant to 

contractual arrangements or undertakings given by Presidents Gorbachev ar)d 

Yeltsin - are to be eliminated in the next few years. This figure .includes 

about twenty thousand tactical warheads which, owing to their easy handling 

and high mobility, pose a particularly serious security and proliferation risk. 

It goes without saying that this creates for disarmament new problems of 

previously unknown dimensions. The security of the entire international 

community· is at stake. The aim must be resolutely to seize the present 

opportunity to destroy as many nuclear weapons as possible. This gives rise 

to unfamiliar questions: for instance, what is to happen to the weapons

grade fissionable material (i.e. plutonium and highly enriched uranium) that 

is released from the warheads? After all, we can expect approximately 120 

tonnes of arms-grade plutonium and 700 tonnes of highly enriched uranium to 

be released from these weapons. Present processing methods ar-e costly and 

not fully matured. This opens up new prospects for supranational 
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obvious precondition being 

Non·Proliferation Treaty. 
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many parties as possible sho~ld participate • the 

strict adherence to the eomini'tments under the 

. ."'· : 

This brings me to the second aspect; the growing imporb~ce of the issue of 

non-proliferation. Nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation are inseparably 

linked. The elimination of weapons of mass destruction would undoubtedly be 

the most efficient way to prevent their proliferation. But this is a political· 

issue and politics, as we all know, does not always f611ow the laws of 

Cartesian logic. In the case of biological weapons, the; target has largely 

been achicovod, and tho outlook for a global ban on chemic.al weaponc ;,,: not 

bad. However, the situation with nuclear weapons i!i. more complicated. 

Existing nuc.lear powers will not renounce these weapon~ edmpletely as long 

as they consider themselves to be threatened by weapons· of mass destruc

tion. This should not, however, deter us from resolutely continuing our 

efforts towards disarmament in that sphere as well. 

At the same time the increasing proliferation of weapons of 'mass destruction 

must be resolutely stopped. At present more than h\<enty countries have 

nuclear, biological or chemical weapons or their delivery' systems at their 

disposal or are in a position to develop them. The exainpl~ of Iraq ought to 

have a deterrent effect. it shows how the possession of weapons of mass 

destruction can trigger aggression and aggravate regional conflicts with 

far- reaching implications. 

o, 

There are many different reasons for the increasing protif~ration of weapons 

of mass destruction: first, it is easier now than it used to'be to procure the 

appropriate technologies on the world market, especially: as they are mostly 

dual-use technologies for both military and civilian purpos'es. Second, pride 

and the need for security provoke the neighbours of couiltries which possess 

weapons of mass destruction into acquiring comparable 'capacities· for them·· 

selves. And there are enough unscrupulous dealers, ~mpan.ies and even 

states which, either from greed for profit or ideological blindness, facilitate 

the proliferation of these weapons. 

Finally, with the collapse of the political and economib ''structures in the 

former Soviet nuclear power, and as a result of the economic problems of its 

) 
~-- '.-. 
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su~cesso.- states, a new, hithe.-to insignificant aspect of the p.-oliferation 

.-isk has come to the fo.-e; human know-how about the development and 

manufactu.-e of weapons of mass dest.-uction, a ha:ta.-d with wo.-ldwide impli· 

cations in ou.- specific situation, the question is how can a former Soviet 

a.-ms scientist o.- engineer th .-eatened with unemployment be p.-evented f.-om 

taking up work as a technology mercenary with an aspiring nuclear power. 

Of cou.-se the.-e is no ove.-ail solution to the non-p.-oliferation issue. lt is 

t.-ue, however, that awareness of the inhe.-ent dange.-s is growi·ng within the 

international community, as is the willingness to cooperate in overcoming 

them. This is reflected both in the volunta.-y undertaking by the currently '2C< 

eighteen states in the MTCR to also prevent the proliferation of d.ei\ve;i;/~i.:.,;. 
technology and rn the 

and on chemical and. 

G.-oup. 

common expo.-t control .on nuclear dual-use products, 

biological p.-ecu.-sors within the so-called Aust.-alia 

- ,,-.. .-.-:· 

The recent accession to the Non-P.-oiiferation T.-eaty by .the People's Repub

lic of China, a simila.- annoul'lcement by France and the willingness of 

Uk.-aine, Bela.-us and Ka:takhstan to accede as non-nuclea.- countries a.-e 

further encouraging signals in this connection. The Non-Proliferation Treaty, 

on whose unlimited extension a decision will .be taken in 1995, is the only 

global instrument for the prevention of nuclear proliferation. Despite its 

shortcomings, it is indispensable. All measures to consolidate its validity 

deserve our support. 

However, the existing non-prolife.-ation regime is ta.-geted only at count.-ies 

without refe.-ence to action taken by individuals on thei.- own l"esponsibility. 

This, therefore, was the subject of the initiative which the Ge.-man Foreign 

Ministe.- .submitted to the UN Sec.-etary-General in Janua.-y in the fo.-m of 

three proposals: fi.-stly, the creation of incentives within the f.-amewo.-k of 

an inte.-national foundation for arms experts to use their skills for peaceful 

purposes in thei.- own country; secondly; the call on UN ·member states to 

subject their nationals who participate in the development a.nd manufacture of 

weapons of mass destruction, whether at home or abroad, to domestic crimi· 

nal proceedings; and thirdly, a call on the UN Security Council to view 

breaches of the NPT as a threat to international peace and security and to 

impose sanctions against those countries which violate international law by 
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procuring know-how and potentials for. the 

destruction. 

. 
:. . . 

:.1 ~ .-.. ~ -. . 
production·~( weapO:ns of: mass. .. 

--~ ·- . 

. . · .: .. . ~; 
' j . ,: . 

The first proposal took on concrete form within six moltthli with the estab-

lishment of the International Science and Technology Ce~iJ ir{:MoseOw. which . . :.~. ~: .. ~-· ·, . 
is sponso.red by Russia, Japan, the United States and' t}ie £C'; Our Foreign. 

Minister's other proposals, too, met with broad approval; h~ey point the w~y 
forward for the debate about specific measures to be t~k~n at international 

' 
level to promote non-proliferation. 

• • ·r 

In impleme.ntit,g these measures, it will always be impe~~~f~e ';!i proceed' frOm 

as broad a basis as possible. I have already mantione~ ~he heed :fo~ no:n

proliferation to be consistently backed up by disarmarri!!rlt measures within 

the meaning of Article VI of the N?T. Other factors, toO~ fuus·t; be taken into 

account. For. example, non-proliferation measures will ai~o:~ haY.~ to. coriside~ 
. . : ~ . !: . . :, . 

the legitimate requirements of economic development. Fr'om' the point of view 

of the Third World countries in. particular, it will be ;n{pirta~~ to retain or. 
. .·:-.·1.: .... : . 

expand the technical framework for peaceful . dome~tic fdevelopment. The 

,question as to how the transfer of technology for peacefu1 pu~pos~s can b~ 
. ~ . :- . . . . 

reconciled with the need effectively to stop the prolifet'a~ion. 'of weapons of · . .. . . 

mass destruction or their precursors is an unavoidable'icne a(id indeed the 

hinge linking non-proliferation policy and international 'e§o~omic an.d ~cientif
ic cooperation. Current non-proliferation policy neces'~itates;: further,;,ore; 

the provision of assistance in the conversion of military .~·otentiltls . 
. . ::.. i, .... ~; 
=~ '· .. '!. ... ·• .: ~. ' . .. 
.:~:"":;· .. .- . ·,: .. · . ... . 

This brings me back to where I started. The furthEir-'course. of nuclear 

disarmament -.I hope to have made this clear - remains 'tlr~ly' embedded. in ~ 
larger political framework with increasingly global i~piications. ' But the 

degree of international stability in the coming years ob~:!Jusl}/alsci depends 

on the determination to proceed further along the road~ to. n\ielear disar~a-" 
ment. If we can seize the new opportunities in a cod:p~rative s?irit:, the 

outlook is not that bad. 
. ~- . 

·-: ,. ,. 

..• 
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Ropo1•t of the Minister of the Rnss1A.n Federation 
for Atomic Energy at the international simposium 
in Rome , 1 5-17 , Jtme, 1992 • 

NUclear weaponry complex conversion and nuclear 
disarmrunent in the Russian Federation. 

Russ1Rn ::>tomic energy was being created during the hard 
;years or wur·ld War I1 and right after it, :l'ollow:ing tllP. 

Information or theGerman phys1cist-commtm1st C.Fuchs on wide u.s. 
nuclear a1~es researches. The USSR government authorized 
l.V.Kurchatov to head the first atomic science centre and to run 
all the researches in the nuclear area. 

The interdepartmental governmental body-'rhe First Main 
Department under the USSR Council of Ministers, we.s established 
on August ,29,1945 with the authority to coordinate all the 
activities in the field of nuclear science and technology. 

Swnultaniously large nuclear scientific oenters & nuclear 
industry were being developed. Suoh a comprehensive approach 
provided :tor the possibility of developing within a short time 
period. a number of new scientific & technical branches :l.n the 
nuclear area 1noluding such, as: ura.nlum ores mining & processing 
technologies, nuclear material testing & metallurgy, 
~'adicoh.,tniBt:r>y; mJnlAR.r- engineeril¥( & instrumentation industry, 
radiation 
techniques, doslmetry & protection, high temperatures & pressures 
physics, high energy physics & quant el"eotronios, etc .. At the 
ea.me time o<:>rious matters, relatAtl to envioronment & personnel 
health protection, as well as wastes disposal had to be dealt 

with. 
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Together with the nuclear industry establishment a 
cOPl'espondlng system of technical codes & regulations was 
developed for the the whole of nuclear-dangerous production 
process, starting 
with uranium mining down to the final product manufacture, 
including utilization & supervision. 

The Ministry of Medium Mashinery of the USSR was established 
in 1953 for administrative control over the new branch,it was 
reorganized into the Ministry of Atomic Power & Industry (MAPI) 
in 1989. 

The Ministry tor Atomic Energy of Russian J!'ederation was 
established on the 28 of January, 1992, by Number 61 president 
Yeltsin's decree, It is a legal successor to the liquidated MAPI 
on issues under the jurisdiction of the Russian Federation. 

MinAtom is resposible for: 
providing nuoleB.l' and radioactive safety for the nuclear 

complex, radioactive wastes handling and enviromental 
rehabHitation of theareas; 

organj.zation and execution of state supervision over the 
nuclear complex activities and consecutive conversion; 

pUl'Btting state scientHic and technical, investi tional and 
structural policy in the field of atomic power industry 
development: 

elaboration & execution of programs in the field of nuclear 
weapons taking into account the reduction of Russian nuclear 
arsenals. 

For pursuing a similar scientific and technical policy two 
scientific and teclmical coordination councils in the fields of 
general nuclear science and technology and nuclear weapons were 
established at the Ministry. The councils and their sections 
include both scientists of the Russian Academy of Sciences and 
leading 
scientists of the branch. 

The branch is the closed scientific and industrial complex of 
technologically linked plants for l'aw materials extraction, 
fissHe materials production, manufacture of products tor the 
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needs of nuclear power generation & nuclear weapons industries, 
sp<>nt fuel 
reprocession with a subsequent localization & disposal of wastes, 
as well as a number of support & supply enterprises. An emergency 
fast action Rystem in oases of nuclear aooiden~s in transportation 
& production has also been organized. 

2'he overall coat of the basic industrial assets, belonging to 
151 of MinAtom enterprises with an over 1 million personnel is 
a1·ound 35 billion USD. 47,2% of the entire pel•sonnel is engaged in 
the manufacture process, 16,5%- in science, 19,4%- in 
construction & 16,9% in other nuclear related branches, At present 
a number of concerns & industrial assosiations has been 
established within the framework of the Ministry, majoring in 
various areas of conversion.Their activities are planned to be 
further broadened in the directions most adaptable to commercial 
structures. When preserving a hieralchical management structure in 
the nuclea'Y' h:ranoh & at the oruno time flexibly ouor<lJ.nating 
~~tivitiQs on tho ho~izontal luv~llL ls most important to keep the 
optimum balance wh:ioh appropriatly reacts to the constant changes 
in the russian marlwt being also attractive to the foreign 
investors. 

The overall industr:l A.l output of Mina tom in 1991 was arowHl 

20 billion USD, including 2,9 billion for arms & military techniques 
& fl hill ion USD for opooial nuolea1· matt:!rials. 

The trading activities of the Ministry in the foreign markets 
have significantly increased over the recent years, which provided 
for a 500 million USD products export in 1991. Within the structure 
of Minatom's export prevail(90%) those products, that a1•e in 
abundance for internal use in the Russian Federatin, i.e. natural & 

enrj.ched uranium, fuel & equipment for Nuclear Power Plants, rare·
earth elements. Of all the enterprises of the former USSR MAP!, 
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On!!' of the Minattltn Pt"ic:w·ity 

and deWJl CJ~'>I1~:nt L'1f t~chntll tl<~ic:<J.l 

in 

a.nd 

~.r:h<·ntifio:"·-t:t~c:hnical nE•liJ.ti•~r'"'· '"'it:h th~ Cl8.e.r1d Ee.s.t.··Ew·or-:of>&.n 

cc.Jt.J.n 1~ t- i e::u." 

Th•~ f"ollc""'ifi<J ,,.u.bbt··<mc:he!·:!l· rm.l.V be di:s.t i<w.i:E.hed v-•i'thin thf;: 

f'""'·"""""- or the F:v.:m.s. 1 e. fvll n 1.\l.t orn: 

of 

of thi:a COfTIPl f.l,;.( 

:a;.er ial 8.11d 

population of 0.7 million p•oPlm. 

,;nd t.h~: {U 1 ·-F.J.J.s.r,. ie.n R8:D 

Pt'"odu.c:t ion 



F€~dt!>r"e.t ion. 

lh~, p··iol"i'lv dit-~:ct ion of o.c:t ivit ifl:s in thi~;. 

cons. i;;;.t~- in inc<-ea:m. in"' nu.cl ee.r "eaPon ,;;afetv, t-el iabil itv and 

e.f'fi,::i.enc:v on tht'!! ba~i:ll. o·f the c:rJnPI&•:•r. ~1-c:ientifi•::: P<:>tier1tis.l 

rw<>s-~,,-vat. ion. 

"fhe indu.''·t.t-v rm·nt :lonl£od <l.biJV.s· rc~~=we:m.~mt:;c the onl v nat ion<J.l 

the· ent in'· t<.>C:hnt1l o<dC:·l~l .;::vel e v.oi th :!l·'J.t>er-v is. ion in t.l1i.l' JrJ int 

At·m,:;:d f~o,··cr*"' on tlo« ba~.is- of' the urdfit:N:I sc.:iw,n·t: ific:-t<'!c:hnicil.l 

Pt"!l ic:v, Pt"t:lvicJinq <tl:a.o few· nu.clEHH"' "'""'-PrJns. m"'odu.c:tion <md 

<m!. in t enanc"', ba;J.ed cm thtl' '"_t,,_n(J<\IFd i ~l!·o:::l t ..,chn i c:-3.1 docu.rro~nt at ir.ll"l 

and technical au.pplv baae. 

One o·F thf!i rros;.t irrP<Ji·"'b:mt cun-..,nt US!·P"'ct~~ o-f th(l: F.O.J.~-~-i<l . 

. Min<J.tom il.cti.vitie:m. n::ft::n•· to util i:-:ation of' nu.c:le<Jr a.n=l.nitir.m 

~t.lit.h the ••:•if>it-e•d tewn'<'· \Jf !l-ttJt"'il"le 

nJ.t~:-~ 1 e•a.r· ~A-.;'ila.r.:•t:ln.:s. J·-i!!du.ct ion PJ'"'O·~r~ arrrne. 

ac:'t i vi t i.es- a.t Pl~r,:;.c;,nt ,;,. iqn i-f ic::an-t.1 v 

irl <l.C::C::I:Wd•"-riC:P. IAii i:h the 

"The <tfOOUnt ~lf tht)!~.e; 

( rnc:•t"'t? than t~,,o t. i rr~~:=.) 

;,:.,:c:Ped:s:- t·.hr:l .~.mau.n·t of :;.e~- i-t>.l nucl .,.,_,- v.tt:<o.pcl11"· r:·t"'cldu.c:t ion. 

Nu.c::l e>a.t"' d il"·<•.nna.rfll'!•nt: ~-ti.H"'tl~d !:•t"a.c::t i•:::<J.ll v , .. iqht af·t.et'" l:h~' 

M3F;1'1 Tt·ea.t.y ,.,nl:en,:d int<J fot"'C::I>l· in 1fJ88. 

'lhe nw~). .,,.,_,.. a.n;<,nal dl?c:n:•<J.:oJ.ed pt-esent 1 v bv ar-·r:·t-o:o< i IT~J.-tl~ 1 v 

20'/ . ., t~~k ir'P;-1 into 8.CCOlJ.nt: C.lll 

nucl t:ar ,,,l~!aPrJn~ .r-e•:1u.c.:t ion. 

2, 'Tht> r:··c-JIJ\~t· eno;~ i nee1·- i n.::t ,.,.u.bbt"'.t~.nc:h of· th'-'· f;,\J.:>-:!1- i a Mi na.totn 

ino:::l~!de,.. nine tl~>.-,t-·ll.tin·:; nu.c:leat"' ;oo'A""'t"' Plant:r, <•;JB units.) v.•ith a. 

total caps.cit'v of rrnt·e than :?.0 GW, 
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Mina.trJtn ca.n-vin<.l out 

f"u.r'ld.atl'l.7.:'n t . .:.-1.1 r-u:;t;.t~·<:-n"·<::h in nur.::l i:!;!,'tH... f' is;;.s. i r.:>r') ~=~hv;:~·;;, (..:=. t d<~VeH oP in~ 

th,:o; :~.circ>rt-tific: b<>;.~.i~. fm·· n•.tcle<;r POIA>1W enqit1e~,r·in<.L,. de:>E.igninq 

and PCt~.<ocw f;~ciliti•~"•· fen- military <J.nd 

civil i.a.n aPpl ica.tion. A la.t··qe···sc.:~~le volu.rrW!· of' activities is 

c:tJndu.cted at t:ht• Ftwx. ic~l.l and F'o'"""'r- !nst i tute in Obn irt:!!-k, R8:D 

In;;;.t itute 1'or· f.\toroic r'1l!!a.r.:t:w-g. in Dirnitt·ovqr-ad, All-·f:,~J.:ll-"-Hlrl 

l~$r;,an::h lnstitu.tr: of Inm-.qanic Molt•wials. after A.A.~chvor, 

F~&d:J Institute fr.w F"'"'er- 81<;:~ ineer ino;:r Techn i•'lu.e ·in !+J:lfCO'-'' •• r1d in 

la.r"<H~ deJti<u·, ctf-rice$1. and :m.cientific o;:rt-ou.~>» in 8t.Peten;;.bu.t··~t 

and Nizhnv Novo;:rtJt"'CJd, 

:J. The indi..•.:B-tt"'Y i~. cha.r-i'.l.,:tmr-i:ted by its; le-~.d:lrtr.:t t·ol<• in 

the- 1''ic.·J.d r.1f rM.c::hi.rH" and in:s.tt--u.rnent buildinq., "'hic:h c:on:m.".: :ltu.t.e 

devll!lnP 

r·a.d iat: io11, t·adiat ion 

dete-c:tion 

s;.c: il?rtt if ic: Subs.t.a.nt i a.l 

e:,;r-·•!·r· i,t·•ce i~. -tl.o::c:u.rnul <t'lf"d in the s10·her .. .r of· dP-•val or--rnent and 

r,,-odu.cti.on Df chir,rnice.ll.v ;;.ncJ f"o~di<tti"n t"ll!c~i~,.t,.nt equi~·n)(!•nt f"l

nu.cl iE:<W indu.s.i:t'"v .• "''ime;d o.t 1 011-=l'""i:t~nn and rel i<~.bl. ri: rJPen;~t ion 

under e-xtren• co~diti~ms. 

4. Tl·-<~.dit: ir~nal f'".nde.nv~nb:tl n;,,n.,;;OJrch n.NT;il.if1;!;;. to be th~' 

s.cit;·ntH'i': b-"'s;.iiO. f't:lt" F:S:f) a.c::tivitia:;,. tJf the": inclu.SJ:Lt··y in th~: 
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field of and phys. ic:=.s., 

<>.nd rad :i a.t. ion, 

e.•::c:f.l•l '"'" "t 101r· t. ec:hn i que e.nd l'>L!t=·er"t.:onduc:t l. v it: v , 

The; ir1cJu.~.t;t-y·'s. R.IHJ l.n:!i.1:itut.ion:~;. of f:unda.ment;>.l pr-o{ile.• 

ar~: d·ta.l'"'•o.c:t.,,·i:;,:ed by tha. a.vailabil itv of uniqu.e r··es.ea.n:h 

lllll th 

c:on,~.tn.t.::t ion in f't"t)tVincr, M:Jl'!.<::OtAI r-e-., ion, at tha. Hiqh Enet"qy 

r1,y:::r-J.'-=--· 7.ti:=·L J.V.J.Int!' ano .lor..:a.t:G.'CI 1r~ tll~ C1t""t:U.l.er undet"'~r-ou.nd 

tu.nnel , 3. 5 rn in d i<~.rret,r· e.nd 2.1. km l onq 

star~t ···up in 

E>:P<!:t···irnent<tl f'~oY:i!·iC::ll· and the V.G.~'Jilor:oin Pa.dium In~:t.itute a.t"t' 

a.lr,.o -;wei.!.tl v c:on'lr"ibu.t in•:, to sc:iemc:e. 

5. !nter-rtat icma.l Cor~r-·en~:t ion. 

Se h:.\'nt i~.ts. o.f 

N'l.t""t. i c: i P a.t i n 9 in 

thl?. 

t.ha· 

r1L!c:l f?i3.1'" 

and the< J'Di.nt Ins.titutr;, rJf 1\lu.c::lear- F~f>S.ci•·:l.t"c:h in D.tbna. 

·n·u-ou.qh tt··w; l AEA tll<l M in i<'>'ITV ;;.u.ppr.w'L••· p<u-t ir.: iP<•.t ion r.1f. 

in inteenHr.t ianal <J.i:t i Vi t ll!~~1· to 

non-pn:Jl if~rwat .. ion tJf nu.c:l <~at•· ~~~~"!!il.I>OI'I>i·, ct~ntt"crl <>V(;It"' tha, u.~.e' of 

nu.c:l (1&Br El'nEH-o;lY . .for·· J:•t-:ac.:~ful p1J.t"'Pt:):Ei.f;!oSi· :t nuc:l f£1r..u- e..:~~Pt.')t··t c.::onttw•ol • 

Tt-1'~ M in i~.tr·y ems•J.n?'~ th,;, t"""'l iz;i!t: itm of nucl t?a.t· t'.e5t 

c:or1'tt"ol i.n the, t.ro;l~ in ac(~r.lt"danc::•• "''i th the: Tl!t"eii-ht>l d Tt"'eatv, 

1974, ratif'lf?d in 1990. 



i 

in 

int.i.;!'r'~·'·•ct ir.)tH\1 <t<n·,~f*rrn .. n·t:•:· "''i i:h f't>t"'tl! i•:m c:ountr·· if?:!li· in thee• f is..l d 

of i:.h•' >J.:f!.c, o.f' nuc:l e,ar Po"'""'". 

Olt'i• r;i:· t.hi'' ma.in ta&.k:~J. i'a.•:::ino:; th~1 F.\.J.~.t:df.t fvlin<~.tom i:!ii. 

int••t·r·1at ior·r<.l.l g.c i en t if i c: and 

de<l.l ing wi t.h thri.l• ,;,.,'>.fetv 

t. he est. ab 1 i Mltn.'dl t c:o f an intu-r·ru•.t ione.l c!:invet"':S· ion c:r&ntnre for· 

the bemef it of the F~S!·S· ie.n ind>.u;.tt'"Y. 

c:onstt·uc:t. ion 

~J billion t·ou.bl e:s. a Ytl':<'H"' (:~f c:on~.tn1c:j:'ion and 

inst <>.11 a.t ion C.). '~lf"(;..a,t e;..'Pt1H- i£'-±'l''lCt.~ h·~s. bee·r, 

i 9, ful f i 11 ed 

ft"'(Jfn des:.i·~~nin·~~ o-F pr-(:;.'il:;i!c:t~~:- i:.cl thetr· •::L'Jn:i::.i:riJ.ct i(:Jn .;:~.1"1(:1 ••t.ut-nkev'' 

equipnmnt installation both in the territorv of the CIS and 

•~bt"'o<;.d. 

"11'11'0· rn:ln i~.t.r··v' ill· 

PiPellnas, chemical <>.nd C: O.P .;:i.C: 1. t it?:!!!· ~ rnin :in·:> 

(e.g. Shevchanko bu.ilt 

inclu.;1.t.t"V 
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o·f the Cl8. 

COW8~SION lN r>,U3SH\ MINI-\T<JM 

Tht1• Pt"of<:H.tnd PDl ii: ic;,;,l <:~.nd .~c:onomic:;-J.J. nrd'or·m c:an-ie:d c1ut 

i.n th£; C:IS, thm dor.:tt- ino; o·f r.m•n.u- in<l :!J-.u·ff ic if;,nt. defen:Ei-w o·F 'tht? 

ComriOn~t-IJHJ.lth, e.s. ~t-<l>ll w;,. thf~ nec:r~ss.it:Y of ec:olfJ"lii::al r·eviva.l 

(1f the ten-- i tot~ i'""'· dnd ln-"-f•;t v il'rc~n:Jvem;-,nt of the PO!~U.l a·t: irJn, 

havt, dl!:m!l.nded to c:ondu.c:t cr.lnver·sirJn of the> sc:icmt ific: ,,_nd 

indus-t.r- '"-l pot(;!•nt ie.l elf th"" nuc:l eat" r:·O~t-"'-'-'r indu$.'1:>-v a.s. a 1"!'-'.!!-Ul t 

of both the ,-~·du~:t ion of· v-tear~r.>ns- l:!.nd mil it:at-v l'·t-oduc:t ion and 

r<J.d icl:!.l c:u.t-·bac:k in des. i•;:~n in•') al·td con:;;t.ru.c:i: ion of nett.• nucll!>a.r 

r ..... ort.t.::!~J·~· unit:;. e.nd ::E.u.b::~.ta.nt ia-.1 df.~·cr"~:!l:t'il.~.:ii·(!~ o-f ur•;J.n ir.J.m minin·~ and 

reRt-t:)ct:•::=.:a. in•!1 vol JJ.trle's.. 

Ta.l:: :lnq :lnt:<:l <l.cc:oun-t th•~ "'':•( iz-t in.;. c:ond it ions, corrr-·1 eH 

, .. .,,. . .,.,..-eh "'""·-·ks;. fm- ,,.el ec:·t i nq "'c:ontlmi call v tl'lffe:c:t i ve: t <Ud< "· r.d' 

CJf tho, 

ac:t i vi t ie,;s., v.hic:h at-e thm mDS!-t acJ,~q,_!ate to t.he e.c:c:umJ.l at..;;:d 

$.c; ient if ic:, ind\J.:e.-Lt- ia.l IJ.nd :!i-ta.f-F pote:ni: ia.l tt.IN'e c:arT ied out in 

181:18--.1.890 · u."· inq all the e:J!i.tabl i:!l-h•~d ec:onomic tie;;;. on the b,u; i:;o, 

of the, devel om;,d nucl e;)_,- pov,l;?r· indu.s.tt"V, "The· !l.91-$1. igned 11. inl!. and 

talf.h~l- of the F;'J.s-s-i-a. Mine.t:Llm cleve,lr.ll~lrent i.n l99.:t-·.1.885 and u.r.· t.IJ 

2QJQXI.) have -fcw·rn;;d thF.: bas. i;;;. few o:l abclf"cl.t: inq a nu.mbet· l:tf 
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gn.;,.l -.. or i.ent.~d c:omr:-rehf!•ns; i v~ nO>:t: itmal Pi·~tlo;Wa(I"Y'fW?s. on dev!!'l m:·rmnt 

and f'".bt"ic:<>.t:iron r.lf' t'-"::;hnolo•=w···inte<·n~-ivf.• civilian ~,r-oduc:t.:!O-. lhe 

the 

de:ved oprm·nt L1f' ti!<c:hnol og ie-,-,. of tv.IQ-·p•.J.rPL1s>li'l <J.f::•Pl i~:at ion cm tllffi' 

be.,.-, i ~i· of the f(e-y advanced t.ad1ncJl c;,.,_, 1 e:!'_. ·n,.., devml optnl>nt (J.nd 

t"O>.tc• of c:onvet··;s. ic1n t-etw-n to th"' fli>.t ional economy v.d 11 be> 

s;.tt·on-;;~ly tie•p...,nd on th..- cre:dit 01.nd fina.nc:i~>.l and t<J.H Pcll ic:ies 

of the g.tate on it:o. v.oay to the rn<u-ket, 

Min i•'·tt·y pa.Jd th•~ rrv.d.n att.:mt :i!Jn to th~, t<as-k of incnr,a>l-in·;J 

tpl-odu~:t ion of c:onsu.rner· 'ilOLlds. in 1880--1885 (~~, 6 t im~s;), Jn 

18~:10 th<~ tw.tf>u.t of c:cm".un,r- goc:1d~l- ac(::rJuntl~d f'ot· 390 mill ion 

in .UJ8.1 it ac:c:c:HJ.ni:E•d fot" ?66. :1 mill ion ,-·ou61 e:; .• 

f"rtJdu.-::t irJn o1' :;;.c; iencEa·- int:en:;1. i v,-. -;;~ood~. •~nd t:ho,;;"" of short 

~-U.PPl y is;. ta.f'.t:;,n intt:l ao::o::ou.nt. 

The •::t)rJVt!li·"'$.ion r>roo;Jt"i3J1'1'11t!l can be s.u-:::ce:m-sf·ull y in-pl l!dnented 

·only if the n•J.c:lt.Har indu:;;.f;,·y ;,. func:tifJnHl'il as '-l. unifie-.d 
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Tout individu est 
contradiction. D'une part, 
solution des problemes qui 

aujourd'hui au centre d'une 
il voudrai t participer a la 
le conernent; mais d' autre 

part, il a l'impression de n'avoir aucune prise sur leur 
solution. Celle-ci depend de decisions prises au niveau 
mondial et devant lesquelles il se sent impuissant. Les 
grandes options en matiere de protection de 
1 'environnement, de lutte contre la maladie, de mode le 
social plus ou mons dirigiste, pour ne prendre que 
quelques exemples, sont prises sans qu' il ai t la 
possibilite d'exprimer un avis reflechi. D'ailleurs 
comment le pourrait-il, puisque les donnees de chacun de 
ces dossiers lui echappent. 

Le sentiment de l'homme moderne d'E;tre incapable 
d' agir sur les orientations ethiques de la societe ou il 
se trouve se verifie pour les questions de desarmement. 
Chacun condamne, en ce qui le regarde, la course aux 
armements, specialement nucleaires, car il y voit une 
"absurdite" (Jean-Paul II); tout le monde est pr"'et a 
souscrire au memorandum que la Commission Pontificale 
Justice et Paix adressa au Secretaire general des Nations 
Unies en decernbre 1975 ou declarai t que la course aux 
armements etai t un "danger" puisque les stocks d' armes 
nucleaires etaient tels qu'ils pouvaient detruire la 
planete, une "injustice" puisqu'elle renverse l'echelle 
des valeurs en consacrant le primat de la force, un "vol" 
des biens qu' elle mobilise alors que tant de pauvres en 
auraient l'us pour devenir plus homme, une "erreur" dans 
la mesure ou on la tient pour necessaire afin de donner du 
travail aux hommes 
progressivement les 
ajoutai t une 11 faute" 

alors qu' l'on pourrait' reconvertir 
usines d' armements; et Paul VI 

contre la vie en travaillant pour la 
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mort et, finalement une "folie" puisque, censee proteger 
l 1 humanite, elle la conduit a la ruine. 

Ainsi done le probleme moral devant lequel se 
trouve l 1 homme contemporain peut ~tre formule en ces 
termes: 

1) 1 1 et at des relations internationales 1 1 oblige a 
s 1 armer pour ne pas laisser la route libre aux "criminels 
sans conscience" et aux "malfai teurs internationaux" (Pie 
XII 3 octobre 1953) 

2) mais le recours aux armements pour garantir la 
paix S 1 avere un jeu dangereux et stupide 

3) une relative detente internationale offre une 
chance a nostre epoque; la fin de la mefiance 
institutionnalisee entre les blocs ouvre un defi pour les 
nations industrielles les plus expertes en matiere 
d 1 armements de reorienter leurs ressources vers la paix 

4) dans cette situation, quelle est la 
responsabilite de chacun, en tant que citoyen, militaire, 
industriel ou gouvernant pour hater cette reconversion des 
industries de guerre vers des productions de paix? 
Probleme extremement vaste sur lequel il s 1 agi t de jeter 
ici quelques coups de projecteur du point de vue ethique. 
Il S 1 agit d 1 illustrer simplement cette proposition: tout 
homme desireux de se comport er d 1 une maniere responsable 
dans les questions liees a celles du desarmement et de la 
reconversion industrielle doi t re lever un triple defi en 
envisageant ses obligations sous trois angles global, 
personnel et progressif; ce sont ces trois termes que je 
voudrais commenter ici brievement. 

1. Le defi ethique aujourd 1 hui: une contrainte globale 
La morale n 1 a jamais ete purement subjective; comme 

si l 1 individu n 1 etait lie par aucune obligation tenant a 
sa condition humaine vis a vis des autres membres de la 
societe. La moralite etait presentee comme l 1 acceptation 
(ou le refus) d 1 un ordre objectif. Elle insiste done sur 
la disponibilite de l 1 homme a obeer ou non a cet ve ... 

L I Europe a vecu sur cette conception jusqu I a la 
deuxieme guerre mondiale; c 1 est alors que ~rogressivement 
une nouvelle conception de la moralite a commence a 
S 1 imposer, celle 

Il est 
transformation a 

d 1 une contrainte globale. 
facile de comprendre quelle 
laquelle il est fait ici allusion 

fut la 
si l 1 on 
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se souvient de la maniere dont leurs obligations morales 
vis a vis de la societe etaient presentees aux individus a 
l'epoque feodale et plus tard au temps des nationalismes. 
Dans l'un et l'autre cas, l'ordre social etait une valeur 
objective fixee une fois pour toute ici la chretiente, la 
la nation, qui meritait que l'individu se sacrifiat a 
elle; le prince, puis les hommes de gouvernement, 
interpretaient quels etaient les interets superieurs 
auxquels 
pas etre 
patrie". 

l'individu devait se 
taxe de "chevalier 

soumettre s' il ne voulai t 
felon" ou de "trai tre a la 

Le parallelisme qui vient d' etre evoque n' est pas 
total. Alors que la chretiente constituait theoriquement 
un tout organique dans lequel venait prendre place chaque 
entite politique inferieure, la societe internationale qui 
se crea aux 19 et 20emes siecles fut egali taire, 
interetatique. Alors que la premiere fut confessionnelle, 
la seconde fut laique. Les Etats sont ici les sujets de 
l'ordre international; souverains, ils ne renoncent a leur 
droit de faire la guerre que dans les limites qu'ils ont 
sous cri tes. Ces principes qui etaient a la base de la 
Societe des Nations qui regroupait des individus-Etats se 
disloqua des que l'un d'eux avait des interets propres. 

A partir de 1945 se developpa une nouvelle 
perception de la paix. D' une part, la societe 
internationale n'est plus celle que forment les Etats mais 
les peuples, comme le proclament les premiers mots de la 
Charte des Nations Unies; ce sont eux qui mandent leurs 
gouvernants pour construire la paix et le nouvel ordre 
mondial. D' autre part, et surtou, la paix n' est plus 
conc;ue comme une simple absence de guerre mais comme une 
"construction" (Gaudium et Spes, le "resultat d'une action 
morale et juridique" (Pie XII, Message de Noel 1943). 

Morale, c' est a dire que les problemes qui posent 
aujourd'hui aux hommes sont perc;us etre tels qu' ils ne 
peuvent etre resolus que par des mesures arretees a 
1' echelle mondiale et que les peuples se sentent 
responsables d'entrer dans cette voie. Le president 
Roosevel t est un des tout premiers hommes d' Etat qui a 
fait prendre conscience de cette nouvelle dimension de la 
moralite lorsqu'il a prononce son discours dit des quatre 
libertes (26 janvier 1941) demandant qu'a l'issue de la 
guerre soit instaure un monde ou soient assurees la 
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liberte d'opinion et d'expression, la liberte de religion, 
la liberation de la faim, et celle de la crainte et de la 
peur. 

Juridique. Quelques annees plus tard, 
l'Organisation internationale du travail redefinissant ses 
finalites avant d'aborder la reconstruction de 
l'apres-guerre adoptait a Philadelphie, en 1944, la 
Declaration dite de Philadelphie qui faisait entrer cette 
philosophie dans le domaine de l'action internationale 
institutionalesee; les delegues du monde libre y 
proclamaient: 

la lutte contre le besoin doit menee avec une inlassable 
energie ... 
la realisation des conditions permettant d' aboutir a ce 
resultat doit constituer le but central de toute politique 
nationale et internationale .. 
convaincue qu'une utilisation plus complete et plus large 
des res sources productives du monde' necessaire a 
l'accomplissement des objectifs enumeres dans la presente 
Declaration peut etre assuree par une action efficace sur 
le plan international et national ... la Conference promet 
l'entiere de l'Organisation internationale du travail avec 
tous les organismes internationaux auxquels pourra etre 
confiee une part de responsabilite dans cette grande tache 

Telle est done la nouvelle situation devant 
laquelle on se trouve: alors que jusq'au 19eme siecle, et 
meme jusqu' en 1940, la formation morale se desinteresai t 
largement de l'organisation et de son devenir, il n'en va 
plus de meme depuis la fin de la derniere guerre mondiale. 
De meme que "la pauvrete ou qu' elle existe est un danger 
pour la prosperi te de tous" (Declaration de Philadelphie), 
l'eradication de la pauvrete devient desormais du domaine 
de la responsabilite de chacun d'entre nous. 

Ce changement d' attitude a une incidence sur les 
questions de desarmement. Alors qu'autrefois les 
poli tiques d' armement relevaient de la seule competence 
des Etats et que les peuples n' y avaient point part, 
aujourd'hui la part des budgets consacres a l'armement par 
les Etats particuliers se trouve soustraite aux sommes que 
la communaute internationale peut et doi t consacrer au 
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developpement de chacun et de tous. La paix est devenue le 
fuit d'une strategie globale assumee par tous. 

2. Le defi ethique aujourd'hui: une contrainte personnelle 
Pendant des siecles les habitants des deivers pays 

ont ete etrangers a la conclusion de la paix ou au 
declanchement des guerres; ils subissaient ce que les 
princes avaient choisi. Les prleres que les peuples 
adressaient au Ciel refletaient cette impuissance; ils 
attendaient de la divinite qu'elle se comporte comme un 
Seigneur de la guerre plus puissant que les autres en 
imposant sa paix. 

L'apparition des regimes democratiques a change 
cette perception que l 'homme avai t par rapport a la paix 
et a la guerre; elle a donne lieu a la formation des 
Mouvements de la Paix. Sans doute y eut-il toujours dans 
les pays de chretiente, des hommes qui voulurent prendre 
l 'Evangile dans toute sa rigueur logique et denier tout 
caractere de legi timi te a la violence; mais ils furent 
marginaux; ils n'eurent pas d'influence sur la marche de 
la societe d'autant que la plupat d'entre eux vecurent en 
marge de celle-ci. Il n' en all a plus de meme avec la 
Quakers. 

William Penn (1644-1718) fut, au nom du quakerisme, 
fodateur d'un Etat pacifiste la Pensylvanie. Le fait qu'il 
exista durant pres d'un siecle montra que l'on pouvait 
tenter de realiser poliquement une societe pacifiste. Des 
de debut du 19eme siecle, les premieres societes de paix 
apparurent, simultanement, a l'initiative de membres des 
Quakers, tant aux Etats-Unis qu'en Grande Bretagne; elles 
furent le premier germe qui a conduit aux grandes 
manifestations en faveur de la paix des annees 80. L'on se 
trouve ici devant un mouvement de fond qui a une 
signification qu'il faut comprendre et accepter, en depit 
de toutes les ambiguites qui l'ont entoure durant ces 
derniers annees. Il est une manifestation de la volonte 
des peuples de jouer une part active dans la determination 
de la politique des gouvernements afin de l'orienter vers 
la paix. Ici encore nous trouvons devant un noveau defi 
ethique; celui concerne le comportement journalier de 
chacun. 

Plus un regime assure la participation libre des 
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citoyens aux affaires publiques, plus ceux-ci sent 
responsables de construire la paix dans et par leurs 
activites journalieres. Autrefois, l'on estimait que les 
decisions des gouvernements representaient 
vraisemblablement le meilleur choix pour la sauvegarde de 
l'interet general; aussi chacun etait-il tenu de lui obeir 
et !'objection de conscience trouvait difficilement sa 
place dans les traites de morale. Aujourd'hui, la remise 
l'honneur de !'objection de conscience est la consequence 
de la nouvelle perception que l'on a de la responsabilite 
de l'homme vis a vis de la societe. Une intervention de 
Jean-Paul II a Spire met bien en evidence le rapport que 
l'on saisit aujourd'hui entre l'action quotidienne de 
l'homme engage dans la vie courante et la politique 
globale: 

Peut-etre serez vous nombreux a penser en cet instant: 
la paix mondiale . . . est bien parmi - les defits cruciaux 
de notre temps; mais que ouis-je faire, moi, tout seul? 
Est-ce que je peux vraiment apporter ma contribution? A 
cette question, jre vous apporte la reponse. Qui toi' 
individuellement, tu peux amorcer le mouvement; car, toute 
benne resolution, toute prise en charge volontaire d'une 
tache ne se decident jamais que par un individu. Et meme 
sil est necessaire que les efforts de chacun scient 
ensuite relies a ceux d'autrui pour obtenir de grands 
effects il n' en reste pas mains que le "cui" de chaque 
personnee, formule avec generosite et fidelement maintenu, 
dans sa sphere d'activites, est indispensable pour amorcer 
et promouvoir efficacement ces ameliorations profondes au 
ni veau de 1' Eglise et de la societe. Home lie devant la 
cathedrale de Spire 4 mai 1987 in Documentation Catholique 
1987 590 (Osservatore Romano 6 mai 1987). 

Ainsi, c 'est done parce qu' auj curd' hui de grands 
effets ne pouvent etre obtenus sans que les efforts de 
chacun ne scient relies a ceux d'autrui qu'une 
responsabilite personnelle incombe a chaque citoyen vis a 
vis de la poli tique de son gouvernement; et c 'est parce 
que ces grands proj ets sent auj curd' hui mondiaux qu' une 
opinion mondiale doit se constituer presentement en faveur 
du desarmement; mais une opinion mondiale responsable. 

L' ensemble des pays industrialises a ete traverse 
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au cours des dix dernieres annees par les courants 
susci tes par les mouvements de la paix qui pretendaient 
influencer les decisions des gouvernements. Leur action a 
consti tue un apport posi tif a la cause de la paix et du 
desarmement du fait que 1 'echo qu' ils ont recontre dans 
1' opinion mondiale a montre combien ce theme lui etai t 
proche et a ete l'occasion, pour beaucoup, d'un eveil a 
l'ideal de paix (J.Joblin, L 1 evoluzione storica dei 
movimenti per la pace in Civilta Cattolica A1984 II 
536-549; d 0

, I problemi dei movimenti del la pace oggi, 
ibidem 1984 IV 334-346; d 0 L' avenir des Mouvements de la 
Paix in Actes du symposium sur les "Mouvements de la Paix" 
organise conjointement par la Federation Internationale 
des Universites Catholiques et la Club de Rome, Salzburg 
18-21 fevrier 1983 Centre de la Recherche de la F.I.U.C. 
1984 pp.8-22; d 0 , Problematique des Mouvements de la Paix 
Ibid. pp.325-331). Mais cette acion sur l'opinion publique 
est condamnee a rester assez superficielle aussi long 
temps qu'elle n'entraine pas dans son sillage les 
responsables des politiques d'arment tant au point de vue 
poli tique qu 1 industriel. Leur resposabili te est delicate 
puisqu 1 ils ont a la fois a retenir leur pays sur la voie 
de la course aux armements comme a chercher a associer a 
cette politique, d 1 une maniere les decideurs realiste des 
autres pays; mais egalement, ils sont redevables devant 
leurs concitoyens de leur securite. Si nous prenons le cas 
des industries d' armements, il se trouve qu' elles font 
Objectivement hobstacle a la paiX pUiSq I elleS det0urnent 
une partie des .ressources mondiales de taches qui 
pourraient favoirser positivement le "progres materiel et 
developpement spirituel" de 1 1 humanite. Chacun doit done 
s' interroger sur la me sure dans laquelle il contribue a 
creer ou entretenir une psychose de mefiance entre les 
peuples au-dela de ce qui est requis par la securi te de 
son propre pays. Autrement un sentiment nationaliste 
faisai t devoir de soutenir aveugement la poli tique 
militaire de "son" gouvernement; aujourd 1 hui, un sentiment 
internationaliste demande d' "examiner taus les 
programmes d 1 action et mesures d'ordre economique et 
financier" et de les "considerer a la lumiere de cet 
objectif fondamental" (Declaration de Philadelphie) qu 1 est 
1 1 elimination de la pauvrete et la veri table promotion 
humaine de taus et de chacun (Populorum Progressio). De 
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nouveaux parametres doivent done entrer dans les jugements 
moraux des hommes politiques, des industriels et des 
simples citoyens. 

3. Le defi ethique: concretiser l'imperatif de paix 
La responsabilite que l'on met sur les epaules des 

individus peut sembler bien lourde; car s'il est aise de 
tomber d'acord sur la necessite de donner une orientation 
morale aux activites economiques, les raisons sont 
multiples pour ne s'engager que prudemment sur cette voie 
(J.Joblin, I cristiani e le industrie che producono armi 
in Civilta Cattolica 1991 II pp.316-329). L'economie 
actuelle est soumise a la loi de la concurrence de meme 
que les relations inter-etatiques sont marquees par la 
me fiance et la so if de dominer. Celui qui n' accepterai t 
pas de ejover ce jeu se designerait en effet pour devenir 
le grand perdant de la partie qui est engagee. Le monde 
est soumis a la loi du plus fort et malheur a celui qui 
entend s'y soustraire. 

Des signes existent cependant que la loi du plus 
fort n'est pas la seule qui regle les relations entre les 
acteurs de la politique mondiale. Ceux-ci obeissent aussi 
a des considerations morales et, les chases etant ce 
qu'elles sont, il s'agit d'en elargir le champ. Il s'agit 
de s'engager dans un processus qui opere une mobilisation 
de l'opinion, non seulement celle de la masse inorganisee, 
mais aussi des professionnels de la politique et du monde 
des affaires pour faire entrer la contrainte globale du 
developpement pour to us dans les decisions des 
responsables de l'economie et de la poli tique; leur 
determination trouvant un soutien dans l'attitude de 
l'opinion publique. 

Cette nouvelle moralite s'appuiera sur deux 
evidences qu'il s'agit de vivre soi-meme afin de les faire 
partager autour de soi: les populations marginales doivent 
etre reintegrees dans le concert des peuples; cette 
reintegration doit commencer par les plus pauvres. 
Precisons ces deux imperatifs pour montrer qu'il ne s'agit 
pas de paroles en l'air. 

* la reintegration des populations marginales dans 
le concert des peuples comporte un double aspect, 1 'un 
negatif, l'autre positif. Negativement, cela signifie que 
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l'on doit juger intolerable l'existence de telles groupes 
d' hommes de la meme maniere que l' on juge intolerable la 
presence de mendiants a la parte des palaces; mais au lieu 
d'appeler la police pour les chasser, il faut prendre sur 
soi-meme et se demander comment, moi, je puis aider, voire 
m' investir pour les faire sortir de cet etat d' exclusion 
qui est le leur. Il faut prendre a la lettre cette 
declaration du Concile Vatican II: 

Les peuples de la faim interpellent les peuples de 
l'opulence Gaudium et Spes §9,1 

petit nombre 
de decision, 

possibilite 

Le luxe cotoie la misere. Tansis qu'un 
d'hommes disposent d'un tres ample pouvoir 
beacoup sont prives de presque toute 
d'initiative personnelle et de resposabilite; 
sont places dans des conditions de vie et 
indignes de la personne humaine d 0 §63,3 

souvent ils 
de travail 

Tandis qu'on depense des richesses fabuleuses dans la 
preparation d' armes toujours nouvelles, il devient 
impossible de porter suffisamment remede a tant de miseres 
presentes de l'univers 
nouvelles en partant de 
finir avec ce scandale 
monde de 
veritable 

l'anxiete 
d 0 81,2 

qui 

Il faudra choisir des voies 
la re forme des espri ts pour en 

et pour pouvoir ainsi liberer le 
l 'opprime et lui rendre une paix 

Qu'on evite done ce scandale: alors que certaines nations 
jouissent d'une grande abondance de biens, d'autres 

sont privees du necessaire d 0 88,1. 

* l'option preferentielle pour les pauvres est dans 
la vie de chacun le critere de sa reussite a unir 
politique de paix (desarmement) et developpement. L'echec 
de notre civilisation serait de ne pas reintegrer les plus 
pauvres dans la societe pour faire egalement d' eux les 
beneficiaires de la croissance. Or non seulement l'ordre 
mondial actuel tolere l'existence de ceintures de misere 
autour des villes mais sa loi interne de developpement est 
telle qu' il secrete de nouveaux pauvres. L' erreur de la 
lutte centre la pauvrete vient de ce qu'elle se donne pour 
objectif d' aider tel homme, telle famille alors que ce 
sont ceux qui sont enfermes dans 1' exclusion depuis des 
generations qu'il faut prendre comme un peuple, dont il 
faut ecouter les doleances et satisfaire les besoins. Ce 
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ne sont pas des individus qu'il faut tirer de leur 
condition infra-humaine; il faut proceder, en priorite des 
priorites, a une reorientation de nos activites en 
fonction de leurs besoins. L'on parviendra a une reduction 
significative des armements et a une reconversion du 
nucleaire non pas en marchandant des concessions 
reciproques, mais limi tees, mais en demontrant que les 
economies qui en resulteraient sont la condition sine qua 
non d' une meilleure integration de la famille humaine et 
done d' une confiance plus grande entre les peuples et 
leurs gouvernements, gage de paix. 

****** 

Le de bat sur les valeurs, le desarmement et le 
developpement ne porte pas sur des questions abstrai tes. 
Dans la me sure ou il se devoierai t sur ce terrain, il 
serait manque. La situation ou nous sommes est 
completement nouvelle. Pour la premiere fois, grace a la 
democratie, l 'homme est devenu partie prenante aux 
decisions qui engagent le destin de l'humanite; mais il ne 
s'agit pas la d'un pouvoir qu'il aurait conquis pour 
devenir acteur dans l' ordre poli tique et dont l' exercice 
ne l 'engagerai t pas personnellement. Bien au contraire, 
chacun est invite a une conversion personnelle, 
intellectuelle et morale. Intellectuelle, car il doit se 
sentir heurte au plus profond de lui-meme par le desordre 
que constitue l'existence et le developpement de la 
misere, de cette misere, qui cotoie la richesse; morale, 
car il doit commencer a se convertir lui-meme en 
repoussant a la marge tout ce qu'il peut y avoir dans ses 
comportements, individuels et professionnels, de 
complici te avec cet et at de choses. Bien mieux, il doi t 
chercher a realiser, la ou il est, dans les decisions qui 
dependent de lui, au niveau qui est le sien, cette 
reintegration des populations marginales dans la 
communaute des hommes. C'est ace prix, que nos discours 
sur valeurs morales, desarmement et developpement 
descendront des spheres de l' abstraction vers 
l'etablissement d'une nouvelle societe. 
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In this paper I want to focus on questions rather than an-
owc~c' tha a..:n.a\-10:11:'0 '·16 h..t»ope. -bo ~:e'e"V"!I..d.e du.:tc".::l..r~.er ~h.:lc cyw.~ ... """"M-1 uWII_ 

some of the questions can't be answered in det~il here or 
even without further work, but it is important to record and 
even discuss the questions. 

Introduction. 

There are some 50,000 nuclear warheads in the world, more 
than 95% in the armories of the U.S. and the former Soviet 
Union. 

Almost all of these will be demilitarized and destroyed (more 
than half, in any case) pursuant to the initiative of Presi
dent George Bush announced September 27, 1991, to whi eh 
President Gorbachev of the Soviet Union responded in a few 
days, which commitments Boris Yeltsin, President of Russia, 
assumed in a speech of January 29, 1992. 

According to widely published estimates, the US and Russia 
each have 100 tons of weapon-grade plutonium and 500 tons of 
highly enriched uranium (HEU) in their nuclear weapons. 

As a consequence of his initiative of 09/27/91, Bush envis
ages some 4700 strategic warheads on each side and less than 
1000 tactical warheads, justifying the presumption that our 
task is to consider the destruction of ''almost all" nuclear 
warheads. According to President Yeltsin, there will remain 
only about 3000 strategic warheads, and he hopes that the 
numbers can be reduced well below that. 

The urgency behind these reductions is the real hazard to the 
world of the presence of tens of thousands of warhe~ds, any 
one of which exploding in a good-sized city would kill 
500,000 people in a few seconds. These days it does not t~ke 
much imQqinAtion tn r~eo~niz~ £Re~iona and movem~nt~ which 
would. put to cleath the h.iat.o~·i..:.:al O}.-'.l-'"··'l:.~o~u.l,. .lr \..h'-' m•taul.~ L.u 
do so could be obtained by purchase or theft, and threats 
miaht be ~osed by even lees fanatic arou~s. 

The recognition of declinino marqinal utility of .1 AJ:'<Je num
bers o£ nuclear weapons can not lead simply to the abandoning 
of the excess, in view of the enormous hazard posed by in
tentional or accidental detonation, and the large amounts 
that might be paid (hundreds of millions of dollars, or more) 
for the fir~t few warheads that could be transferred in usa
ble form from the US or Russian stockpile. 

Concern for the economy and £or the wealth of the world's 
people makes it important and potentially profitable to in
vestigate what can be done with the durable elements of the 
stock of warheads, namely the fissionable material. 

The world can't recover the vast expenditures made to create 
the materials and to fabricate the warheads, and society will 
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have to pay the environmental damages and cleanup costs of 
the military nuclear enerqy programs, particularly in the 
former Soviet Union. Nor is the stock of fissile material-
HEU and Pu-- different in kind from fuels available for power 
reactors; it is not uniquely valuable. Clearly HEU can be 
burned in existing light-water reactors (LWR) which use ce
ramic fuel in which the fissile naturally occuring U-235 
isotope is enriched to 3% or so rather than the 0.7% natural 
abundance. Military HEU of 93% U-235 and only 7% U-238 can 
readily be diluted with either natural or "depleted" uranium 
to the required 3%. Dilution with enrichment "tails" con
taining 0.25% U-235 would require about 34 kg of depleted 
uranium (DU) per kg of HEU, but the result would be identical 
with the common 3% low-enriched uranium (LEU) which is a 
valuable commodity for preparation of LWR fuel. 

Fissile uranium does not decay spontaneously for hundreds of 
millions of years, and weapons plutonium will be as useful 
for nuclear weapons thoueands of years hence as it is now. 
Yet the world LWR economy produces now some 70 tons per year 
of Pu in the normal operation of the reactors; neutrons from 
fission of U-235 are captured in the 97% of the fuel metal 
that is U-238, producing more fissile Pu. Indeed, existinq 
plants for fabrication of "mixed oxide" fuel for LWR ( 11 MOX 11

) 

have an annual world capacity now of 88 tons of metal, with 
additional annual capacity of 260 tons per year in France, 
Germany, and Japan, and 120 tons per year being built in 
Rueeia. 

The 70 tons of Pu produced annually by commecial reactors 
would need some 2000 tons of uranium for dilution to MOX, so 
that there is by far inadequate MOX capacity to handle "re
processing" of spent fuel to MOX. If the MOX capacity of 400 
tons of metal per year were turned entirely to the conversion 
of the 200 tons of military plutonium (plus 7000 tone of 
diluent uranium), it would take some 18 years to convert to 
Mox. 

Conclusion 1: Assuming that we wieh to preserve the HEU and 
military Pu for the production of energy for the civil econ
omy, we will need to store at least the Pu in some form for 
a decade or more. 

Question 1: What are the costs of adequately secure storage 
of Pu (and HEU) in various forms-- in intact but disabled 
nuclear warheads, as metal "pits" extracted from nuclear 
weapons and perhaps crushed or distorted so that it could not 
be easily re-used in a standard warhead, as Pu alloyed with 
uranium metal perhaps to 20% Pu concentration so that it 
could not be made critical in any si~e? 

Even 20% Pu in uranium could readily be processed chemically 
to separate the Pu from the uranium, but that would take some 
time in comparison with fabrication of existing military Pu. 
Of course, 20% U-235 in uranium would need substantial 
isotope separation to make HEU, not an order of magnitude 
different from starting with LEU as feed stock. 
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Question 2. What would be the investment and operatinq cost 
(and time to build) a facility for safely alloying HlW or 
military Pu with uranium, if the storage cost of such 
neutronically safe material were estimated to be substan
tially less than that of material usable in nuclear warheads? 

Economic aapects. 

A typical LWR (of 1000 MWe or 1 GWe) uses about 1 ton per year 
of U-235, so that the world's reactor population of about 400 
reactors and 300 GWe uses about 300 tons per year of U-235. 
Evidently fuel fabrication capacity exist to feed these 
plants, so that the assumed 1000 tons of HEU could be con
sumed in a bit more than 3 years of operation, if HEU totally 
replaced enrichment for that time. This would be disruptive 
of the market, and the HEU price would presumably be driven 
down if it were forced onto the market with the necessity of 
using it immediately. But the time value of money is dif
ferent for different groups (as is the need for cash), and 
there is a need to answer 

Question 3: Given different costs for storage, safeguarding, 
preprocessing, and fuel fabrication, what are likely scenar
ios for the purchase, sharing, lease, or other transfer of 
weapons HEU to the civil market? 

Question 4: Since fuel is a small part of electricity costs 
from an LWR and an even smaller part of total cost of a 
fast-neutron ("breeder" or near-breeder) reactor, under what 
conditions is there a net benefit in retaining the HEU until 
the breeder population grows far above the preeent few reac-

. tore? HEU is in general an initial fueling option for 
breeders that will allow rapid expansion of a breeder popu
lation, whether the HEU (or MEU) is obtained by dilution or 
by enrichment. 

Of course, normal breeders by definition do not "destroy" 
plutonium. The problem with introduction of breeders is high 
capital cost even in comparison with LWR; how will breeders 
help to solve the plutonium problem? 

Any reactor will convert military plutonium that can be held 
in the hand safely (if appropriately plated) or in a qlove 
box, into fiercely radioactive material heavily contaminated 
by fission products. 

It is believed that reprocessing of LWR wastes to recover Pu 
and uranium for fabrication of LWR fuel ie uneconomic per se, 
but is justified by legal requirements in some localities, 
or for other reasons sometimes characterized as "independ
ence." However, most spent fuel goes unprocessed and (in the 
United States at least) will be committed to geologic etorage 
without extracting the Pu. Which brings us to 

Question 4: If reactor waetes are to be buried without re
processing, and use of MOX from military plutonium is not 
highly rewarding in itself, how practical is it and what 
would be the cost of blending military Pu with reactor epent 
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fuel as it is glaeeified or packaqed for geoloqic disposal? 
.,....,,~- .. ~~--~~~ ··~~.!1.....1 1.....- '-- --~- ... - ...... t ..... _ ----'- -.t: --~-~·----1J--.~ J...\--

plutonium against theft or d1vere~on over a per1oa or years, 
decades or centuries. 

Concludinq remarks. 
Given the importance of energy to the people and the economy 
of the world, it is important to choose ~ path for the con
vereion of military stocks of HEU and plutonium to electrical 
enerqy, which will provide economic benefit or at least min
imize the disposal cost. But unlike a stock of coal or even 
qold, the lose of even 1% of the fissile material, in the form 
of rogue nuclear weapons, could outweiqh the economic value 
of the energy of the entire stockpile. It is this which gives 
the problem the urqency and importance that has brouqht us 
here. 
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INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION 
IN THE DISARMAMENT PROCESS 

l. Introduction 

Ugo FARINELLI 
ENEA, Rome, Italy 

The great events in the former USSR (now CIS) and in Eastern 
Europe (which will collectively be indicated in the following 
as "'the East"'), and the tendency towards a greater integration 
between East and West have important consequences in the 
domaine of science and technology. Science and technology 
represent, through innovation, one of the main motors to 
revitalize Eastern economies. New technologies are needed to 
improve the efficiency of production in the East and to reduce 
the negative impacts on the environment (including global 
impacts). Preoccupations concerning the future of nuclear 
weapons scientists in the CIS and their possible role in 
horizontal proliferation are a related subject which has found 
great echo in the media. 

The cooperation in science and technology between East and West 
is therefore an important element in the process of shaping the 
new world which replaces the vertically divided world of the 
Cold War, based on mutual deterrence and mistrust. As we shall 
see, it is a subject full of difficulties as well as of 
opportunities, and several initiatives are being discussed at 
this moment. A review of this process seems therefore justified 
today. 

2. Science and Technology in the East 

In the East, and in particular in the USSR, scientific research 
had reached in many sectors a level comparable to that of 
Western science, with notable points of exellence especially in 
theoretical disciplines (such as mathematics and theoretical 
physics) and in those fields in which a direct competition with 
the West had been engaged (such as space and defence). 

In the East, the importance of science for the development of 
society was officially recognized. Scientists had high 
salaries, prestige, and a privileged status, including greater 
freedom of movement. With a number of important exceptions 
(like the case of Lisenko) in which ideological considerations 
were imposed to distort the scientific process, in most cases 
scientists were left free to conduct their research. In the 
most prestigeous institutes, even political pressures and the 
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subordination to party indications left room for competence and 
scientific merit in the choice of the leaders. 

In the East, most scientific research was (and still is) 
organized through the Academies. In each of these countries, 
the Academy of Sciences played a triple role (in the sense that 
in the West these roles are covered by three different 
institutions): that of a Ministry of Basic Science, with its 
President, or Scientific Secretary, often being a member of the 
government; that of an operative structure including (in the 
USSR) hundreds of laboratories and institutes, some of a very 
high scientific level, and with a slightly elitarian flavour; 
and that of a learned society, with influence on the 
intellectual sectors, much as the Academies of the West. 
Academicians had little or no teaching burden (a fact which was 
considered as a privilege but may also have had drawbacks), 
while comparatively less research was carried out in the 
universities, generally mostly devoted to teaching. More 
applied research would refer to other institutions, such as the 
All-Union Committee for Science and Technology (GKNT) in the 
USSR, and the institutes depending from the various ministries. 

In any case, particularly in the USSR, the scientific and 
technological system was heavily conditioned by the high 
priority given to the military sector in the allocation of 
financial resources, scarce scientific equipment and high-level 
scientists. This would also influence the relative development 
of the various disciplines. 

It is too early to say whether the main structure of research, 
and in particular the role of the Academies, will remain the 
same in the future. Many criticisms have been raised in the 
East and proposals for radical changes advanced. The outcome is 
still uncertain, and a reform of the scientific system is 
probably not a first priority in the political agenda. However, 
it should be noted that the deficiencies of science and 
technology in the East, which we will shortly deal with in the 
next section,· -cannot be attributed (at least primarily) to the 
structure of the research system. Although changes are needed, 
it would probably not be advisable to copy the type of 
organization which exists in the West (or, rather, in one or 
another of the Western countries) . Conditions and requirements 
are different, historical developments cannot be ignored, 
diversity has its value, and lessons can be learnt also from 
the shortcomings of other systems. 

3. Limits of the R&D systems in the East 

Despite the high level reached in several sectors, the research 
systems in the East suffered from serious limitations which 
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resulted in reduced effectiveness. The limits in the 
availability of advanced equipment (in particular the lack of 
access to high performance computers, except in the military 
and space sectors) were real but certainly not the most 
important ones. 

More serious limitations derived from the lack of connections 
between research and application, and from the absence of an 
evaluation of the economic, social and environmental 
implications of new technologies. The lack of diffusion of the 
results of research was at least partly due to the absence of a 
market. This also influenced the choice of the lines of 
research. A tendency which was (and perhaps still is) very 
common is to seek solutions to immediate problems by developing 
very advanced technologies, when there is no capability of 
applying and diffusing much simpler solutions which are already 
widely available. The assignment of priorities often appears to 
be haphazard, or linked to opportunities for research rather 
than to a ranking of importance of solving actual problems. In 
the absence of market signals, planning was unable (or did not 
even try) to fill the gap. 

Moreover, and somewhat paradoxically, just in the so-called 
centrally planned economies there was very little long-term 
planning of the development of science and technology. There 
was in general a nearly blind trust in science and in the 
capability of the central system to plan technology so as to 
solve the problems of society. In reality, however, no serious 
"technology assessment'' was carried out, in the sense of 
predicting, analysing and evaluating the economic effects, the 
social consequences (in terms of occupation, distribution of 
labour skills, improvement of social equality or creation of 
disequalities, of condition of women etc.), on international 
relations, on environment, on health, and even on politics, 
deriving from the development and diffusion of a given 
technology. This was, as I said, a paradox, in the sense that 
planned economies had all the instruments for taking decisions 
on the basis of such evaluations, whereas in the West 
technology assessments are common, but the application of their 
results is less direct. 

The consequences of this lack of strategic assessment of 
technologies are obvious in many fields. The degradation of the 
environment has reached unacceptable levels. The energy and 
material intensity of the gross national product is nearly 
double that of other industrial countries, and the average 
efficiency of energy use corresponds to situations and 
technologies of 50 years ago: and this is certainly not the 
consequence of effective technologies not being available (at 
least at the level of laboratories) but of the fact that there 
was no incentive to introduce them. 
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4. Crisis of the research institutions in the East 

In the presence of a serious economic crisis, scientific and 
technological research, which yield few immediate returns, are 
1n a difficult situation in most Eastern countries. This 
situation puts in question the survival of many high-level 
research groups. In these countries, financial allocations to 
research institutions are often constant (if not decreasing) in 
monetary terms, and therefore take no account of the high rate 
of inflation (500% in one year in the CIS). Salaries for 
scientists, which remained nearly constant, have fallen below 
the average salary in the country and often below the vi tal 
minimum. No money is left for equipment and operation of the 
laboratories. Some research institutions have started 
dismissing personnel (often on arbitrary bases), while others 
have tried to start projects for the nascent private sector, 
often with little scientific content. The brain drain towards 
other countries has so far been limited, but is a real menace 
for the future; more relevant 1s the internal brain drain, 
towards business oriented activities, where possibilities of 
earning are by far greater. 

This dire economic situation is compounded with political 
difficulties; in the various countries, different research 
institutions have met with varying degrees of mistrust when 
they were, rightly or wrongly, supposed to have opposed or 
resisted the political changes. In addition, the process of 
territorial disgregation (in particular, but not only, in the 
CIS) has generated or is generating difficult reorganizations, 
lack of decision power and internal contrasts. 

5. The conversion of the military apparatus 

The problem of the conversion of the military sector to 
civilian objectives is strictly linked with the problems of the 
research system: in the military sector, at least in the CIS, 
is concentrated an important part of advanced research and 
modern technology capabilities. A conversion that frees these 
forces for a civilian productive activity and for economic 
recovery is a fundamental condition for redressing the economy. 
This conversion is not without problems. A dispersion of this 
pool of scientists and technicians among existing non-military 
institutions would not allow for a long time to fully exploit 
their capabilities and would destroy sinergies. A brain drain 
of scientists with strategic know-how in the weapons sector 
towards unreliable countries .could be dangerous for further 
proliferation and is today a major worry in the West. 

A transformation of the military apparatus towards other 
objectives that keeps its unity puts in question the continuity 
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of the military control over these activities. It is not easy 
to find new objectives for the specialized know-how existing in 
military institutions (space, telecommunications, environment? 
but also production of goods of large consumption, energy 
efficiency etc.). It is to be noted, however, that the defense 
complex in the USSR was already engaged in civilian production: 
a large share of TV sets and refrigerators were already 
produced by military establishments! 

The problem of conversion and that of research are often linked 
together, also at the political level: in several cases there 
is one ministry or one parliamentary commission dealing with 
both subjects. This problem receives a high amount of attention 
from all parts; several bilateral or multilateral meetings on 
the subject were held in Europe and in the United States. by a 
message from Gorbacev. A certain number of developments that 
had taken place in the frame of defence programmes and that 
were previously classified have been disclosed, and their 
utilization for peaceful purposes has been proposed. 

The conversion, indeed, is not e~sy also in the· West, and here 
mostly because who generally works for military clients is used 
to very high production standards but is less used to market 
signals, to international competition and therefore to 
minimizing costs. In this sense, one can understand the efforts 
of the US administration to keep as much as possible of the SDI 
initiative, and the proposal discussed by Bush and Eltsin for a 
joint programme of a common global defence system (which makes 
very little strategic sense in the opinion of most experts). 

6. East-West cooperation on science and technology 

The West has good reasons to support Eastern science and 
technology. First of all, there is a general political interest 
in sustaining the process of democratization and move towards a 
competitive market: this process needs an acceptable economic 
situation to ·be affirmed and stabilized, and the economy needs 
modern and effective technologies. 

There is also an environmental interest, which applies in 
particular to the energy sector: the environmental degradation 
produced by the use of inefficient technologies and by the lack 
of a market system has consequences that are not limited to the 
East, but have continental dimensions, as in the case of acid 
precipitations induced by the combustion of poor quality coal 
or oil without appropriate. filtration systems, or the 
radioactive fallout following the Chernobyl accident, and 
global dimensions for eo, emissions and the greenhouse 
effect. And, finally, there ~s an interest in the widening of 
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the market, as foreseen for instance by the European Energy 
Charter, which allows to exchange raw materials which are 
abundant in the East (and which today are often poorly 
exploited and utilized) with advanced technologies and 
high-tech products. 

There is also an understandable interest from the East to 
receive support for their research, not only in terms of 
financial help, but also as suggestions and cooperation 1n 
identifying the objectives of research, in carrying out 
evaluations (ex-ante and ex-post), in setting up new 
organizations for science and technology. The numerous requests 
to help set up international peer review systems for various 
kinds of science and technology projects originating 1n the 
East is paradigmatic in this respect. 

A strict cooperation between East and West in the field of 
science and technology could help research groups in the East 
to overcome their present survival problems, to address their 
activities towards more useful goals and acqu·ire the enormous 
scientific and intellectual pot":ntic.l of the Fast. for joint 
research programmes. 

Problems have to be solved and difficulties overcome in order 
to do this. Talking in particular about Europe, the first 
problem is of a deep political nature. The European Community 
is at a critical step in creating its single market. In what 
direction should it move in the next ten or fifteen years: in 
the direction of broadening its territorial basis towards the 
EFTA countries, then Eastern Europe, the CIS and eventually the 
Mediterranean? Or rather in the sense of strengthening the 
cohesion among the present members of the Community, of 
creating political union beyond the economic union? The debate 
on this dilemma breadth versus depth is central on the 
European scene today. The compromise solution emerged at the 
Maastricht summit: one can work in both directions, by 
imagining a Europe of concentring circles, an "inner core" with 
increasing political unity, and outer rings which are 
progressively more loosely bound, mostly through the creation 
of a common market area. If this principle is acceptable to 
everybody, the relative emphasis to be given to broadening 
versus deepening is still controversial, and it is likely to 
pose problems in the presence of limited resources. 

The Commission of the EC already has programmes in support of 
the East that are open to research projects, such as PHARE, 
which however until now is not open to the countries of the 
CIS, in the absence of bilateral agreements between these 
countries and the CEC; but these programmes are based on 
priorities which are determined by the receiving country. So 
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far, Eastern countries have generally assigned priorities to 
sectors that were perceived of more urgent need than science 
and technology, and little funds have been allocated to 
research (30 Mecu out of a total of 760 Mecu, and mostly to 
Hungary). The same situation often applies to other bilateral 
or multilateral initiatives, when science and technology has to 
compete with more urgent needs. It is therefore necessary to 
set aside a part of the funds (even a relatively small share) 
for research projects, seen as wise investment for the longer 
term. Moves in this direction are being made, and this has 
already been the case as we shall see for the EC funds 
devoted to technical assistance (450 Mecu of which are 
earmarked for the CIS). A new programme for R&D cooperation 
with the East is expected to be approved by the CEC shortly: it 
will have for 1992 a budget of 55 Mecu, 40 of which for the 
mobility of scientists and exchange of information (15 for 
exchange of scientists, including "shuttle grants"; 5 for 
information networks and 20 for joint research actions), while 
15 will be devoted to support the participation of Eastern 
scientists and institutions in the EC research programmes (on 
environment, energy, medicine and mobility) and to COST 
actions. Application will be open to individual scientists and 
institutions and, as 1n the other cases of EC R&D programmes, 
the selection will not be based on priorities assigned by 
governments but on the decision of the Commission, acting on 
the advice of a peer review group, including scientists from 
the East and the West. 

The European Energy Charter has no special provision for 
research. Russia has objected to this situation, but the answer 
has been that the main objectives of the Charter are 
short-term, and that the priority is to transfer as soon as 
possible energy technologies that are already available. 
Although this makes sense, it takes. little account of the 
necessity of adapting existing technologies to different 
contexts (which involves research and development) and also of 
the opportunity of using technologies that have already been 
developed locally near to the final step. Possibilities of 
introducing research cooperation in the Energy Charter still 
exist for at least one of the protocols being discussed, the 
one on energy efficiency; in the case of nuclear energy, the 
Charter concentrates on the safety of existing installations 
and does not include the possibility of joint work on future, 
safer reactors (such as intrinsically safe reactors). 

East-West cooperations in the field of "big science" are 
possible and are already taking place. Close contacts have been 
the rule in high-energy physics, for which Russia has in Dubna 
one of the major laboratories at the world level. An init~ative 
to fully open to the East the European Centre for Nuclear 
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Research (CERN) is under way. A recent NATO seminar (Schloss 
Dagstuhl, August 1991) has suggested that East-West cooperation 
in science and technology could start from physics, since 
research in physics has always been "internationally oriented". 
It is also true, however, that physics, and in particular high 
energy physics, is less of a first priority worldwide and that, 
while instrumental in establishing a high scientific level and 
in promoting some advanced technologies, it is less directly 
linked with industrial development and production problems than 
other fields of science, such as materials science, 
biotechnology and informatics. 

In the field of nuclear fusion, a four-party (EC, USA, Japan 
and CIS) project for the design of the ITER fusion Tokamak is 
already underway; if this machine will actually be built, it 
will represent the largest international research project of 
all times. Russia has taken up for the CIS the former USSR 
engagements. The US has recently announced a programme to 
support the Kurchatov Institute in its work on nuclear fusion, 
in particular in connection with the work on ITER, through a 
research contract of 90,000 $ to help with the expenses for 116 
scientists; although this may seem a negligible sum, it does 
help in the present circumstances. 

In order to help Eastern research and to prevent brain drain, 
two complementary courses of action have been suggested. 

The first is to offer temporary (and preferably periodical) 
working opportunities in the West to Eastern scientists 
retaining their position in their research institution. By 
alternating periods of work of some months each in the West and 
in the East, several results are obtained: the West can obtain 
the contribution of highly qualified scientists from the East 
to fill up gaps and to enrich the range of ideas, paying for 
this at competitive market prices. Eastern scientists can work 
effectively while in the West, with equipments and 
infrastructures that often are not available in the originating 
laboratories .(especially in the field of advanced computers), 
with easy and unlimited access to literature. In the periods in 
which these scientists work in the East, they can use the extra 
money set aside in the West, which even if modest in Western 
terms, can make a difference being in hard currency. The 
collaboration offers to the institutes in the East subjects of 
cooperation with the West which are of common interest and 
often have applicative outcomes; links are thus established 
that will be of reciprocal advantage to both parties when the 
situation in the East will have stabilized. Some such 
initiatives are already under way: for instance the Landau 
Institute in Moscow has established agreements with several 
institutes in the West following this scheme. The forthcoming 
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R&D cooperation programme by the CEC that I have mentioned 
previously will support the assignment of such "shuttle grants''. 

The other course of action is to set up, in Eastern countries, 
research initiatives financed by the West on subjects agreed 
together. 

In mid-February, the foreign ministers of USA, Russia and 
Germany (Baker, Kosyrev and Genscher) agreed in principle on 
the creation in Moscow of an International Centre for Science 
and Technology, that in the original statement was meant to 
"support scientists and engineers from the former USSR in this 
critical period, which includes the transition to a market 
economy, the current desarmament process and the conversion of 
the industrial and technical potential from military to 
peaceful purposes". More than a research centre, this 
institution should be a focal point for the development, the 
selection, the financing and the follow-up of research 
projects, to be carried out mostly by institites and 
laboratories located in the Russian Federation and in other 
interested states of the CIS. The agreement. to set up this 
Centre was signed in Brussels on March ll by the US, Russia, 
the Commission of the European Community and Japan. US and 
Europe are engaged to supply an initial investment of 25 M$ 
each, while Japan is expected to contribute with 10 M$. Russia 
has offered to locate the premises of the Centre at Troisk, in 
the neighbourhood of Moscow, on the site of a previously 
military research centre. In the meantime, the main focus of 
this initiative has been concentrated on the reorientation of 
the activities of former weapons scientists, in particular of 
those engaged in reasearch on mass destruction weapons: 
nuclear, chemical and bacteriological. The original intention 
of using this initiative "to sustain the transition to 
market-based economies that respond to civilian needs, and to 
support basic and applied research and technological 
development" seems to be considered only in the frame of the 
conversion process, as a consequence of the reorientation of 
military rese.arch activities. Details of the organization and 
of the activities of the Centre will be discussed in the next 
future. 

This is not the only initiative being discussed. The Nobel 
Prize for physics and director of CERN, Carlo Rubbia, had 
proposed already last September the institution of a foundation 
to be financed for 50% by Europe and for 50% by USA, Canada and 
Japan. The objective was to help for 10 years, with lOO million 
dollars per year, about 5000 Eastern senior scientists. The sum 
should be used to integrate their salaries, to acquire 
informatic hardware and software and scientific literature. It 
should be targeted to specific research projects and by-pass 
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all red-tape. This plan has met with the approval of French 
president Mitterrand, and should be presented to the next 
meeting of the G7 (heads of state of the most industrialized 
countries) at the end of this month. This proposal is distinct 
from the previous one in that it is not directed specifically 
towards weapons scientists, and its main purpose is to support 
basic science in the CIS. 

Other proposals have been made in different contexts. For 
instance, in the frame of the Hexagonal initiative (Italy, 
Austria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Chekoslovakia and Poland) a 
number of joint initiatives are being discussed, ranging from 
particle accelerators to solid state physics. 

Finally, I should like to mention the proposal to set up in the 
West a few laboratories or focal points for the testing, 
qualification and adaptation of research results coming from 
the East in view of their commercial applications. Many good 
proposals coming from the East (in part as a consequence of 
declassification of military research) could find applications 
in the West, but their diffusion is limited by the fact that 
they were born in a di~ferent er..vircr1WCJit, auC! ii"tOY not be 
directly applicable in a Western context, as concerns 
industrial practices, quality controls, standards as well as 
market preferences. The role of these institutions would be to 
facilitate the penetration of such proposals in Western 
industries and markets by a process of qualification and 
adaptation. 

7. Conclusions 

A Western support of Eastern science and technology is 
essential in this difficult transition period. This support 
must keep the integrity of the best research institutes in the 
East, it must provide sufficient incentives for Eastern 
scientists to work in their home countries and it must help 
converting weapons scientists to peaceful and useful 
objectives. It must also preserve the wealth of ideas and the 
originality of science in these countries; as underlined by a 
recent CEC study, diversity within Europe (and in particular 
between East and West) is a value at risk, which should be 
preserved because it is an important part of our cultural 
richness. 

Initiatives under way are positive and usefuL but they do not 
cover the whole range of needs. In particular, apart from the 
fundamental problem of the conversion of military research, the 
emphasis is on basic research, and on physics in particular. 
This is good but not sufficient. Help in directing applied 
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scientists and technologists to outcomes that are of actual 
interest for the transformations taking place 1n these 
societies is also needed. The lack of technology assessment, of 
evaluations, and of market signals must be made up for 
appropriately. 
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NUCLEAR WAIIHEADS CONVERSION I'IWJECT 

General Objen 1 vcs. 

The symposium agenda spe~ks for itself as an indication of 
radical changes going on in the world. The social stereotype of 
the cold war times is becoming a thing of tlw past. Thr. con
temporary world development realllJes have shown that the aspira
tion to possess a powerful nuclear arsenal which was tl 11 recent
ly considered tl1e sr.curlty guarantee can o deadlock and lead to 
an enormous stockpiling of nuclear weapons the very existence of 
wich is fraught with grave threat for mankind. In view of all 
tills It is nhvlnusl 0• lndiopclioablt: to t.UIIIJ.ln!lll~nSIV!y solve thll 
problem. The soJutloJt must Jnr.Jude political, economic, legal. 
scientific, technical and other measures spoarhr.uded to block off 
and eliminate both the war-mongering tendenclr.s and war-waging 
material (111Ll techno!oglcal basis, first and foremost In the 
sphere of nuclear weapons. 

But the disHrmament policy can br. ~ctually pursued only in 
the atmosphere of complete and mutual 1\tHlorstanding and con
fidence on the part of all membt•rs of worlrl comHntnlty unrl of 
step-by-step concordance of positions that froquontly differ 
considerably, llonce a series of peaceful lnitlatlves suggested 
by our governing body, 

Thore ls no much sense ln enumera1.Jng all Initiatives mo
ved by the leaders of many nations. lt Is wel 1 worth mentioning 
only some of them, the most substantial ones. suggested 111 recent 
yoars. These 1 ne 1 ude: 

-strategic offensive ~nns reductioll and limitation treaty 
signed by USSR and US Presidents (July 1991. Moscow); 

the lJS i't·eside!lt 's Statr:JIIC!It Oil IIUC)Gal' ili'IIIS reduetiOIIS 
(September 1991); 

- the IJSSH President's statement on further 11uclear arms 
reductions (October 1991); 

- the HSFSI~ Prcsidr.nt 's statement on J~ussia 's poJ icy in the 
sphere of arms reduction 1mrJ 1 imitations (January 1991); 

- the US President's .statcnwnt 011 further nucl car arms 
, reductions (January 1991 I. 

The treaty signed !11 Moscow ln July 1991 lly the Ussn anri US 
Prr.sldents makes for the first time in history provisions not 
only for llm!tatlons hut fur reductions of stJ·ateglc nuclear 
arms. According to the trealy provisions to1.111 number of 
deployed intcrcontlnentcil ballistic Hilssiles, submarine-launched 
ballistic missiles ant! h1~avy !Jomllcrs will b1~ reduced to 1600 
units for each party ancl tot1ll nunt!Jer of warheads for them- to 
6000 units respectively. 



The unilateral lni tlativn~; stated by M. Gorh<~chcv in Octo-
ber 1991 envisage tile following adltlonal measures: 

- Jlquidlllion of all nuclear artillery projc'ct.lles and nuc
lear warheads for tactical missiles: 

- withdrawal of munitions for surface-to-air missiles from 
the armed forces and tl•eJr stockplllilg 011 storage bases: 

- liquidation of all atomic demolition munitions: 

-withdrawal of all tactical nuclear weapons from surface 
ships ilnd multi-purpose sublllilrines and of JWVal aviation 
nuclear weapons as wall; 

- diRcontinuanca of l1eavy bomber& w~1· alCI't fllglltS wltll 
nuclear weapons aboard; 

- development halt of heavy bombeJ'-biJserl short-range nuc
lear missile and mobile small intcrcontinent~J ballistic 
ml ss I le; 

• hannlng on Jncro,!se and J'lHrofit of intercontineJJtal 
ballistic missile rail garrison !aJIIICiwrs. dr.ploymont of 
all our rall intercontinental ballistic Jllissilcs at their 
permanent basing locations; 

.. retirement of 503 intl~rr:on1incJJtal ballislic llllssiles, 
Including 134 ones armed wlth multiple 
I ndepenr!J:nt I y- t BJ'g et ab I e re- en t J'Y v~h i c 1 c·s; 

- rotlroment of three nuclear subnwrincs with 45 ballistic 
missile launchers and tlll·cr. onr.s more with 48 ballistic 
ml 331 J e lauJJchln·s; 

- reduction, after tlw expiry of sevon-yoar tnr111 of stra-
tegic nuclear warheads numb(·lr to 500(1 UJJJs: 

- announcement of unilateral one-yo~r mor~toriUIIJ on nuclear 
tests; 

- propooal to CiHTY on a dlnlog will! tht; USA on the sub.Jer:t 
of devoloplng safo and ocologlcally J·espoJJsible 
teclnwlogi£~o for nuclear Wr.<ipons n.orage and 
transportation, nuclear lllilterltils Jlli I i1.il1 ion and upgraded 
safe storage: 

- reduction of the total armed forces pr.rsonnol by 70(1, 000 
nwn. 

Jn .. January, 1991, the RSrSJl imti US l'resl£1onts movr;r1 ~gRin. 
practlcall,y ~llllllllanoousJy, tile Initiatives to reduce their na
tion's nuclear potentials, Russia being announced the legal succe
ssor to the USSI\ in the sphere of International COIIIlllitments, 



Pr0.side11t ll. Yn!tsin's propo&als lncllHiefJ: 

-strategic offensive arms treaty ratlficallon; 

- rGtlrernorn of (,00 ground-wHl sea-IJ<Jsc~cl llallistlc missi
les (1. 250 nuclear warheads): 

- 1 iquidation of 130 si Jo launchers and dismantling of 
launcher tubes on six submarines; 

-development halt of several strategic arms types; 

- bre1lking up at uti earlier elate the spC>clflod number 
uf strategic nuclear weapons Jn the Ukraine; 

- production halt of Tu-160 anci Tu-95 MS heavy bomllnrs 
and sea- and air-launched cruise missiles as well. 

'i'lw qualitative <malysls of thn latter proposals show that 
for the first time the lnltlatlves embrace practically the whole 
I'Btlge of nuclear weapons. both actlvo and beir1g devaiDJIUd ones. 
nw proposals actually suggest to liquidate the majority of 
tactical and battlefield nuclear weapons. The Initiatives while 
limllfng thr. rangos of nuclear weapons employment pose rather 
complex problems cotlnactcd witll the conve•·sion of JJuclear weapotJs 
and prodlJCtion thereof. 

The convcrs I on probl em.1 when approachr.cl general! y can lw 
solved In the fol I owing ways: 

-giving any military production up and swltchln& over to 
civJ 1 production only: 

- partial conversion. i.e. 
Jlroduction and freezing of 
on the production llnr.s 
civil production; 

switch-over lo non-mlllt~ry 
lligltly speclnllzcd capacltles 
using technologies si m! Jar to 

Increasing the portion of national economy ~oods in the 
total volume of produr.tlon output as a result of some 
production space reconstruction. 

T!tr. conversion however must t11ke Into ;Jcr.<llmt uot only 
economic d~pHcL5 nut stt'ategic stability !Jasls preservation as 
wall. That is why when canyJnc the~ convorslon out the follo
wing lmporatives should lw borne In mind: 

- ens1t'ring by all means the fulfilment of ndopted illld 
r:urrr.nt arlllaiiJDnt prouams: 

- barring the parity break-up atHl strategic stabi I I ty 
IIIBJIIU~IWIIC(!; 

- creating tho ''Insurance'' fund t!Jat JlllJSt make 1cp for 
possible roconver'll'n expl:ndltures. 



I .. A certain scientific and technical reserve In case of 
reconversion emergency could quickly help set thln£s goln£ In 
turning out novel military harrlw~r~ becattse elimination of pos
olble strategic stability dlsbalance that can emcr~e as a result 
of one of the nation's actions cannot be implemented using the 
quantitative production increase only. 

President B.Yeltsln In his interview to ''Izvestlya" 
(February 1992) said that tl1e part of the funds released from 
defense cxpedltures will be forwarded to directly finance the 
conversion. Russia strives for nuclear disarmament but for tile 
disarmament on the principles of parity and not a unilateral 011e. 

There are some specific questions In the conversion problem 
coJJnectcd wltli the nuclear weapons liquidation and restructuring 
respective Industries for national economy goods production. lt 
should be borne In mind that nuclear actlvltles Is a specific and 
unique branch of science and Industry which has no analogy to 
anything. And a! 1 these must to some extent lw presorved for a 
time because practically all nuclear nations do not want so far 
to give up nuclear weapons and in tl1e near future we may face the 
emergence of new nuclear club members. 

Special attention should be paled to the fact that 
nuclear powcirs do not plan at present to suspend or curtail their 
research in the field. 

The number of nuclear warheads being designed reduces but it 
is planned to intenslfy the research Jn advanced areas of their 
modernization. Two situations may arise In connection wltll 
nuclear weapons design: 

- the development and production of nuclear weapons Is going 
on; 

the development and production of new OIIC!ear weapon 
models Is stopped but the existing nucloar weapon models 
are still being used in the armed forces. 

The two situations must Include the actions connected with 
the lncreaso of nuclear weapons safety and must take into account 
t!1e process of partial nuclear warl1eads retirement, In the first 
case because of the end of the guarantee period and because of 
the realized government Initiatives In tl1e other case. 

In the first situation the development and production have 
no changes, the second situation requires only partial closlllg 
and reequlpmont of the main industries. since the nuclear weapons 
operation needs perlodlr. rCJplacomont of wGopons part~ produced 011 
t!1e nuclear industry plants. So the research and development nlllSl 
continue a11d first of all the works In nuclr.ar weapons safety 
i mprovemcn t. 



Tile flcld tests arc of JHJrtlcular Interest In the working 
off and Improvement of nuclear oxplo.slvcs. The nature of pliy.<dc<d 
procc3~cs takJng place at t!Je moment of nuclear explosion is such 
that can practically never be calculatc!rl lly any perfect 
calculation methods, any complexes or any modern laboratory 
methods possibilities and the only way to achieve significant 
results is tl1c field tests. 

The nuclear warhead safely concllt ions can hardly be 
evaluated without the field test aJJd it Is difficult to give any 
recommendation to increase safety. The nucloor tests also provide 
of the nuclear potential that Is being opcrilted and storocl. So 
tl1e realization of IJIIC!ear weapons conversion caJJ not bn regarded 
wJtiJollt field tests even If tlw deve!opmeiJt of new nuclear 
warheads Is stopped. No doubt these tests havn m lw .<M•n·o ~nd 
ccolu~Jcctlly o~Ie. vur posJtlon ls to stop the nuclear tests If 
the USA, Francu, llrltain and ChlJJil will ~Lop tilGJIJ too. It must be 
mentJonccl here tlwt the US sclentlsts J't)joct practlcally Gvery 
suggestion on stoppin~ . the nuclc)ar flteld tosts. Sr:!entlsts 
worklng at the weapons laboratories Jwvc at thoir disposal, the 
best computer base 1111d can <Jchiove more accur<1te prediction 
results but they can not do wit!Jollt field te.sts. 

lt must llo noted that before 1991 tile preferencl~ lwd been 
given to the fleld tests developing now generation weaponry, but 
now lhe main task 1 s to control stocks ilJHi improve safety 
measures. 

The poace Jnit!atlves rG<tllsation requires lhe particular 
nwasures proving the IJucloDr weapons safety because of the 
lncroasing volume of lJ'aJlSJJOrt a11d storage problems of active 
materials (especially pluton!UJn) removed (oven temporary) from 
the nuc 1 car warheads. 

The Increasing volume of tnmsport Is caused by re-
distribulion of nuclear weapons between JJJilltary groupings and 
utlli7.atlon of nucleilr warheads on a few existing plants. And 
thoro were no long-term plutoniUIII stora~es hr>rAuso n!l plutonitun 
Wd~ JmnwrllnlGly usod for the we<•pon productiuu. UncJer conditions 
of nuclr!;n· arms llmltotlon a Gpccl<li place lakes tile prollJem of 
non-prolifr.ratlon of nuclear weapons nnd tec!Jnologies. 

Our govornment has signed a treaty of non- proi I fr)rill ion of 
nucle<Jr wui:lpons and Jo!Jows its rogulatlons thoroughly, The 
operatIon, storage and transport of the Soviet nuc !ear weapons 
abroad was performing only by our specialIsts. Warsaw Treaty 
milltary personnel was not allowed to operate tile nuclear 
wr.apons. The enlisted personnel also arc not allowed to have 
direct contacts w!tl1 tl1c nuclear warheads. So tlle number of 
personnel operating tile nuclear warlw11ds Is stl'lctly llmltod. 

ln nuclear industry only 2000-:l0Gl0 persons liave the access 
lO tlw lnforma1.ion, no casual pooplr can be founll among them. At 
the Ministry of IJefeJISe the nu111ber of ml I itary pcl"sonncl knowing 
tl1e details of a IIIJC!Aar warl1eud COJJstruction is very limited and 
contains some tllOUS<IIJds m<~n.So tile possibility of the information 
drain practlcuJJy does not exist. 



All the nuclear warl1eads at tl1e Ministry of Defanse are 
under strict control and serious protection so that no nuclear 
warheiJd or lts component can be lost. When utilizing a nucloat 
weapons stoskplle a special attention is given to tl1n problem of 
unautl1orized actions witl1 tile nuclear woaJlons and the nuclear 
W<lrheads. Nowadays the concept l on of uuauthorozcd act J ons 
prevention system was rJevclopod and is llolng realized in all 
phases of nuclear warhead I l fe cyclo. The unauthorJ;:ed actJons 
prevention sastem includes !Jolh tho complex of technical means 
and the organizin~ measurns to upgrade the security. The complex 
of technical means consists of: 

- nuclear warhead protection means; 

- nuclear Wilrhead safeguarding means; 

- the organization measures. 

Tile tecll!lical protective means pranicJI!y exclude the 
possihJilty of unauthorized actions with nuclear weapons by tho 
terrorist toilms or criJninais. The tcchnle<Jl safc~uarcl means 
prevents lho criminal from the access 1.0 tlie safegnavded obJect. 
The safeguard systems are organized so, that the technical 
safeguard means do not aJ low the access to nuclear warhr.ad 
neJ thcr to terrorists nor to "bad guys" from the operating personnel. 

1'he or·ganJsatlon measur·es include: 

- 1.he procedure or selection, check-up nnd access of the 
personnel to weapons work: 

- the realization of principle called ''si1arln~ knowledge''; 

I " J " -the realization of princip e CiJlled two-tJren persons at 
weapons work; 

-periodical peroonne! testing in order to find out and 
remove the uni·eJJable persons f1·om the nuclear weapons 
work. The testing technique ls developed und proven. 

Tile real lzatlon of these measures of tho unauthorized 
actions wJtl1 nJIClcar weapo11s prevent]OII upgrade tl•n security so 
that no unt,.nhorit.ud actions can l.ako place. 

Speaking abou·t nuclear weapons conversion tlw kr.y qiHesllon 
l.~ the> usage of enJ·Jched uranium JIJ(J plutonJUJn that come from 
nuclear warlir.ad dlsmarnl ing, 

The agreements !Jr)twecn states and tile roal l?..tltlon suggested 
lly the US and Hussion Presidents envisage a Jargrr. number of 
nuclear warlie11ds llmital.lon so that hundred of tons or enrlchr.cl 
uranium (U-235) and tens of tons weapon-grade plutonium (Pu-239) wi'J 1 appear. 



• 
Tile weapon-grade uranium with dlffr.rent degree of enrichment 

can be processed for the nuclear power reactors (tile degree 
of enrichemcnt Js 2-4 pnrcent), for tile transport and ship 
r•uclear reactors (the degree of onrlchrncnt Is 10-36%). 
Com11ronwn<dth of lndependent Statos nuclear energ<Hics demands for 
rJr·onJ wn -235 total 1rbout 50 tons a year at present. lhe 
nuclear' energetlcs demands for uraniu111 aro provided mainly by 
regenerating Jt from Irradiated fuel. The approximate amount of 
regenerated uranlum-235 can be about 12-15 tons a year In the 
Comrnonweall.h of Independent ltates. 

In that way some uranlum-235 "surplus" (the hundreds of 
tons), ilppeared from the d I smant I 1 ng of nuc I (~ar weapons. can be 
gradually used In nuclear energet!cs. 

Nevertheless evan partial using of weapon rrranlum In nuclear 
energetlcs will demand for changes In tr.chnologlcal processes at 
tl1c fuel elements of nuclear d!sarma1nent prograrn will lead to tire 
recovery of hundreds of tons of high enrlclwd uranium, and only 
part of lt can be used In the nuclear fuel cycle nowadays. The 
overall "absorption'' of the weapon uranium by nuclear energetlcs 
will be possible during the nnx1 15-20 years. It means t!Jat even 
In tire ca.~e of the addlt!onaJ real 1 sat Ion of the part of the 
recovered uranium for export, the mal11 probleln for tlla mentioned 
period of time Is safn and reliable storage of recovered after 
nuclear warheads dismantling enrlcltud uranlu>n. 

The weapon plutonlulll can bD usDcl In fast neutron breeder 
rear.tors.Jlut tlw nu1111Jer of tliose reactors Is smal J and the 
demilntls for plutonium loading are not grnat. Tire 1110rn perspectivn 
is to use plutonlulll D.s a part of mixed fuel (Pu.lJ)02 for light 
water reactor$. 

Th8 new tCciJilolo~y of fuol olemont.s making 
ancl their use In reactors Is sllll In 
rtevelop11rent.lt's production Is expected in IW-12 

frour rlllxed 
lite phase 

years. 

fuel 
of 

ln 1990 tlrnr·e was extJ'ilctcd QpproxirllllLeiY 40 tons of 
plutonium from Europe and Japan reactors Irradiated fuel. For the 
Commonwealth of Independent States it may be stated tl1e value of 
10 tons. In 1.ho case of lntrorluct!oJr of mixed fuel technology for 
the nowadays Commonwealth of (II(Jrpendent States nuclear 
r.nergetics, the necessary amount of plutonium for furl elcmonts 
wJ 11 rnake up appruxtmatcly :<0 tons. In t.his way mixed fuel new 
technology could have "absorbr.rl" up 1.0 10 tons of weapons 
plutonlurn overy year. 

'rhus the whole amount of recovered after nuclear weapons 
dismantling weapons plutonium would IJavc been utilized entirely 
during S-10 years. 

!loth for wnapnn.~ "''~nJum and weapon~ plul\JirJum tile neclslve 
is t.lre problem of safe and rei lal.Jle storage, becausa the 
real iz.atlon of mixed fuel production tochno!ogy will be possible 
only 11r J(~-12 years and the plutonium burning In l !gilt water 
reactors wl ll takll 5-10 years more. 



, 
ln tills w~y It will take 15-20 yc,ars to utilize the whole 

amount of recovered uranium and plutonium In the~ bounds of the 
known or creating technluglas. 

All the dlscus.1ed general problcrns of nuclear weapons 
~onvorsion and recovered uranium and p!utonlutn storage after 
di smantl 1 11~ of nuclear weapons predcterruJ ne tile conduct! ng of 
scicntlflc. research, development and testing works. 

lbn purposes of t!Iese works are: 

- the creation of safe tec!Inologlcs and equipment for 
f!ssio11 materials processing; 

- the setting up of nuclear safeguard system; 

- the creation of IIIOnltorlng methods and equipment to 
coJitrol tl1e stored materials; 

- the trCiltion of nuclear, rudiation and er.o!oglcal securing 
Jnethods and procedures: 

- the creation of dismantling nuclear weapons materials used 
in nuclear energctlcs and otllGr spheres of national 
economy. 

As a whole, nuclear weapons conversion Jlrablem Js a 
compllcatcd scl<:mllflc and technical problem. lt is economical Jy 
unprof !tab! e, but the necessary measure. 

One of the main foreign policy tasks of our state leaders 
Wils a fl2ht for nucloar weapons ~tockpJ lt< reduction and 
eJ Jmlnatlon. The initiatives of our goverlllncnt werr.: nur.IPar 
woapons test bon In three sphor·es; underground explosions yield 
Jowcrlng; nuclear wr.apons nor1-proll feratlon treaty; short and 
!IJtormcdiata !'Bilge nuclear mlssllos llauldatlnn ""d offonaJvo 
vtJ'Qtr.gJc ""'"~ lJmnatrons agreements. Our J<ussliln leaders took 
up on themselves all the responsibility for· former Union of 
Sovint Socialist H<lpullllcs nuclear stockpile. Tha1 Is why lhc 
offensive strategic arms reduction and lltnitations treaty was 
followed by President's proposals about tile further nuclear 
wnapons stockpiles l!mltatJons a11d eliml!Iat!OJJ, 

On condition that the rest of the countries will follow the 
nuclear wr.apons non-proliferation and nuclear technologies 
non-transfer agreements the complete nuclear weapons stockpiles 
limitations will be lhc Husslan leaders ultimate goal. 

Active materlals(pJutonlum and uraniuJn)use and utilization 
Is a pan: of the mo~t Jmportdllt ·probJom ot nuclear weapons 
Jiquldation. Common efforts of the 11umber of thn countries qJ'C 
nGccssary for the dovclopnwnt of spnclaJ tcc!mologies and 
creation of nncessary condlt!OIJii for the materials proc0ssing and 
their peaceful use. To solve thls proble1n some of the rnuntrles 
put forwor·d tl1c suggeBtlons to IJCIJI Russia. 

The world must be s<Ivnd from the most dangerous weapon ever 
created by the mankind only In coopcrilllon with all the members 
of the international colllllllJI1lty in the direction of nuclear 
weapons stockpile reduction and llrnltatloiJs and ato1nlc scientists 
potential consolidatl<III. 
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DE~!ILITARIZATION, FUTURE POTENIAL FOR WORLDWIDE NUCLEAR ENERGY 

HAROLD M. AGNEW 

JUNE 15-17, 1992 

The decision to make major reductions in the nuclear weapons stock

piles of the United States and Russia in addition to promising the potential 

of lessening tensions between these world powers could, if properly implemehted, 

provide a long term bonanza for the environment and the world's population. 

It also will present some new challenges. There is no disputing that the 

most flexible and benign end use form of energy is electrical energy. Today 

the major fraction of electrical energy generated is by burning fossil fuels, 

primarily coal, oil, gas, and wood. All of these contribute carbon dioxide 

carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, and in addition coal fired plants emit 

tons of lead, sulfur, mercury, uranium, and other pdUutants worldwide. For 

the most part developing nations need electrical energy and many are fossil 

fuel poor. Clean and safe generation of electrical energy is what the whole 

world needs in the decades ahead, 

The ~hallenge presented by the potential dismantling of thousands of 

nuclear weapons is that of ensuring that the enriched uranium and plutonium 

contained in these weapons is not diverted to other nations who desire a 

nuclear weapons stockpile but have no fissile material. The main impediment 

today in acquiring a nuclear weapons capability is the acquisition of 

enriched uranium or plutonium in quantity. The knowledge required to make 

an effective fission weapon is readily available but to date the required 

fissile materials have been difficult and expensive to obtain. 

A universal desire associated with the dismantling of nuclear 

weapons is to eventually destroy them. However, unlike conventional weapons 

the critical component of nuclear weapons, namely the fissile materials cannot 

simply be destroyed. The only way to remove these materials as tempting sources 

for new nuclear weapons, is to convert them into fuel for nuclear reactors whose 

sole purpose is the generation of electrical energy. 

Russia and the former Soviet Republics are in need of hard currency 

in order to assist them in the conversion and development of their economy. 

Bonafide offers have been made to Russia by private concerns in the U.S., 

France, and Japan to acquire the surplus Russian fissile materials for conversion 

into nuclear reactor fuel. The enriched uranium would be diluted to less than 
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twenty percent enrichment and the plutonium would be blended into a mixed 

oxide of uranium and plutonium and thereby would make them inattractive as a 

potential nuclear weapons materials. Facilities for the fabrication of large 

quantities of mixed oxide fuel are in place or under construction. In particular 

France, Germany and Russia have under construction large mixed oxide fuel fab

rication plants. 

Mox··FABRICATION PLANTS OPERATING OR UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

Capacity 
Country Plant (tons metal/year) Status 

Belgium Belgonucleaire 35 Operating 
France Cardarache 15 Operating 
Germany Hanau 35 Operating 
UK BNFG/UKAEA 8 Operating 
Japan PFFF 5 Operating 
France Melox 120 Construction 
Germany Hanau 120 Construction 
Japan PFPF 40 Construction 
Russia Chelyabinsk-65 120+ Construction 

Another option would be for a nuclear power to construct a reactor 

burning only weapons grade plutonium. It is estimated that a 1000 megawatt 

electrical reactor could consume, over its lifetime, 20 to 50 tons of weapons 

plutonium depending on whether its fuel was recycled or not. 

Unfortunately to date no firm sales have been made or material transferred 

as a result of the various private acquisition initiatives. In addition there are 

also serious concerns with regard to the safety and economics associated with nuclear 

power in many nations. These concerns will persist until drastic changes are made 

in the design of the next generation of nuclear power reactors. Without these 

changes it will be difficult _to gain public confidence in the advantages of nuclear 

power systems and to provide a disposal mechanism for the materials made available 

from nuclear weapons dismantlement. 

U.S. suppliers are bringing into being a line of reactors which will have 

increased safety margins. These reactors are less reliant on active engineered 

safety systems and are generally termed as being passively safe. These passive 

systems do require certain mechanical devices to operate correctly, however no 

action is required on the part of the operators. The designed safety is therefore 

dependent on mechanical devices and no incorrect action by the operators. Unfort

uantely the major nuclear reactors accidents have occurred because the operators 

did something. They did not do nothing. I believe if we hope to have a chance of 

"destroying" the fissile material from the major nations stockpiles, we must bring 

into being a new generation of inherently safe reactors. Reactors can be designed 
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wfiiCh do not depend on mechanical devices for their safe operation and for which 

the safety is independent of any actions taken by the operators. These designs 

are technically feasible. 

The inherently safe design dictates that the reactor be small by present 

commercial standards, around 150 megawatts electrical, however, for developed 

nations several such modules from two to eigh0 compete favorable with coal , 

fired plants today. 

For developing nations small plants are ideal. Their present needs can 

adequately be covered by smaller plants and there is no need for extensive power 

grids to disperse the power such as would be required for 600 to 1000 megawatt 

plants. In addition, the inherent safety of the system doesrr't require the 

same level of operator expertise and extensive infrastructure support as is 

required with todays nuclear plants. Another advantage of the inherently safe 

high temperature reactors is that they can be used for process heat as well as 

generating electricity and their inherent safety allows them to be located 

adjacent to industrial complexes with no needed evacuation zones or procedures. 

Two main reactors of this type have been under development. The helium cooled 

high temperature gas cooled reactor has been under development by Germany, the 

U.S., and Japan and the lead or lead bismuth cooled high temperature reactor 

being developed by Russia. 

Another reason for developing inherently safe reactors is that in spite 

of our wishes, the whole world is not at peace. Current examples of conflict 

are occurring in Yugoslavia, Armenia, Somalia and Nigeria to name a few. 

During the past decade, there has been concern worldwide with regard 

to Iraq's real objectives in its extensive nuclear-research program. More and 

more, it became apparent that Iraq's objective was to develop a nuclear weapons 

capability. An attack on its early facilities by Israel set Iraq back, but 

did not deter it in striving for its primary objective of becoming a nuclear

weapons power in the Middle East. 

As a result of U.N. military action in the Persian Gulf, Iraq's weapons

production facilities have been destroyed. It is fortunate that Iraq did not 

have an operational nuclear-power plant. Had such an operating power plant 

been attacked and even if during the attack the reactor vessel and the secondary

containment vessel were not breached, an event not too dissimilar from the 

catastrophe at Chernobyl might have been ensued. 
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A tremendous amount of energy is produced in the fuel rods of a nuclear 

power reactor even for hours after the plant has been shut down. To prevent 

this energy from melting the fuel rods and causing what has been called a melt

down, existing lightwater reactors require a continuous flow of water to remove 

the heat (energy) from the fuel rods. 

This water must circulate to remove the heat. The circulation is 

achieved by electrically driven pumps. An external source of electrical power 

is required to drive the pumps when the reactor is shut down and not generating 

electricity. Local power from other power plants or emergency on-site diesel 

generators are normally the source of this elec.trical power. In peacetime, 

.these sources are adequate. However, ·the electrical and/or diesel power supply 

to all reactor stations is vulnerable in the event of a war or even modest 

guerrilla actions. A deliberate attack as was carried out in Iraq could easily 

interrupt such supply. Without the power to provide circulating water, the 

water would evaporate, the fuel rods would overheat, melt and react with steam 

and water within minutes. 

A tremendous steam pressure in the reactor vessel would develop, which 

would vent to the secondary-containment vessel. Depending on the severity and 

speed of the energy buildup, it is conceivable that the secondary containment 

also would be breached and a Chernobyl-type accident would be repeated, causing 

a huge area of radioactive contamination. 

These events could occur independent of the expertise of the operators 

or the excellence of the design and construction of a water-cooled reactor 

system. 

The developing nations are in dire need of electrical energy. Without 

it, they will never develop. Most of them have no indigenous fossil-fuel sources. 

Many of them have been stripp~ their forests of wood to burn and are creating 

man-made deserts. 

It was thought that nuclear power could in the future be an attractive 

option for these developing nations. However, if these nations - in addition 

to all their other problems - and the rest of the world have to worry about 

armed conflict on their territory, a legitimate question would be: 
11
Is 

nuclear power really an option that we can risk in these areas?rr 

The answer, strange as it might seem, is yes, but not through deployment 

of present day water cooled reactor technology. 
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A recent shutdown from full power of a full-scale helium-cooled graphite 

reactor in Germany, with no external removal of heat, clearly demonstrated that 

an inherently safe nuclear-power reactor can be made. The whole shutdown sequence 

was presented on a NOVA program on the US Public Television Network. 

Several unique design features provide this inherent safety, 

characteristic for helium-cooled or lead/lead alloy graphite moderated reactors. 

The fuel is refractory-clad and cannot melt at any temperature the system can 

achieve. The maximum temperature is determined by geometry, power and power 

density of the system, the large heat capacity inherent in the graphite 

moderator and ability of the system to conduct and radiate the heat to the 

surrounding environment. 

The typical size of such a reactor system, about 400 megawatts thermal 

(150 megawatts electrical), is small enough to be factory-fabricated and 

certified, and to be sited below ground level. 

Needing no external power to maintain integrity, in event of a hostile 

action, the safety of the public in the surrounding regions is assured. No 

other nuclear-reactor system has the inherent safety features of this system, 

known as the modular high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (MHTGR). 

If nuclear power is ever to regain public confidence worldwide, it will 

have to be based on plants such as the modular high temperature gas-cooled 

reactor with inherent safety characteristics. No other system can meet its 

safety characteristics in peace or during local conflicts. 

Hopefully with the dismantling of thousands of nuclear warheads, tons 

of enriched uranium and plutonium will be available to be converted into fuel 

for the next generation of inherently safe reactors to provide a clean safe 

source of electrical energy for the decades ahead. At the same time if the 

private sector is allowed to purchase the uranium and plutonium from Russia 

and the United States, both governments will benefit by an infusion of much 

needed capital from the private sector. For the U.S. it will help lower 

our national debt and for Russia provide much needed hard currency which will 

assist them in achieving their new economic base objectives. 

At present, when nuclear suppliers sell a reactor to a nation, they 

also sell the nuclear fuel and leave it up to the purchaser to solve the 

problem of disposing of the spent fuel elements which contain plutonium, 

residual uranium-235, and fission products, under safeguards but with no 

specified sanctions for non-conformance. 
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A reactor without fuel poses no threat. If the supplier nation simply 

leased fuel on the basis of its energy content - instead of selling it - to the 

nation purchasing the reactor, and if the fuel then reverted to the supplier 

after it had served its purpose, there would be no problem about what the 

receiving nation might do with the residual plutonium. 

The question of recycle need never arise, as far as the lessor is 

concerned, since the client nation has contracted for energy only, not the 

ownership of the fuel elements. The plutonium, fission products, and so forth 

would belong to the supplier nation. And that nation, probably an established 

nuclear power, would decide what was to be done with the spent fuel. There 

would be no need for the leasing nations even to consider haVing a recycling 

plant because they would own no fuel to recycle. 

If this were to be our future policy, and if the nuclear powers would 

simply all agree never to sell the fuel but simply to lease it at a fee based 

upon the fuel's capacity to deliver a certain amount of thermal energy, a great 

deal of world concern could be alleviated. It would also make much simpler the 

concept of international regional nuclear recycling and waste-disposal centers. 

Leasing is a common practice in the West; the larger computer suppliers and 

copy machine manufacturers have been doing it for years. 

Such a procedure will not prevent major industrial nations from 

developing a nuclear industry or from developing nuclear explosives, but it 

will prevent the government of an underdeveloped or small nation, which has a 

legitimate need for nuclear power, from being tempted to develop nuclear 

explosives. It would also clear the air with regard to a nation 1 s eventual 

intentions. If a government refuses to accept a nuclear power contract 

wherein the fuel is provided only through a lease agreement, with its final 

disposition to be determined by the supplier, then it clearly must have more 

in mind than providing clean, cheap energy to benefit its people. Leasing 

had been the practice of the Soviet Union with respect to the nations it supplied. 

The developing countries will argue that this is discrimination and 

supplier cartel. They're right. But what are the purposes and effects of the 

discrimination? OPEC, for example, is a discriminatory cartel to raise prices 

and keep them as high as the traffic will bear. Mandatory leasing by suppliers, 

however, confers a financial benefit on recipient states, which will not have 

to capitalize fuel inentory. This is in return for isolating supply from 

the uncertainties of nuclear proliferation events such as India 1 s explosion. 
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Leasing also will guarantee long-term fuel supplies because the supplier 

nations will have to do something to recoup residual values in spent fuels. 

They will have to reprocess, when the overall economics so dictate, and this 

can be done most economically on an international basis. The suppliers, as 

fuel bankers, can't afford to sit on wasting assets- that is, plutonium and 

uranium. Plutonium will be available for recycle, but only when it makes 

economic sense; and when it does there will be firm controls on "the plutonium 

economy 11 because the fuel will be available only on lease terms. 

Such a policy finally leads to an international 11 fuel bank, 11 controlled 

by suppliers in whom ownership of special nuclear material is vested. The 

retained prope~ty rights should provide a much firmer basis in international 

law for safeguards inspection and, if necessary, action by force to recover 

property in the event of misuse. 

It probably also makes sense to lease to utilities and other users 

within the United States. This procedure can help the utilities financially, 

and they need it right now. But it also provides a much firmer foundation 

for domestic safeguards. Diversion in this country is really a hostile act 

against the government, with a presumption of threat to national security. 

It should not be regarded as simply an attempt to steal property, where 

redress under most applicable state laws is limited to the value of the 

property. 

The fundamental reason the 11 Private Ownership Act 11 was passed in 

1964 was to get the U.S. government out of the role of banker. The earliest 

international agreements for cooperation were on a government-to-government 

lease, and then only for research purposes. When power reactor agreements 

began to be negotiated, foreign governments were obliged to retain title to 

transferred material for power reactors until private ownership was permitted 

in the United States. 

It's time to rethink these steps. We must address the need to establish 

an international nuclear fuel bank, where title is held by the participating 

supplier government's licensed agents and fuel is available through licensed 

private agents only on lease terms to all users. Treaty arrangements could 

then put real teeth in what steps suppliers could take if clients cheated 

or misused leased materials. 
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A FEW CONSIDERATIONS ON THE UTILIZATION OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS 

FROM DISARMANT. 

E.Lazzarini, Dipartimento Ingegneria Nucleare CeSNEF 

Politecnico di Milano, Via Ponzio 34/3, 20133 MILANO. 

Although I am a scientist and not a technologist, 

nevertheless the organizing committee asked me to summarize 

some technogical considerations advanced during the 

preparation of this meeting. Therefore my talk is to be 

intended as a short qualitative summary of the technological 

problems posed by the recycling of nuclear weapons to 

peaceful uses. 

First, let me say that in my opinion there are not any 

serious, that is un-resolved, scientific or technological 

problems concerning the feasibility of nuclear war-heads 

conversion into nuclear fuel for the production of electro

nuclear energy. 

By contrast real problems are posed by the economic impact 

of this conversion on the uranium market and related 

industrial enterprises, like separation plants of uranium 

isotopes or plutonium recovery from reprocessing plants. 

As matter of fact, the nuclear material inventory of 

nuclear weapons to be recycled, corresponds, more or less, to 

the total electric energy production during the year 1988, 

fifteen percent of which being of the nuclear type. This 

means that war-heads constitute, more or less, the nuclear 

fuel inventory required by the electro-nuclear power stations 

1 



for six operation al years. 
~ 

By contrast not only is the uranium market now depressed, 

but the uranium enrichment plants themselves are also over-

dimensioned with respect to the present demand of civil 

market. Actually the capacity of uranium enrichment plants 

now installed is 40 milions SWU, but only 75% of this 

capacity is used. It is worth noting, however, that some 

diffusion plants should shortly go out of operation since 

obsolete and no longer competitive with respect to the modern 

plants based on gas centrifugation. Furthermore, projects 

based on LASER technology are under intensitive development, 

so that it is hoped that in few years more convenient and 

flexible plants may be ready. 

In this sense the conversion of uranium war-heads to 

peaceful application may be interesting, and perhaps useful 

to wait for the more developed separation plants' 

A second problem (this time of a politic nature) is posed 

by the recycling of plutonium war-heads because plutonium, 

unlike uranium, cannot be diluted with its inert isotopes, or 

with other elements suitable to prevent possible 

proliferation of nuclear weapons. Actually plutonium may be 

easily reconverted from peaceful-to military uses by chemical 

means. 

As the argument was discussed by other speakers, I would 

not (won't) deeper in this matter of summarizing some 

reasonable flow sheets for the treatment of uranium warheads. 
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Before being released on the civil market, in order to 

avoid possible nuclear weapon proliferation, the highly 

enriched uranium of war-heads (containing 93% of 235 U), must 

be diluted with less 
e.. . 
unr1ched uranium down to a safe --concentration level. 

Since civilian enterprises are at the moment licensed to 

treat nuclear fuel whose enrichment . z3su . 1n 1s not greater 

than 5%, the uranium of war-heads should be diluted down to 

this level in military factories or in factories under 

military control. 

Isotopic dilution may be performed with: 

A) depleted uranium of the tails of previous separations 

(containing 0.25% of 235 u); 

B) uranium coming from reprocessing of irradiated fuel 

containing~ 0.6-0.7% of 235u; 

C) fresh uranium (containing 0.72% of 235U); 

D) or, finally, with slightly enriched uranium, e.g. 2% in 

z3su. 

Dilution with uranium of separation plants tails or 

reprocessed uranium should obviously increase the immediate 

crisis of uranium mining as well as that of the already over-

dimensioned separation plants. The consequences for the 

future of electro-nuclear energy production may be enormous. 

The use of natural uranium should have a minor impact on 

uranium mining, but it leaves unsolved the problem of uranium 

enrichment plants, so that dilution with slightly enriched 

uranium seems to be the best choice, although it delays the 
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ultimate solution of nuclear weapon conversion to peaceful 

uses. In particular, dilution with 2% enriched uranium was 

suggested as an adequate compromise among the factors 

mentioned above. 

By contrast it is worth noting that from 1 part of uranium 

of military grade one may obtain: 

A) 34 parts of nuclear fuel at 3% if tails of uranium 

separation plants are used for dilution of military 

grade uranium; 

B) 40 part of the same fuel in the event of dilution with 

natural uranium; 

C) or 91 part, always of the same nuclear fuel if the 

dilution is made with uranium containing 2% of 
235u. 

The price to be paid for saving uranium mining and 

separation plants in terms of increased war-head recycling 

time is quite evident (the time is doubled). 

Finally it may be stressed that science and technology 

have nothing to do with the choice to be made, which may also 

be deeply influenced by political factors. 

Looking at the chemical aspect of the problem the goal of 

the chemical treatment is the transformation of metallic 

uranium of war-heads into uranium oxide which is the most 

widely used chemical form of nuclear fuel. 

Metallic uranium may at first be transformed into uranyl 

nitrate by nitric acid attack or in uranium hexafluoride by 
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attack with BrF
3 

leading to UF
6 

and then in uranium ceramic 

oxide. Both reactions have been throughfully investigated so 

that the war-heads dissolution does not pose any particular 

problem or difficulty even in the event of uranium containing 

more than 90% of 
235

U. Obviously precautions must be taken to 

prevent accumulation of the critical mass in the dissolver, 

but this problem has already been resolved by applying one of 

the following three methods or a combination of them. 

1) use of subcritical geometry; 

2) control of fissile material concentration; 

3) addition of a soluble neutron absorber having sui table 

solubility in the solvent used for uranium attack. 

Safe dissolver based on these methods are described in 

unclassified literature easily available. They may also be 

applied to the dissolution of pure 235U. For example aqueous 

solutions containing in one litre up to 1.2 gatom (i.e. 280g) 

of U with 100% 235 U and 0.03 gatom (i.e.5.6g) of natural 

gadolinium are still subcritical, whatever the container 

volume and shape may be. 

The choice of the type of uranium chemical attack (HN0
3 

or 

BrF) dissolution may be effected in relation to the 
235

U 

isotopic dilution adopted for the warhead uranium. If the 

military grade uranium has to be diluted with 2% enriched 

uranium, the attack with BrF
3 

might be more appropriate. 

Indeed UF
6 

may be safely shipped to uranium separation plants 

for the isotopic dilution in monel cylinders of suitable size 

to prevent the attainment of a critical mass. 

The same may also be said for HN0
3 

attack, i.e. the 

5 



uranium nitrate of military grade may be delivered to uranium 

separation plant for the isotopic dilution down to 3% in 

235u. In both cases, the military installations should 

probably be supplied by suitable dissolvers. 

A final consideration, again of political and economic 

taste: It is quite evident that there is an over-killing 

capacity in terms of nuclear weapons and that storage 

installations, maintainance, and security control of this 

over-dimensioned stock is not only militarily useless, but 

also expensive. Then the conversion of war-heads to peaceful 

applications is not only an ethycal choice, but also good 

business because of the money saved. The obvious conclusion 

is that the cost of weapon conversion to peaceful uses should 

be supported by military budgets using the money saved. 

6 
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'I'HB 'I'l'X:HNJLCGICAL AND Er.XN:MIC ASPEL'I'S a? PLU'I(Nl]JM 
Ul'IL!SATICN IN FISSICN liD'CIU'<S 

Dr. Kun.ihiko UEWITSU 
Directar-General of the CJill) Nuclear Energy b]ency 

I) Plutonium 

(1) Plutonium is technically different from uranium in the nuclea:t· fuel 
cycle from the disffi'llltling stage to the fabrication of nuclear fuel. 

Plutonium, nol,nally produced in power reactor fuels ia mixtua·e of 
isotopes. The pe1·centage of FU.239, the dominant isotope, is around 50% and 
others are FU.236, FU.240, Pu241, and Pu242. However, in plutonium for 
militaLY purposes the percentage of Pu239, which is fissile, is extremely 
high. That percentage is said to be rrore than 93-94% and the rest being · 
alrrost all Pu240. 

As for radiation, the half-life of Pu239 is 2.4x10E4 years and the 
half-life of Pu240 is 6. 5x10E3 years, they also have much stronger 
.-.. diar.ion tl= that of U235 _ Plutonium must there>. fore he. tr<?AtAd 11ndPr 
sufficiently strict radiation protection and safety conditions, contrary to 
the case of uranium. 

Plutonium also generates decay heat, a cooling s1stem is therefore 
required for its storage or transportation. For example, assuming that the 
percentage of pu239 is 95% and. the rest of plutonium is Pu240, the decay · 
heat from 1 ton of plutonium is about 2000W. Therefore, in order to store 
a large arrount of plutonium, a cooling system is called for with sufficient 
capability. 

Plutonium produced f:mm power reactor spent fuel includes rror·e than 
10% of PU241, which decays into Americium241 during storage, and 
americi\.Ul1241 and decay product from Pu236 radiate garrm3. rays. Ther-efore, 
o.s stol.-o.ge time become~ longer, it. becomes mo:r::·a di£ficu1t to de·::tl Hith 
plutonium in the process of fabrication. In addition to that, amer·ici\.Ul1241 
produces its fissile value because americium easily absorbs neutrons. As 
for plutonium for military use, this is composed mainly from l?u239, and 
produces little americium, and the terms of storage hardly matter. 
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If we deal with plutonium in metallic form, the following problems 
oould occur; 

1) it is easy to reconvert such metallic plutonium for militarJ 
pUJ1Xlses again; 

2) it is unsafe to store metallic plutonium under ordinary atmospheric 
conditions for a long time because plutonium can easily be 
oxidized; 

3) we have no experience in storing tens of tons of metallic 
plutonium . 

.t'UL L.ll~ .Culluwl..ll~ J.t;:Xl:;Jl.J.H~, .lL 1.u kl..L.CJ.· L~ ..;;o.;Jnvert ~to.l.l.:i.c pl:u:t:;.on:L\.).l"t\ :U:.bo 

plutonium dioxide in order to store large arrounts for a long time: 

1) it is difficult to convert stored plutonium oxide directly for 
military use; 

2) we would not have to face the problem of self-oxidation; 

3) we have long experience in storing large arrounts of plutonium 
dioxide: for example, Japan, Britain and France have experia"'1Ce 
in large arrounts of plutonium oxide; 

4) there is an international consensus on the method of storing 
plutonium dioxide: IPS (International Plutonium Storage), a 
concept which was studied by IAEA, in 1978-1980, after INFCE, 
should give us sifficient technical confidence. 
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(2) Next, I will disruss reactors for 'b.rrning plutonium. A fast neutron 
reactor is adequate to bJrn plutonium. The existing fast breeder reactors 
rray be used to burn plutonium if the breeder zone is replaced cy the 
reflector. This is the least expensive way to provide a plutonium :turner. 
There are several fast breeder reactors in operation or going into 
operation, such as Super-Phenix in France, PFR in Britain, M:Jnju in Japan 
and BN-600 in the fanner Soviet Union. Therefore, we could say that the 
idea of using fast breeder reactors to bum •weapon • plutonium is just 
about established. 

It is easy to calculate the approxinate arrount of plutonium that fast 
breeder reactors withcut breeder zones could burn annually. For exDIIl:>le, 
the specifications of Honju are as follows; the thema.l power of M:Jnju is 
714MWt, the electrical power is 280MWe, the average bt~up is 80,000MWD/t, 
and the arrount of initial loading plutonium is around 1.4t. Assuming that 
the breeder zone is replaced by the reflector, the amount of plutonium 
burned is around 210kg/y, and the arrount of plutonium produced in the core 
region is 130kg/y. Therefore, the net arrount of plutonium bw:ned is amunc 
80kg/y. This is just a rough estimate. ' 

Using this calculation as a basis, we can estimate the pcte.'ltial for 
h1ming plutonium of FER in thF! fo't'l'AAr .<:;()viPt- Union, '!'he the:rrral pow-er of 
BN-600, that is 1470MWt, is around twice that of M:Jnju, therefore the 
curount of plutonium l:mned might be a few times higher than that of Houju, 
that is to say, roughly 200-300kg/y. As for BN-350, the theiT!Bl pcwer is 
lOOOMWt, one and a half times the power of M:Jnju. Therefore, the arrount of 
plutonium which could be burned by roth BN-600 and BN-350 could be roughly 
estimated to be around sever·al hundred kg/y. Dr. Verikhov said at the 
press conference in Japan that it would take BD years to bum lOOt of 
plutonium from dismantling by using two FBRs in the fanner SOViet Union: 1 
suppcse, however, that he might have mentioned that this was on the 
condition of not including the reprocessing of spent fuel from FBRs. 

By only using eYi.sting FBR.s, the arrount of plutonium bumed is 
lllttiLt:t..l. If iJluLuu..i..wtt 11t:::t:.'l..b Lu Le l.Ju..LH~ U.tJ C1::l ::;uvu ct::;i ,b)I.JOtillJl~, lL VJUUlll 
be better to construct reactm·s specializing in b.rrn:i.ng plutonium. The 
Science and Technology Agency in Japan has advocated the construction of a 
fast reactor specializing in burning plutonium produced from disrtlliltling of 
nuclear weapons, and the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel I:evelopnent 
Corporation (Japan) is studying a design for such a reactor·. This reactor 
should be designed so as to consume rrore plutonium annually than existing 
FBRs, and it should have different reactor core characteristics from those 
of existing FBRs. Considering derrand and supply of plutonium, this type of 
reactor could be the rrodel for bwning plutonium from weapon heads. 
Because the specifications of this type of reactor have not been 
established, it could be the subject of fut=·e discussion_ 
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II) The effect of plutonium on the rrarket 

Dr. Verikhov, Vice-President of t.hP. Rn""i;m Ar.ni!P.my of Sr.ie>.nc:f', said 
at a press conference in Japan, 'The amount of plutonium produced from 
disanrament of nuclear weapons will arrount to approxiirately lOOt . • . The 
latest Brown Book, M-lich is soon to be published by OOCD/NEA, gives us the 
data on the derrands of plutonium anong the OECD countries, which is 
3. 7tPuf/y. A rough colculation of the anount of plutonium required during 
the 15 years from 1996 to 2010, according to the data in the Brcwn Book, 
gives the following: 

Yeat· Derrend of Pu Reprocessing capacity 

1995 6.1 tPuf/y 4196 tHM/y 
2000 12.9 4896 
2005 13.7 4895 
2010 13.7 4895 

Assuming that the derrand and capacity in the years for which we do not have 
projcctiono bct.· .. ..,cc..-r:~. 1996 ~1.d 2010 aro in diroot proportion, tho total 
anount of the derrand during these 15 years will be 186. 3t. The arrount of 
plutonium produced from nuclear weapons would therefore be equivalent to 
half the arrount of the demmd during this period. On the other hand, as 
for the repl~cessing potential of OECD countries, this will amount to 
approximately 72 thousand tHM during these 15 years. The NEA report 
"Plutonium Fuel: An Assessment• gives us the data that PNR of lOOOM>Je uses 
24t of enriched uranium fuel and produces 0.115t of plutonium per year. 
Using this data, we can calculate roughly the production of plutonium for 
this 15 year period, M-lich is 345t Puf. If the availability factor of 
reprocessing plant is around 55%, the derrand and supply will coincide. 
'i'hPrPfcrr·A. it. i >" forA>"APn th;,\' if t.hA r> lntoni ntn nrot1nc:P<'l frnm rli ><TMnt 1 i ncr 
is supplied to the mrket, it wuuld become surplus. Therefore, we may need 
to construct plutonium burners specially designed for burning plutonium 
frcm w-aheads. 
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III) The plan to construct plutonium burners 

In order to b.ttn plutonium, three methods can be consider-ed. They 
are: utilising the existing fast breeder reactors, b.ttning in thenra.l 
neutron r·eactors (Pu-thennal utilization) 1 and constructing new reactors 
specializing in burning plutonium. Each methcx:l has advantages and 
disadvantages. The following is an exanple of construction of a special 
plutonium l::urner. 

(1) Site of construction 

Plutonit.un }:'ll...J..rt').cr.c chould bG built:. close to the boJ...-d.Cro bctv.;cen We3L~H 

and Eastern European countries, or in the coastal region of the ex-USSR on 
the Sea of Japan. The advantages of these locations are as follows; 

1) siting is considerably easier than in Western European countries, 

2) if the reactors generate electricity, they will help the local 
districts which are short of electricity. It is also cold in these 
districts and the reactors can provide heat. 

3) errployment in Eastern European countries can be expected to be 
bocsted by the construction of reactors. In addition, this project can 
help prevent scientists who were engaged in developing nuclear weapons from 
being cl.rained by other CO\IDtries. 

4) Western Europe_an c::onnt.ri"'" c.rm. of course. sbaJ:·e the infonmt-.i<'>n 
obtained through the construction and operation of the reactors 1 -....hlch can 
also be e--xpected to benefit Western EUropean countries from a 
constructional and operational point of view. 

(2) When to start 

It is said that nuclear warheads can only be dislli3Jltled at a rate of 
atout 5000 per year. Even if the dis!l'ailtling is started in 1993, it would 
be after 1995 that enough plutonium to start fuel fabrication (tens or 
hundred of tons of plutonium) would be obtained from diS!l'ailtling. In this 
case, it should be after 1998-99 that this plutonium would be turned into 
fuel assemblies and enough assemblies would be obtained to be loaded to a 
reactor. If the construction of a reactor is agreed in 1994, it could be 
finished o.round 2000, and then reactor and fuP.l flVili 18hi 1 ity would 
coincide. '111erefore, the earliest tline we could start burning plutonium 
would be the beginning of the next century. 
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( 3) Tb" ,;ize 

The sizes of the existing fast breeder reactors are as follows; 
JOYO(Japan) :100!1Wt, FITF{US) :400MVt, Phenix(France) :570l1Wt{250M-Ie), 
PFR(UKJ :600l1Wt(270l1We), IDm.J(Japan) :700!1Wt(280l1We), 
Super-Phenix(France) :3800!1Wt (1200l1We), and so forth. 

Because plutonium burners do not lll'l.inly aim to generate electricity, 
they are not required to be of such a large size as Super-Phenix. They 
would preferably be larger than MJNJU and would be built utilising our 
experience of existing rectors. Therefore, the desirable size of a 
plutonium burr-ner should be around 1500!1Wt(60!1We). This size of reactor 
requires around 3 tons of plutonium for initial loading and will burn 1 ton 
of plutonium per year if designed effectively. 

( 4) OLl1tu: lllt<L.i t::; 

The primary purpose of the construction of plutonium btLruers is to 
contribute to world peace by meons of burning plutonium from nuclear 
warheads. In adclition to that, we expect various side effects, such as a 
h::ost in errployment if plutonium burner are constructed in Eastern 
European countries, including the former Soviet Union. These effects are 
put into the attached table. The numbers in the table are the nurrU::>ers of 
employees engaged directly in the construction or operation of the nuclear 
facilities. In addition to that, the number of workers would amount to 
around the same number as the employees hired directly by the nuclear 
industries. It is therefore expected that this project would contribute to 
the creation of employment for a long time. 

fu adcJition t".n that, it can hA <;xpect:ed f;:h;.t: other indu~t:ri<OS U::Jing 
energy, electricity or heat, would be created around the reactor site. The 
employment created by such industries could be large. 

IV) It is imPortant to initiate discussion on how to burn plutonium f:rcm 
nuclear warheads . 
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------------------------------------------~---~-~---------------------~-------r 

L Designing plutonium 
hrrners 

Reactors need to be 
designed, and it is 
inl;Jortant to organise 
des.i.an tE>arns in P.. 
European countries. 
w. European coun
tries should organ
ise general design 
teams and Western 
engineers would take 
part in the E. 
European team. 

2. Conversion of 
plutonium 

Conversion of plu
toniwn from metallic 
form into oxide should 
be done in E. European 
countries. 

3. Storage 

It would be neces
sary to build storage 
facilities and a joint 
design team would be 
requil·ed. After opera
tion had begun, safe
guards and radiation 
protection would be 
required. 

The idea of safety 
designing from W. 
European catmtries 
can be l..-4·~o:fel..~'"'ed 

to E. European catm
tries through joint 
design. It could also 
be e>:pected that the 
idea of safety would 
be reflected in the 
maintenance of reac
tors under operation. 

It could be e.'q;lected 
that technology con
ce.ming safety !T'anage
ment and waste dispo
sal would be trans
fen·ed to E. 
European countries. 

'!'he idea of safct:y 
management of w. 
European countries 
could be transfer
red thr·ough construc
tion ~1d operation of 
the facility. 

Long-term employment 
of arou:1d 10. 000 people 

Around 100 



4. Transportation and 
Production 

This process is rrainly 
carried out by W. 
European countries, 
only a srrall amount 
of work is done by 
E. European coun
tries. 

5. N..Iclear Reactors 

Construction 

Operation 
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The technology of 
safe transportation 
could be transfer
red. 

It could be expected 
that the tf'rhnology 
concerning safe 
building and quality 
control would be 
transferred. 

These technologies 
could be reflected 
in other reactors 
in E. European 
countries. 

The technology con
concerning safety 
controls, radiation 
protection, waste 
disposal and manage
ment in emergency 
could be transferred 
to E. European 
countries. 

A large number of 
poople. 

Around 300 pecple 



Sessicn II 

'l'he technical aspects of the tranSfornaticn of highlY 
enridlai urani1llll into fuel 

by 

nr. ~ UEMATSO 
Direc."tar~ of tbe OEDJ Nuclear Ener<N hJ=J 

As for highly enric .. "lei uranium prcducei from. the disrrantlir,g ~£ 
nuclear wea.-pJns, it is not as difficult as pluton~urn to ct?nvert ana 
rrake into fuel. In order to convert highly enriched uran~urn wto reaccor 
fuel fil·st of all it should be diluted in order to be of ~ adequate ~ 
enrichment by :ceing m:i.xed. with natural uranium or depletea '~an1urn. • -'-t 
should then be converted. into U02 or 1JF6 to be stored., fll'_ally converted 
into 002 and transforrned. into fuel. Followiilg are three fOSsible rnetX<:ls 
for this' pt-ocess, whici1 differ from eac.l1 other in the mett.cd of dilution. 

l) cunvert. not;ur;;.1 =~n il:c"\\ or cJ.eoleted. uranium as U308 into metallic 
fonu and mi:x: with highly enriched uranium by melting and llle."l c;uav="'- btco 
002. The problem with this methcd is that it to.'Ould be very difficult to 
deoxidize a large arrount of natural or depleted uranium into. metallic fom 
as required il1 the dilution prccess by using ~xistillg facilities, and lt 

would also be very ~--:pensive. 

2) Dissolve highly e.'ll'iched uraniurn and natural or depleted uraniun in 
nitric acid, mi:>< them, and finally convert illto 002. The advantage c£ this 
process is the possibilitY of utilisillg e.xistillg facilities to dissolve a 
great deal of natural or depleted uranium. On the other hand, the 
disadvantage is that in the process of dilution of highly enric."led uranitL'fl 
a great deal of nitric acid is necessary ll1 order to keep criticality 
control, whic.1, would require a facility capable of dealing with a lar~e 
mtKJuaL- of nitric c.ci•:l ,,ncl with strict c'l"i tic::ality control. " 

. 3) ConveJ::~ eoth r..ig~y enriched uranium and natural or deplet<O<i u:r:anium 
mto ':JFEl, ana rn1x them l.Il gas form. The advantage of this methcd is t;Io_at 
e:a.s~lllg. faCllities can be utilised for the process of ccnversicn of 
uraruum JJlto 1.!"'6. The disadvantage of this methcd is tr,z1t it would te 
necessary to ~ssolve netalllC uraniUm ill nitric acid before convertir,g 
J.t li.1to UF6 as J.t could te an uncontrollable process to combine metallic 
ur~ll:m d1rectly Wlth n:-:orille. In this case, the same pi·oble.rn as the 
metnoa descnl::ed l.Il 2) .'3JXJVe, ·.vould arise, that is, the necessitv of 
keepll1g cr:.t:..calit:y control during the pr·ocess of dissoh·ing highly 
enr1ched urarnum w ru.tnc i:lCid. 
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The processes described al:xlve are quite simple, and it is 
that some of them could be carried out in existing facilities. 
these processes 'MJUld, therefore, not pose great problems. 

probable 
The cost of 

Il. Wt1. Cl..l.lut:e :iOOt v£ h.i.gl...l:J-- e.n.ri-=.<ho::". 1.rY"~T'I i nm 'i nt:.o 5% en:Y"i r.hP.d uranium, 
we need around lOOt of natural or depleted uranium. 



Sessioo m 

Econan.ic aspectS of supply of highly enriched uraniun 
to the uranium market 

Dr. KuzrihlJro UEMM'SO 
Director-General of the Off:D Nuclear Fnru:'gy Agency 

I would like to 1113ke a C()['('l1\6lt on demmd and supply of uranium, 
according to data in the Red Eook, published in 1990 by OECD/NEA. The Hed 
Book gives forecasts regarding derrand and production capabilities for 
uranium until the year 2005: these are as follows. 

P!"oduction capability supported by low-cost resource up to $80/kgU 
would be a little more than 40000tU/y, sufficient B~gh to meet demand 
until- L.he y=r :lOOO. After :JOOO. <:l"""lnd will begin to surpass production 
capability and in 2005, the gap bet~reen demand and p~ction capabilities 
will become larger. However, pnxl:uction capability supported by additional 
higher-cost resources, up to $130/kgU, could be l:::oosted to around 
60000tU/y, and therefo:r.-e no serious production shortfall from lcw and high 
cost resources is expected. Nevertheless, it should be recognised that 
furtl.er low-cost resources could be available within this tL~e-frame, as a 
result of technical developments and policy changes in certain countries. 
To surnrarise, through to the mid 1990s, excess inventories are expected to 
be drawn down and production will renain l::€101~ capability. Tcwards the end 
of the century, it is expected that supply and demand will be rrore in 
balance with the need for new production to be brought on-stream to meet 
the increasing demand (see graphs) . 

The abOve forecast is based on data which does not include the USSR 
and China, data on these countries not having been disclosed. According to 
the information obtained by the investigation done by OECD/NEA/NDD last 
year, the navimum capability for uranium production in the fo:~:1ner Soviet 
Union is around 16,500 tU/y and at present around 12, OOOtU is supposedly 
produced per year. According to other inforrration, the domestic dmand in 
the forrner Soviet Uuiuu is appraxi=tely 7, OOOtU/y. If thic is true, the 
excess arrount of uranium would Jx;, a"'q)OrtOO, It is, thl?.n>.forf', quite 
difficult to estinate the arrount of uranium that wculd be available frcm 
the foL1ner Soviet Union from now on because the Soviet Union controlled 
production by controlling the arrount of uranium stored under the planned 
<'>rrmnmy np r.o last year. However, ..matever the amount of uranium ms.de 
available to the Western ms.rket by the former Sov ieL Union this win be in 
excess of demand. 
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As mentioned al:ove, the Red &::ok projects that for uranium, demmd the 
supply will be in balance until the end of this century. This forecast 
does not, of course, include the supply of uranium produced from 
diSfL1an'Clll1g llUClectr· Wbdf.XJ.U:::; • TlH=.Lt::::l .. Ul.t=: 1.1. Cl. ~.L~C1l.. Ut;:a.l VJ.: I.,.J...l.."Q.ll.iu.Li\ f.>:L:cctu.c:e..::t 

b-orn dismmtling is produced cy the former Soviet Union, all of this would 
become further in excess of de!l'aiJ.d. 

Next, I will discuss the value of highly enriched uranium, produced 
from dismmtling, on the uranium rrarket. Dr. Velikhov, the Vice-President 
of the Russian Acade!ll'f of Science, said at the press conference in Japan 
that highly enriched uranium produced from disrrantling would arrount to rrore 
than 500ton. I have ro1.1ghly estirrated its value if all of it is 1.1Sed for 
conversion into reactor fuel: assl.lffiing that highly enriched uranium of rn::>re 
than 90% enrichment were converted into 4% enriched uranium, the arrount of 
uranium prcxlJJced by dilution W01.1ld be: 

500 t0n TT v (TIY)rP th;n CJ0*/4\\;l = around 12.000 ton U 

If we make this arrount of 4% enriched uranium from natural uraniurn, the 
arcount of natural 1.1ranium required is as follows; 

12000 ton U x 7.436 = around 90,000 ton U 
*7. 43 6: is the annunt of feed uranium required to produce 1kg of 4% 
enriched uraniurn, J:ased on the conditions given by roE. 

The value of this arcount of natural uranium, calculatoo by using 
$20.8/kgU (NDEXCO 1992.1; spot price), is around 1.9 billion dollars. 
I have roughly est:irrated the value of separative work by using the 
conditions given by roE: the separating work for producing 1 kg of 4% 
enriched uraniurn is 6.554SWtr, and therefore, the price of the separative 
work required for producing around 12000 ton of 4% enriched uranium is as 
follows: 

12000 ton x 1000(kg/t) x 6.544 SWU/kgU x 117 $/SNU = 92.5 billion $ 
(The price of separative work is for long term contract.) 

The value of ur-aniurn produced from dismantling is approximately equivalent 
to the st_un of that of natural uranium plus separative work: around 100 
billion dollars. 

If such an arcount of uraniurn were supplied to the uraniurn market 
without any planning, the rre.rket price would surely fall, and the rrarket 
would be disturbed. 

We should try to persuade the former Soviet Union not to supply a 
great deal of uranium irrmediately. However, the Republics of the fonner 
Soviet Union may need to sell uranium in order to help the recove~y of 
their econonues. 
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Measures should be taken to stabilise uranium prices which would 
benefit both Western and Eastern countries. One suggestion to a way of 
solving this problem is is that Western countries should, first of all, 
creo.te a fund to assist the ~-eoovery of Eastern economies, and ther·eby 
acourc the rctc..~t.ion of ouch lo.rgc quru1.t.i.L.l..~t:~ v£ u...L.au.lum wll.-llln tlle tormer 
SOviet Union in the stable form of low enriched uranium. After some ti1ne, 
the West would gradually withdraw fuel as needed. In this connection, Dr. 
Verikhov said at the press conference in Japan, that 'Highly enriched 
uranium produced from dis=tling is equivalent to three years' world 
production. If we sell it on the open market, the market would be seriously 
disturbed. We could start an international fund to stabilise the market. • 

The arrount of the "d= payment• to be rrede by Western countries into 
the proposed fund could arrou.'lt to a greo.t deal of rroney. We v10uld 
therefore need to give the matter our very serious consideration. 
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GENERAL ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE CONVERSION OF 
NUCLEAR WARHEhDS INTO ELECTRIC POWER 

An economic evaluation for the introduction in the market of the nuclear electricity of 

the fissile material coming from nuclear arsenals may be easlily deduced from the 

results obtained by the Working Group ANSALDO-ENEA-ENEL, on the basis of 

very realistic hypotheses on new constructions' trend with their related fuel cycle 

facilities. The six documents file allows a critical analysis of possible alternatives by 

means of parametric tables through which, depending on technological 

achievements progressively reached, on row materials market and on the related 

services, the cost is relatively easy to update economic estimates and consequently 

to determine the material fluxes on the market. The general terms of the problem 

are well known: the decommissioning of 30% of the present world nuclear arsenal 

and the consequent immission on the market of 300 tons of 93% enriched uranium 

in a time interval up to 2005. The parametric assett of the study allows to take 

easily into account the variations in the dismantled fissile material percentage and 

in the fuel demand from nuclear power plants (i.e. new orders delayed, first 

generation eastern power plants closed for safety reason, etc.). In the basic 

hypotheses the recovered, enriched uranium immission in the market does not 

cover the foreseen additional requests, reaching a little less than 50%; in that way a 

modest expansion, with respect to present values, is left to the natural uranium 

market. Similar considerations hold for the related separative work. All this is very 

important for the simple reason that the whole electro-nuclear industry, with its more 

than thirty years experience in power plants and related programs of life extension, 

cannot be heavily damaged by an occasional, not permanent immission of fuel 

within terms which are not regulated by the free market. This industry needs the 

essential services of the whole fuel cycle with continuity and regularity by means of 

pluri-annual contracts. In this sense the cited study seems very correctly performed, 

with all the necessary elasticity margins. For instance, we may recall the suggested 

strategy of producing for the market a fuel obtained with two operations: the first 

one enriching the natural uranium through existing plants up to an intermediate 

value, and the second one in a further enrichment by mixing it with "military" 

uranium till the requested value. Thus, a mixed strategy of enrichment-dilution 

would be realized, producing an enriched fuel at a lower cost for the saving of 

separative work units and the related electric energy. The availability of new 



enriched uranium at lower costs, due to disarmament programs, may so dilationate 

the investment programs for new enrichment plants, what is extremely interesting 

for the continuous progress in laser technologies. In its general terms, this study 

foresees an installed nuclear capaci,y of 400 GWe for the year 2005, whose 85% of 

light water reactors, with an increase in the number of nuclear reactor from the 

present 420 to 530 units. The yearly requirement of natural uranium, in the form of 
the oxide U3 Oa, is envisaged to rise presque linearly from the 50.000 tons of the 

year 1990 to 70.000 tons in 2005; correspondingly, the world amount of separative 

work units rises from 30 milion to a little more than 40 millions. 

The dismantling of the 30% of warheads in the fifteen years can supply the 

equivalent of 12.000 tons of uranium oxide enriched at 3.3%, which amonts to the 

11% of the fuel necessary to feed all the light water reactors in this period. 

The electric energy which would be theoretically available burning all the declared 

warheads amounts to 10.000 billion KWh, i.e. the total amount of electricity 

produced actually in one year in the world. The minimum time necessary to burn all 

the uranium of the warheads with all the present nuclear reactors exceeds the 6 

years. The related economic value, at the present costs, is of the order of 50 billion 

dollars. 

With these premises and with reference to the cited study, in order to deepen some 

particular aspects, let me express some personal impressions on the modalities 

and the phases of such an enterprise. 

We have seen the opportunity of graduating the immission of the recovered fuel 

and, obviously, of controlling its price not to damage some essential services of the 

electro-nuclear industry irreversibly, as well as the opportunity of delaying the 

construction of new enrichment plants waiting for the industrial development of the 

much more interesting and econonomic laser technologies. 

I think that the military apparatuses of the nuclear powers have no technological 

problems at all and have the full know how to transform the metallic uranium 

enriched at 93% to oxide enriched at 20% within their dedicated installations. The 

same military plants where this conversion and dilution takes place have no 

apparent difficulties to pile and stock the oxide, as well as to proceed to further 

dilution down to commercial values below the 5%, so to deliver it to civil fabrication 

plants, without any need to modify their licence regime with the reception of 20% 

enriched oxide (anyway this should be a minor problem). With the military 



safeguard on the fissile, the dilution should be performed only when really required 

and at the contingent exact values. The achieved experience on fuel irradiation 

brings gradually to higher burnups and longer charge periods, and consequently to 

higher and higher ennchments. Fed instance, new fuels are under development, 

with microspheres of uranium enriched up to 10%. Not to speak of particular 

applications, as for instance spatial applications of nuclear energy that will require 

highly enriched fuels ("clean" fuels, like U235, and not plutonium, before 

launching). So it is always advisable to dilute just before the real, specific 

application. 

A global survey of the study evidences the huge economic gain of this enterprise 

and its very reduced (if not inexistent) technical difficulties. 

Obviously the financial fluxes among the different parties must be well assessed 

before the start up. How much and to whom is the diluted uranium from the military 

arsenals paid? How is its price regulated not to alterate the market too much? Who 

is the surveillance Authority? These problems require international agreements not 

only for the market protection but also to guarantee pluri-annual agreements which 

saveguard the electro-nuclear societies, the IAEA procedures and inspections, etc. 

In this sense it is of primary importance the definition and the related powers of an 

international Authority whose mission has to last many years. Another important 

consideration on the suggested enterprise pertains to the echological benefits for 

the whole mankind. lt is enough to consider that if the energetic equivalent of the 

burning of all the warheads corresponds to the world electricity production for one 

year (electricity which is mainly of fossile origin), the amount of carbon dioxide and 

of oxides of nitrogen and sulphur is really enormous. 10.000 billions KWh is the 

global amount of electricity; to generate 6.5 billion KWh a coal feeded power plant 
of 1000 MWe generates yearly six million tons of C02, 31.600 tons of S02, 2.500 

tons of CO, 18.300 tons of NOx and 2.400 tons of particulate and powders. 

The corresponding amounts for an oil feeded power plant are 4.4·106 tons of C02, 

from 20.000 to 80.000 tons of S02, 2.200 tons of CO, 8.000 tons of NOx and 130 

tons of powders. The global echlogical gain is immediately evident. 

Concluding, this enterprise is worth of the maximum attention from governments 

and international organisms, being well assessed that nuclear disarmament is 

much more important than the fossile fuel saving, as well as the reduction of the 

atmospheric pollution and the general economy gain. 
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1. INTROllUC'riON 

'l'he withdrawal of some portion of fissionable materials 

( prinmrily l'u) f:eom the military sphoX'C is a practical task to

day. The impartment of properties that will make it impossible to 

use Pu for war purposes is readily achievable, e.g., through 

introduction of inert neutron ubsorb:i.ng components. However, in 

our opinion," passive" methods e.:t"e not sui table because they doom 

to infinite storage (actually dispooal)of rather valuable and at 

the sume time highly toxic and ro.diologico.lly dangerous mD teriL•ls. 

Utilization of Pu in nuclear power is most expedient. 

HusSiEJ. has a developed infrastructure of nuclsar fuel cycls 

that iu a good baGifJ for converoion of' mili tory Pu to energy pro

ducing one. There is some experience in using military Pu in 

reuctors. 
We m~tch the problem discusoed to the general strategy of 

nuclear power development und its present-day otatus. The higher 

rote conversion of Pu can be accomplished in fr~st ret1ctors cupo.bll' 

of "burning" Pu of essentially any isotopic composition. The lett( 

fact is nlso impOJ."tunt because at the rodiochelllical rcprocesGing 

plant Gignificant amounts of energy producing Pu as purified di

oxide have been nccumulEJ.ted c;enerated in different reuctors. 

Howsvc:c, in connection with a delay in the realization oi' an 

exten:Jive progr'8.JIUne of seritJ.l fast reuctol" coiiatruction und limit• 

possibilities of using Pu in BN-350 und llN-600 now in operation W• 

tll.so cc.msidel" thex'nH:ll reactors us a ·lu:cge-scnle way of Pu convero 

2, DIJ\EC'riON OP HE3EJ\HCH AND ITJ BASIC HE0UL'rS 

The key position in the problem of Pu converoion is occupied 

by a complex of work to produce U-I'u fuel. lnvcr:Jtigations thut 



were nturted by the 
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SRIIM in 50ies resulted in a creation of 

the first pilot buy in the middle of 6oies and fabrication of the 

cores for the expe:t•imental reacto:t·a BR-5, IBR-2, IBH-30 and pilot 

fuel assemblies (FA) for the reactor BOR-60. 1l'he first experiments 

employed the method of mechanical blending individual oxides and 

pelleti~ing to produce fuel (table I). Beginning from 80ies the 

work was concent:t·a ted on developing processes giving minimum dust 

of toxic materials and on improving the technological processes of 

the whole fuel cycle. Investigations simultaneously performed in 

several alternative directions, viz., sol-gel microsphere product

ion tllrough internal e;elation in heavy o:r·15an:Lc liquids, granul.H tion 

of co-p:r·ecipitated U and Pu hydroxides using su:t•face active agents, 

carbonate eo-precipitation of hexavalent U and Pu, revealed both 

benefits and disudvantages of different methods and their applica

bility to purposGful goals e.s WGll as :identifice. ticn of dirGe tions 

fo:t· comprehensive studies of technologiGS under study C 1]. All of 

1>hem o.ro £avon.rn.l>ly distinguished by insignificant dust formation 

und aerosol contaminution of working zones; dust curry-over in cus( 

of o.mrnonia granulate and rnicrospheres being two orders less thnn 

for' powd<n'" prepared by the carbonate prOCGSS. 

However, along with the ecology requirements the problems of 

work~lbili ty, achievement of the specified fuel parameters, process 

oto. bility and fi_nally the ve.lida tion of the fuel serviceubili ty 

under reactor concli tions are of paramount importance, 

In 1986 the sol-gel process and beginning from 1988 the 

ammonia granulation technolosy were subjGctGd to large-scale testf. 

appro'aching the commercial level (the plants 11 Zhemchug 11 and 11 Grum 

table 1). This gcwe a considerable amount_ of valuable. information. 

Despite the :favourable results on the quality o:r·pellets manufuct1 
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from microspheres, significant disadvantages of the sol-gel pro-

cess were revealed, viz., multistage, difficulties in mflintaining 

constant physico-chemical properties of microspheres (rigid poorly 

compactible microspheres); multicomponent liquid waste that re

quires complex reprocessing methods to be used, On the contrary, 

due to its simplicity and favourable instrumentation the technology 

of granulation of eo-precipitated U and l'u hydl·oxides in presence 

of high molecular surface active agents demonstrated its controll

ability and exclusive stability~ Under optimized conditions the 

bulk densi t;y oi' e.s calcined granulate i.H about 1. 5 g/cm3; the 

flowabili ty is J, 5 g/s; the fraction of particles less thfm 80,!> 

in size (at tho rnain mass of granulate within 200-800 )1) does not 

exceed 2%. It is shown that all granulate lenda itself to the 

normal process of a high-quality compaction without using binders. 

At the plant "Paket" o. considerable amount of fuel pellets of the 

density 10. 4-1 o. 7 g/ cm3 were manufactured from that product. 'J'he 

p~·ocess. conditions are reduction of oxides in e.n argon-hydrogen 

,., 
3.5-4 t/cm~, sintering of sleeves at 1500-1750°C for 1-2 h· The 

resultant pellets were used to fabricate fuel assemblies for test-

ing in the reactors BN-650 and BN-600. 

'rhe pl'iority was given to ·~he method of o.mmonit.~ (poi<nuJation 

oi' mixed oxides over other technological pro<.H!:o8es. We o.sourne thi• 

method to be comparable to others used abroad.as to the workabili· 

and the quality of fuel produced. 

We assesEJ positively the ALKEM technology of mixed oxide pre 

para tion by co-precipi to. tion of car bono. to compow1ds of hexo.valent 

U and Pu [J.~]. The attractive properties of the method are feasi 

bility of addition(ll purification from impurities (americium in-
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eluded); significantly less shrinkage of pellets (as compo.red to 

those manufe.ctured from granulated oxides). The latter circumstunce 

iEJ particularly important for U-Pu fuel used in therm(J.l reactors. 

Using the three methods discussed as well as the method of 

individual oxide mechanical blending semi-commercial plants h1we 

processed more than 400 kg U-Pu fuel o.nd fabricated about )000 fuel 

elements for BOH.-60, BN-350, BN-600 testing. 

None of the pelletized fuel elements lost its tightness ut 

burn-up to 10 and oven 20% h.a. (BOR-,60, to.ble 2). The data receivE 

allowed ill!'l' to be made for the design of a semi-conunercial pl!lnt. 

Presently its first phase to produce fast reactor fuel is under 

construction, The work has been performed to about 50'?b. '.i'his will 

be a fully automated production with thorough gas and water clean-1 

systems o.nd the maximum elimination of radioactive element release 

to the environment. Design studies to construct a U-l'u fuel pro

duction line are under way as applied to thennc.l reactors. 

l'resently, a considerable experience has been gained in deveJ. 

ment of mixed fuel technology and operation, particularly in Weste 

countries, At the same time additional investigations of sorne isst; 

are required, in particular, provision of homogeneous fuel, in

fluence of differrmt :factors on FGl' releases, ch&mges in fuel heai 

conductance and others. 

'.rhe processing of military plutonhun is likely to involve so;. 

difficulties re1ated to initial operations: material conditioning 

for processing, treatment, dissolution of Pu-alloys, waste mana-

gcment at these stages. Primarily the issues must be studied 

related to potential fire and explosion safety, taking quantitatj. 

ly l'u compounds into solutions, creation of an adequately Gffici 

dissoJ.ution process; purification from accompanying components. 

'.Vhe problem of mili to.ry l1u conver(lion for peaceful pUl'poses 
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CC!rtainly must be matched to the actual reactor base. '.Cable 3 show:J 

the feasibl.e in principle versions of Pu utilization in nuclear 

reactors available and under construction (DN-800) in Russia. The 

data indicate that to-day one cannot expect high rates ur con

version of military Pu. As far as the utili~ation of Pu in VVER 

reElctors is concerned, it should be verified by additional inves

tigations into the physics and technology of those reactors and 

new generation reactors VPDER-600, VVEH.-500. '.Co resolve this 

pl·oblem one must also take account of the circumstance that energy 

producing l'u comes from NPP; its amounts (table 4) are conuncnsu

rable to those of military Pu to be converted and will increase 

by 7-8 t annually. 

i.learch for more efficient ways of conversion of military l'u 

for peaceful purposes would be more expedient in the framework 

of joint agreements between the ::;tc.tcs-hol<lers of military rn!lte-

rialo. 
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2 and pilot fuel ele-
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Dir.li t rovgra.d 

from 1985 
to present 
de.';{ 

Senri-co=ercial P. U. "till yak" 1986-1987 
plant "Zhemchug" ChelyabiilSk 

S er.U -commercial 
plant "Granr,t'' 

Sew.i-co;nmercial 
plant "Fake t" 

:P.U. "Mayak" 
Chelyabinsk 

P. U .. 11!1layak 11 
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to present 
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frora 1986 
to present 
day 
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(350 kg Pu) 

J5 kg Pu/an-

(for 5 PAs) 

70-80 kg 
Pu/ ann= 
(for 10 FAs; 

10 FAs/nnnum 
(70-80 kg Pu 
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Table II 

RESEAI~CE ittiiJ CO.\U,rERC=t;\.L RELCTOH TES~S 01!' l>u-COHTAiliil:G li'USL 

Reactor 

BR-2 

TL'lle of 
testi~--:tg 

1956 

:BR-5(BR-10) fro;n_ 1959 

IBR-2 1965 

DlR-)0 t'rom 1957 

Crit. fa-
cility BFS from 6oies 
( "h ~ - - ) 1: .c.n.J..nst. 

BOR-60 

Illi-350 

llN-GOO 

from 1975 

from 1973 

from middle 
of 801 es 

from 1980 

1990-1992 

from 1990 

from 1992 

Fuel type and frod~ction Process Testi:r~g 
scale 

Pt~ metal ~ 20 kg Pu 

PuG 
2 

Pu metal 

Pu metal 

1.(U,Pu)02 : electrochemical granulat
ion and vlbrocompaction of fuels 

~. ~ U ~ l'u) o2 : mechani~al stir:in{'; of 
lndlvldltal ox1des anc nelletlzlng 

J. (U,Pu)D 2 : co-preci?itation by car
bonate e.nci ammonia processes and 
pelletizing 

1. (U,?u)02: mechanical stirring of 
oxides and pelletizin& 

... / 

-; 

-~ 

2. (U,?u)02: aDQonia ~c-precipitetion, 
granulation and pelletizing 

(U,I'u)0 2 : ammonia co-precj_pitation, 
gr~nulacion, pelletizing 

(U,l-'u)0 2 : _co-precipj_tation by ca:bonate 
and ami:~OGla processes and pelletlZlU£; 
('.:ilermol :reactor :fuel containirg 
5% m.ass r·u) 

150 kg Pu 

100 kg Pu 

100 i>g Pu 

750 kg Pu 

hyndreds 
kg Pu 

tens 
kg Pu 

up to 
10 kg Pu 

10 FAs 

100 :t'uel 
elements 

8 J?J ... s 

.2 fuel 
eleoents 
and J 
;::.mpulc:.J 

Assessment of results 

Favourable 

Favourable 

Favourable 

Fa-vourable 

Favourable 

Assessment is premature. Ther-= 
are events of fuel leakage; t~st: 
need to be continued 

Favourable results at burn-up 
-"' 2Cf)h h.a. 

Favourable results (bui~-U? of 
10-12% h.a.) 

Favourable results in the whole 
testing cycle at bura-up of 5-9h 

Favourable results (burn-up 
10% h.a.) 

No leakage was observed 

Initinl stage of testing 

tD 
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Table III 

VERSIONS 01'' Pu UTILIZATION J.N NUCLEAR }'UEL CYCLE 

Ileac tor 
type; 

BN-350 

BN-600 

BlH300 

VVER-1000 

l'u utilization 
schcdule 

Loading of whole core 

50)S loc.ding of core* 

Loading of whole core 

1/3 loading of COl"G 

Loading of whole core 

l'u invento!'Y, t 

Initial 
(per si~le 
reactor) 

--' 1. 5 

1.1-1.2 

2.3 

1. 0 

).0 

Aruml:l.l 
make-up 
(pGr sin~le 
reactor) 

0.6 

0.6 

1. 6 

Q.J5 

1 • 0 

Al:Uloal con
sumption in 
ell indico.t
ed rcG.ctor 
cores 

0.6 

0.6 

1.6 

2. 1 * * 
rJ 6** 

*On condition the reactor core is updated 
**For VVER-1000 sited on the territory of Russic. 

Table; IV 

ACCUMULATION OF ENKR.GY PI10DUCING Pu (J3gGINNING OF 1992) 

Spent fuel of reactors Amount of Pu,t 

VVER-440 30 

VVER- WOO 7 

lUll;[]( 25 

BN-350,BN-600 ~· 4 

r'orm of l'u 

Pure dioxide received from i\w: 
regencration at radiochemical 
plant (in storage) 

Contained by spent lrAs kept 
in storage facility 

Conte.in.ed bv i3D~:1t l\\/\s kG::;t 
O O ..... U O l ..: 1" A ln storage ~aCl-~·Y 

Pure dioxide is extracted on 
fuel regeneration at radio
chemical plant. Used to pro
duce U-Pu fuel 
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1'heses of l'aper 

"DEVELOl'MJ~N'l' 01!' PlWDUC'I'ION P!l.OCESSES FOR U-J'u 

FUliJ, ON MILITAHY MATBJUAL BASE '1'0 BE USED IN 

NUCLEAR l'OWBH 1' 

to be presented at conference on 

"Conversion of Nuclef.\r We.rheado f'or l'ciloc:ful 

.Purposes" 

M.Solonin 

Hemoval of a portion of fissionable materials (primarily l'u) 

from military sphere becomes a practical taslc nowadays. Creation 

of l'u propertie" that me.k8 :i.l, lwpol:lr.JibJ.e to use it f'or military 

purposes is readily achievable, e.g., through introduction of inert 

neutron absorbing components or "diluti.onu w:l th P.nergetic Pu._,In 

our opinion, "passive" methods that condemn.high toxicity radio
to 

logi.ut~ll;y d<>Y>.ge:t·ous ma ter·:Lo.ls '<Lnclt:Jf':in:L te s·~ort~ge ( e.c tually d~spose.J.) 

are not tolerable; the most expedient way is to use Pu in nuclea1· 

power. 

Russia has a developed infrastructure of nuclear fuel cycle; 

it is an adequate basis for conversion of military Pu to power. 

Moreover, experience has been gained in ~eactor utilization of 

military Pu. 

The problem discussed is matched to the total strategy of 

nuclear power developments and its present status. The highest rates 

of Pu conversion ce.n be provitletl in :Ctwt re~<::tors, capable of" "burn-

ing" Pu of any isotopic composition. Th0 latter fact is also signi-

f'icant because at radiochemical reproc0ssing plunt large amounts 

("-JO t) of energGtic l'u in the form of purified dioxide have been 
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acctunulated. It is essential that burning-out both military and 

energetic l'u in fast l'eactors cun be accomplished without accumu

lation of secondary l'u (due to inert breeding blankets). 

However, due to the fact that large-scale construction of fc.st 

reactors has been haltered until 2000 and the possible usage of Pu 

in openlting l3N-J50 c.nd mr-600 is limited we also consider thermal 

reactors as a lnrgP.-RCP-le way o±' .Pu conversion. 'l'hermal reactors 

could accomodate as a less intensive one the concept of the first 

cycle of using mill tary Pu followed by transfer of "secondary" l'u 

into fast reactors. 

The key position in Pu conversion problem is occupied by a 

complex of work to produce (U-l'u) fuel. Investigations that were 
' 1 started in 501 es allowed us to create in mid 60 es the first pilot 

bay and fabricate cores for experimental reactors BH.-5, IBR-2, IBR-JC 

and pilot fuel assemblies for BOR-60, 'rhe first experiments were 

based on mechanical stin•ing U and l'u dioxides. Beginning from 

soies the accent is made on development of processes that would mi

nimize toxic material dust formation and are amenable to full auto-

mation. 

i3imuJ.taneous investigations in several alternative directiona, 

viz., process of sol-gel microsphere preparation through internal· 

gelation; g1•anulation of metal hydroxides using surface active sub-

stance a; ca1·bona te co-precipi tat ion oi' hexavalent Pu and U, revealed. 

advantages and·disadvantagcs of different methods and their appli-

ce.bility to dii'fo~·cnt to.olu:.. U"ir10 serrd.-cornme::.-ciul facilit:l.cs o.t 

conunercial plant more than 400 kg of U-J?u fuel have been handled 

tand morG than 2000 fuel clcmcnto hove been fabricated fo:r in-pile 

teats in llN-350 and IlN-600. Not a sin~;>lE: rod ·ce:;Led hO<B lost its 

tit;htness at burn-up < 1Cf;(, h. a., heat generation rate of 490 W/cm 

and cladding temperature < 690°C. 
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A semi-coll'Jnerci(J.l plant has been designed and is now under 

construction; presently it is 50% ready. Its firot line is designed 

"to h£mdlo 5-6 t Pu po>' annum to produce fuel assemblies for fast 

reactors. Now the construction of the second line to produce V-Pu 

fuel fo:J.' thor:nc'.l ree.otoro io under oonoideration. 
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1. Preliminary Remark 
For legal (NPT) and political reasons we do not discuss nuclear weapons but only nuclear weapons 
material. The nuclear weapons material is supposed to show no characteristic shape in order to deny 
any clues to construction details. 

2. Introduction 
A large scale destruction of nuclear weapons is a difficult and expensive undertaking and will pose many 
problems. The generally preferred procedure to irreversibly destroy nuclear weapons consists of two 
steps, first of dismantling the nuclear weapons and second of neutralizing the nuclear weapons material. 
The first step can only be done by the disarming state itself - either alone or in cooperation with other 
nuclear weapons states (as fixed by the Non Proliferation Treaty (NPT)). The second step of neutralizing 
the nuclear weapons material in order to prevent any future military use can be done in cooperation with 
all nations which have a highly developed peaceful nuclear industry. This second step is the reason for 
discussing the German capacity of fabrication of fuel elements and the German experience in using such 
fuel elements in power reactors. 

Let me pass a remark to the political situation of nuclear industry in Germany. There is very low 
acceptance of nuclear power by a lot of people. The consequence is that several political leaders try to 
stop all nuclear power plants and all nuclear fabrication plants. They do it by laws and orders and as a 
consequence there are huge safety measures which are very expensive. Another expensive effect are 
juridical delays. 

3. Nuclear Material 

Nuclear Fissile Material 

We assume fissionable weapons material of about 1000 t weapon uranium and about 100 t weapon 
plutonium. 

Radioactive elements with high mass (more than 200 amu) are mainly alpha-emitter. Therefore they are 
dangerous if incorporated but otherwise not because of a rather low radioactivity (corresponding to a long 
half-life) and a short range of alpha particles in shielding material (a sheet of paper would be enough). 
Plutonium is especially radiotoxic because after incorporation it is absorbed at the surface of human 
bones. So Plutonium should not be powdered or sprayed free in air but transportation in containments or 
handling in glove boxes is possible. 

Contrary to these properties of the actinides the radioactive fission products are highly active gamma 
emitters with comparatively short halflives .. 

Uranium 
The composition of natural, low and highly enriched uranium is listed in table 2. 

Table 1: Composition of natural, low and highly enriched uramum. 

natural LEU 1 HEU2 

U-238 99.28% 96-97% 6% 
U-235 0.711 % 3-4% 94% 
U-234 0.0001% 
1 LEU = Low Enriched Uranium (3- 4% U-235) 2 HEU =Highly Ennched Uramum (94% U-235) 

The Uranium production in the whole world is about 30000 t per year (0 .711% enriched) which 
corresponds to 230 t HEU. This number has to be compared to about 1000 t HEU from nuclear 
weapons. 
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Plutonium 

Plutonium (Z=94) is not found in nature but only produced in nuclear plants e.g. nuclear reactors (see 
table 3 and fig.1 ). 

As seen in Fig.1 the amount of higher plutonium isotopes (Pu-240, Pu-241, Pu-242) increases, 
relative to Pu-239, the longer the fuel is irradiated in the reactor. Weapon-grade plutonium normally 
has about 94% Pu-239, reactor plutonium contains 60% Pu-239. 94% Pu-239 correspond to a burn
up of a few thousand MWd/t Heavy Metal (HM) whereas fuel elements with 60% Pu-239 have a burn
up of 34000 MWd/t HM. 

Nuclear Non-Fissile Material 

Beryllium 
Beryllium serves as a reflector in nuclear weapons. it is a highly toxic metal and should be handled 
with caution. On the other hand, Beryllium ox id is an insulator with outstanding properties for 
microwave electronics. 

Lithium 
Lithium-6 is used to breed tritium during the explosion of a thermonuclear weapon. This is the reason 
why lrak has been charged with constructing a thermonuclear weapon after inspection teams had 
found some Lithium-6. On the other hand, Lithium has a lot of chemical applications. So there is no 
problem of getting rid of it. 

Tritium 
Tritium is a hydrogen isotope and is one essential part of fusion material (beside deuterium). it is 
expensive to produce and difficult to store. Since tritium is used only in small quantities (compared to 
other nuclear weapons materials) and has the extremely short half-life of 12.6 years, tritium 
destruction poses no technical difficulties. From a technical point of view, tritium may be dumped into 
the ocean or could be enclosed into melted glass and deposited e.g. in abandoned mines. 

There is no problem to convert highly enriched uranium by mixing with depleted or natural uranium and to 
sell it as low enriched uranium on the international or national fuel market. The only difficulty is the 
descending of the international market price of uranium during the last years. it is now at about 8 $/lb 
U30 8 at the spot market whereas the price according to long term contracts is at about 25 $/lb U30 8 . If 

there is spent about 1000 t of highly enriched uranium corresponding to about 30 000 t low enriched 
uranium to the spotmarket this will bring down the price further. The world's uranium production is about 
30 000 t natural uranium per year which corresponds to about 6000 !low enriched uranium. From the 
comparison of the amount of 30 000 t low enriched uranium to the annual produced uranium the influence 
of this uranium supply to the market is evident. 
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To convert nuclear plutonium weapons to peaceful and safe material is much more difficult than uranium 
weapons. There are five possibilities as displayed in table 2: underground fissioning of Plutonium, 
underground melting and depositing of plutonium by a nuclear explosion, final storage, burning in a light 
water reactor or burning in a fast reactor. 

Table 2: Possibilities for conversion of nuclear weapons to peaceful and safe material 

Nuclear Weapons 
dismantling 

transport 

Plutonium (metal) 
transport 

underground final storage transient storage 
explosion 

Pu fissioning Pu melting with with transport 
spiking denaturing 

fuel fabrication 
transport 

LWR FBR 
burning burning 

The following paper discusses this five ways of conversion keeping in mind that three aims should be met 
at the end: 

1) The material is in a safe form or at a safe place so that neither an unauthorized state nor terrorists 
have the opportunity to use the material as nuclear weapons material with an effort less than from 

natural sources. 

2) There is no environmental danger. 

3) The valuable plutonium should return a maximum of profit. 

With regard to this discussion the physical properties of weapon grade plutonium are listed first and a 
short representation of german means for transportation of radioactive material is given. 

4. Transport 
As table 1 shows there is probably a lot of transportation necessary between the different processing 
stages provided there is no big nuclear cent er. 

In Germany unirradiated fuel is transported in a stainless steel container with maximum 4,5 kg Pu02. The 

safety car for this transport has a price of 1 - 3 millions of OM. 

The CASTOR-Container for irradiated fuel elements is a cooling, shielded device which fulfills the 
international conditions for transport containers 

falling from a height of 9m 
falling from a height of 1 ,2m onto a thorn 
30 minutes fire at 800 oc 
8 hours under water 
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without any release of radioactivity. The price is between 1 and 2 millions of DM. The whole weight is 16 t 
and therefore the transport must be done by a flat-bed car or by railroad. 

5. Underground Explosion 
Underground explosion of all nuclear weapons is a non realistic expense. Underground explosion of one 
or a few weapons in order to melt the plutonium into the rock is possible but expensive. Furthermore it 
may be washed into the ground water and may lead to an environmental pollution. 

6- Storage 
Plutonium is a low radioactive material. If stored without further treatment there is the opportunity to fetch 
back the plutonium from the storage. 

To denature the weapons plutonium with single isotopes e.g. Pu-238 is very expensive because 
production of single plutonium isotopes has to be done in an accelerator. To denature the weapons 
plutonium with reactor plutonium is possible but also expensive. One has to spent reprocessed plutonium 
which otherwise could serve as reactor fuel. 

Spiking of the weapons plutonium with e.g. Co-60 in order to make the handling difficult is a means for a 
rather short time because the spiking material has a comparatively short half life. 

7_ Light Water Reactor Fuel 

Figure 2 shows a reactor fuel cycle already modified to absorb weapon-grade heavy metal. 

The following discussion is based on a 1300 M We nuclear pressure water reactor as example. (This was 
the most frequently constructed power reactor in Germany's latest reactor construction period.) The fuel 
is uranium dioxide (U02) enriched to 3 or 4% U-235. it is fabricated as powder, compacted and sintered 

as pellets. Zircalloy or stainless steel rods are filled with these pellets and then welded at the ends. One 
fuel rod contains about 2.26 kg heavy metal (in this case uranium). 16.16 rods (236 fuel rods and 20 
absorber rods) are assembled to one fuel element which contains about 533 kg heavy metal. 193 fuel 
elements are contained in the reactor. 

The modification of the heavy metal content during irradiation is shown in table 3. 

One third of the reactor fuel elements are replaced per year. Up to 450 t heavy metal per year is needed 
in Germany as new reactor fuel. 

Uranium as Reactor Fuel 
95% of the German reactor fuel is uranium but it will be partially substituted by reprocessed plutonium 
down to a level of 70 to 80 % in the middle of the 90s. 

A centrifuge enrichment plant for uranium at Gronau/Germany has a capacity of about 650 t HM/year 
now and 1700 t HM/year during the 90s. The fuel elements are fabricated in Germany in two reactor fuel 
fabrication plants (Lingen, 400 t HM/year, and Hanau, 750 t HM/year).(Deutsches Atomforum,1991) 

Conversion 
As shown in Fig.2 Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) metal must be converted to Uraniumhexafluoride 
(UF6), mixed with natural or depleted UF6 and can then be fed into the reactor fuel cycle.This could be 

done in Germany at Gronau. After mixing with natural or depleted UF6 to a 3 or 4% level, the Uranium is 

denatured and not any longer usable as weapons material. 

CIS has about one tenth of the world's nuclear reactor power but more than this part of the world's fuel 
production capacity. For example Germany imported 114 t low enriched uranium from USSR in 1990. So 
mixing of the HEU with natural uranium may be done in the CIS. 
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The storage of low enriched uranium causes no particular safety problems neither from the proliferation 
nor from the radiation protection point of view. Contrary to spent fuel elements with a dose rate between 
100 and 1000 Sv/h for a person standing nearby, a fresh fuel element imposes a gamma dose rate of a 
few ~Sv/h and about the same dose rate from spontaneous fission neutrons. (The dose rate from 
neutrons has not been calculated up to now because it has been not considered important.) 

Burning 
After dilution to a 3.5 % level, the 1000 t HEU will result in 27000 t of reactor fuel. Provided a burn up of 
36000 MWd/t this will result in an energy output of 9. 7E8 MWd or 2650 GWy. The installed power in 
nuclear reactors is round about 10 GW in Great Britain, 10 GW in Sweden, 20 GW in Germany, 30 GW 
in CIS, 50 GW in France, 100 GW in USA and 300 GW all over the world. So,to burn up all the CIS HEU 
needs at least ten years no matter which countries participate. 

Plutonium as Reactor Fuel (MOX) 
Germany has also a long tradition of working with reactor fuel. 

There was a test reprocessing plant, WAK in KfK Karlsruhe, which has been operated from 1971 to 1991. 
A commercial reprocessing plant at Gorleben was stopped for political reasons and another one at 
Wackersdorf for political and economical reasons. Today there are long term contracts with La 
Hague/France for reprocessing the german spent fuel elements. 

In 1920 DEGUSSA Company fabricated incandescent mantles out of Thorium and used Uranium for 
enamel colours. Later in WORLD WAR 11 Oegussa supplied fuel for the Heisenberg reactor based on 
natural uranium at Haigerloch. This reactor got never critical because there was not enough carbon for 
moderating the neutrons. In 1963 ALKEM was founded as mixed oxide (MOX) fuel company where 
mixed means uranium and plutonium oxide mixing. Later on fusion with Siemens to Siemens 
Brennelementewerk (which means Siemens fuel element plant). Now there are about 2000 employees at 
Siemens Brennelementewerk. 

The capacity of the Siemens Brennelementewerk Hanau is displayed in table 4. 

Table 4: Caoacitv of Siemens Brennelementewerk Hanau.IDeutsches Atomforum, 1991) 

Uranium Section MOX Section 
Heavv Metalft/vearl 750 30 - 40 (120 from 1995) 
U-238 ltivearl 725 
U-235 ltivearl 25 
Pu-239ft/vearl 1.2-1.6 (-5 from 1995) 

Plutonium has a higher specific activity and accumulates in human bones. So at all fabrication stages of 
the fuel elements one has to use glove boxes with lowered air pre~sure or automated fabrication. This 
fact makes the (only) difference to U02-fuel element fabrication. 

The U02 and Pu02-powder will be mixed, compacted into pellets and sintered. Loading the pellets into 

rods is a special MOX problem because there should not be any contamination with plutonium and it has 
to be done within a glove box. Especially at the ends of the tubes near the welding areas, the rods must 
be decontaminated very carefully because after welding there is no way to remove any activity from the 
welding seam. After welding the rod can be handled outside the glove box and can be mounted into fuel 
elements. 

The new MOX fabrication plant with 5 t Pu/year is nearly completed but the license procedure may take a 
long time. This plant is fully automated and has a threefold underpressure barrier. 

There are three other countries that use or will use MOX fuel elements in their civil power reactors. 
France builds a MOX fabrication plant at Marcoule which will be accomplished in1992. In 1995 the 
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capacity will be 100 t HM/year corresponding to 4 t plutonium. The plant in Cadarache has a capacity of 
13 t HM/year (0.5 t plutonium).There is a further plant at Dessei/Belgium with a capacity of 30 t HM/year 
(1.2 t plutonium).Japan intends to use MOX fuel elements in two nuclear power reactors from the middle 
of the 90s. United Kingdom starts to build a MOX plant. 

At present only Belgium, France and Germany have enough experience with MOX production facilities to 
start immediately projecting a new large facility whereever it is considered suitable. 

Conversion 
Whereas it is simple to mix HEU with natural or depleted uranium to a level well below 6% U-235-
enrichment (which is a physical limit for a fast nuclear device), it is much more difficult to denature 
weapon-grade plutonium. Tests have shown that mixing it with Pu-238 is not practicable. The best 
utilization of weapon-grade plutonium is to produce MOX fuel elements and to burn the plutonium in a 
power reactor. 

The plutonium metal from nuclear weapons has first to be converted to Pu02 and can then be processed 

as described above. The German experience does not cover this process step. 

The plutonium isotope 241 changes by G-decay into Americium-241 with a half-life of 14.4 years. The 
content of Americium increases with storing-time as a function of the plutonium composition (the more 
Pu-241 the more Am-241). There is an Americium-limit for reprocessing plants because Am-241 is a 
strong alpha- and gamma-emitter. This well known fact is not so important in the case of weapon-grade 
plutonium because of its extremely low Pu-241 content. So there is no problem of storing time. 

Burning 
In Germany, there is a lot of experience with MOX fuel elements. The first time MOX fuel elements were 
used in Germany was in the nuclear reactor of Kahl in the sixties. Up to now about 50000 fuel rods have 
been fabricated and assembled in more than 400 fuel elements. There is experience with burn up from 
2000 to 43000 MWd/t HM. No destruction of rods was found up to an axial power density of 550 W/cm 
(Dibbert, 1988). 

MOX elements essentially behave like U02 elements but there are some differences. The neutron 

spectrum is somewhat harder because of higher absorption cross sections of the plutonium isotopes. The 
efficiency of absorbers (Boron or control rods) is somewhat lower but acceptable from the point of view of 
the license authority. The criticality calculations for a compact storage of MOX fuel elements gives a 
somewhat higher k-inf. The surface dose rate is a little bit higher. (Faber et al., 1986). 

There is a problem with the compostion of plutonium. All the reprocessing experience has been gained 
with reactor plutonium. But weapon-grade plutonium contains somewhat more Pu-239 (94% Pu-239, 7% 
Pu-240) than reactor plutonium (59% Pu-239, 23% Pu-240) or even than 1-cycle-reactor plutonium (81% 
Pu-239, 13% Pu-240) and the reactivity of the fuel elements is dependent of the plutonium composition 
(Faber et al., 1986). This is important for reactor operation and also for storage of fuel elements. 

As far as the plutonium consumption is concerned, the number of MOX fuel elements in a power reactor 
is up to now limited to one third. Today in Germany not more than 150 t HM per year can be used as 
MOX fuel elements. This corresponds to 6 t plutonium. 

8. Fast Breeder Reactor Fuel 
Whereas the enrichment (or Pu02 part) in the LWR is 3-4%, the fast breeder or fast converter reactor 

has 15-30% enrichment. From this point of view the FBR is more suited than a LWR to burn the 
plutonium. If there are fast breeders and if there is enough knowhow to run them it is possible to use the 
weapons plutonium as fuel. But anyway it is necessary to have a MOX fabrication plant. 

9. Summary and Conclusion 
Up to 1000 t HEU and 100 t weapon-grade plutonium have to be converted and burned in order to 
destroy it as nuclear weapons material. For HEU it may be sufficient to mix it with natural uranium down 
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to an enrichment level of less than 6%. This dilution process is quick and requires only knowhow about 
fuel fabrication as available in many countries. After being mixed the HEU is denatured as nuclear 
weapons material and can be stored. 

Plutonium is a more serious problem because weapon-grade plutonium is difficult to denature . The best 
way to get rid of it is to burn the plutonium in nuclear reactors as soon as possible. At present, only four 
nations (Germany, France, Belgium, Japan) are planning to use fuel elements with reprocessed 
plutonium in their civil reactors. Together they have a MOX fabrication capacity of 3.2 t Pu/year today and 
about 12 t Pu/year as of 1995. These numbers have to be compared to 100 t of weapon-grade plutonium 
in the CIS not to mention the fact that the plutonium from reprocessing plants has to be worked up,too. 
To build a new MOX fabrication plant needs approximately five years and 300 millions of$. 

But first one has to build a high security transient storage for nuclear weapons, to dismantle them, to put 
the weapons plutonium also into a high security transient storage and after having built a MOX fabrication 
plant sell the MOX fuel elements. At this same time stop selling uranium fuel elements in order to fetch 
an adequate pricefor the MOX fuel elements. 

High security storage means that there is no way to remove weapons or weapons material from this 
storage, neither by force nor clandestine. IAEA, EURATOM and several nuclear research centers as for 
instance ISPRA have developed very useful safeguard methods. Up to now it is possible to detect 
plutonium weapons by neutron radiation through a 2m concrete shield. Another tool for detecting nuclear 
weapons or nuclear weapons material by a high purity germanium gamma spectrometer. 

Hopefully it is possible to prevent proliferation maybe with the assistance of IAEA. 
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BURNING WEAPON-GRADE Pu IN AD HOC DESIGNED REACTORS ? 

Enrico CERRAI, Carlo LOMBARDI 

Dpt. of Nuclear Engineering - Politecnico of Milano, Milano, Italy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Plutonium has always been regarded as a profitable material, suitable 

substitute of natural fissile material, supposed to be available in 

abundant although limited quantities. Therefore, lots of efforts have 

continuously been carried out in order to improve the conversion ratio in 

nuclear reactors. 

However, in any case, the utilization of plutonium does not seem, so 

far, to be profitable enough. 

In fact, plutonium recycle in thermal reactors, although technically 

solved, is not attractive from an economic standpoint. Moreover, some well 

known related problems would adversely affect the management of the 

nuclear fuel cycle. In particular. any operation concerning plutonium must 

critically be scrutinized to avoid diversion of fissile materials. 

Plutonium transportation, under this aspect, is regarded as a critical 

issue. Last but not least, plutonium recycle can only be repeated a quite 

limited number of times, because of the increasing production of highly 

neutron absorbing isotopes. 

Fast reactors were devised just to obtain a positive breeding gain: 

plutonium is continuously recycled and. its quantity increases with a 

reasonable doubling time, so to render eventually possible the 
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construction of new reactors. However, the utilization of fast reactors 

seems now to be postponed in the far future. Economic penalties, more than 

political objections and technical difficulties, are the major draw-backs 

for a rapid introduction of this option. When a technological application 

is pushed forward for a conspicuous number of years, it will be probably 

substituted by alternative solutions, which could be developed in the 

meantime. To be concrete, a thermal converter, obtainable as an evolution 

of present reactor concepts, might become a serious competitor to fast 

reactors, especially if reactor power densities are lowered, as it does 

occur in the new concepts. 

Plutonium disposal, either permanent or temporary, is a tricky 

problem. If plutonium is stored as a purified material coming from fuel 

reprocessing, its value decreases with time, due to the gamma emitter 

americium build up, which makes fuel fabrication more complicated. On the 

other hand, the disposal of nuclear fuel wastes with their plutonium 

content becomes more problematic, because of the high toxicity and the 

very long radioactive life, that reaches a geological duration. 

Apart from these considerations, which are technically debatable, 

there is the problem of the uranium market, at present highly depressed by 

an excessive offer. This situation is not expected to change within an 

appreciable number of years. In fact, the projections of present demand 

and offer can be hardly modified by any future unpredictable event, as in 

the case of the fossil fuel market. 

Plenty of uranium and plenty of plutonium is a real contradiction, 

which seems difficult to be handled in the present context, and the 

additional availability of uranium and. pl utoni urn coming from war-heads 

makes the things worse. 
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2. A PLUTONIUM BURNER REACTOR? 

If the above considerations are correct, it turns out that the 

plutonium problem is really a serious one. Let us face it in a rather 

provocative manner. Why should we not regard plutonium as a refuse instead 

of a profitable material? Given this reversal of a common belief, the 

current technical solutions, which are oriented to plutonium exploitation, 

are to be substantially revised. 

A refuse is a material to get rid of, and, whenever possible, to be 

also exploited for a profit, but any further production of it during its 

elimination is to be impaired. In other words, the production chain must 

be interrupted at the early steps. 

Some signals on this change of._ attitude have already crossed the 

nuclear community. Incidentally, someone suggests the adoption of fast 

reactors having a negative breeding gain, in order to simplify the reactor 

design and make its operation more economical. This proposal may be 

interpreted in the following way: an ever growing plutonium production is 

no longer the goal, and hence the already stored quanti ties, and those 

continuously produced by thermal reactors in operation, have to be 

exploited as soon as possible, thus obtaining prompt advantages rather 

than higher but uncertain returns in the future. 

If this is the case, why should we not think to develop special 

reactors almost exclusively fed with plutonium and devoted to its burning? 

Obviously, a completely different fuel is to be conceived, in which 

uranium-238 is scarcely present or is absent at all, so as to avoid any 

further plutonium production. It is also to be noted that nuclear reactors 

fueled with fissile materials alone should be different from normal 

commercial reactors. On the other hand, the development of such peculiar 
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machines might perhaps be based on already existing schemes, studied and 

tested in fields other than civilian. 

In synthesis, a plutonium burner reactor implies fabrication of a 

special fuel element, in which the almost pure fissile component is 

spatially diluted within a proper pin. The diluent should not be a fertile 

material, such as in uranium based pellets or bars, but rather a matrix 

highly resistant to radiation, scarcely neutron absorbent, and with good 

thermo-physical properties. For instance, aluminum or zirconium based 

matrix materials are possible solutions. 

Whatever be the origin of plutonium, either reprocessed fuels, with 

the related problems due to the presence of different plutonium isotopes, 

or war-heads, with the advantage of almost pure plutonium-239, peculiar 

technologies have to be adopted in the fabrication of fuel pins or rods. 

Thus, just to mention some of them, eo-precipitation of fissile with 

matrix elements from solutions in a process which brings to mixed oxides, 

or absorption, selective or not, of fissile ionic compounds on suitable 

porous carriers, followed by heat treatments or similar techniques. 

Alternative and more sophisticated ways may be cermets or eutectic alloys 

or, for liquid state fuels, molten salt or liquid metal mixtures. 

The fissile element is plutonium, or possibly a mixture of plutonium 

and highly enriched uranium, if technically advisable to facilitate the 

reactor design. In particular, this uranium can be that obtained by 

war-heads. It is important to exploit any existing experience to reduce 

or avoid long and costly development programs. 

Obviously, this is a solution to be managed directly by the Nuclear 

Powers, in order to fully guarantee the non proliferation of military 

grade material. 
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In conclusion, let us summarize this scenario. Thermal reactors should 

be flanked, in the future, by plutonium burning reactors. Irradiated fuel 

from thermal reactors is reprocessed and the recovered plutonium should 

not be recycled in the same reactors, to avoid any additional plutonium 

production. Then this material is used to feed plutonium burner reactors, 

where the lack of fertile material avoids the production of further 

plutonium. In addition, and this is the today subject, such reactors can 

be used to burn military grade plutonium, so to solve the problem of its 

safe and fruitful disposal. 

By this way plutonium build up is strongly reduced, because shortly 

after its production it can be profitably destroyed. 

Energy exploitation of this fissile materia.! in the plutonium burner 

reactor should almost equal that attainable through a single recycle 1n a 

thermal reactor. As a consequence, we miss the plutonium left after this 

recycle, a residue which would be hardly recycled again and therefore 

should be kept in stand-by for fast reactor commercialization. This 

condition might never be realized, if, in the meantime, other 

alternatives, including thermonuclear fusion, would become available. In 

any case, it would be easy to revert again to plutonium treasuring, if new 

perspectives would change the outlook. 

We are now facing an intriguing alternative: either save plutonium for 

an unpredictable profit in the future or destroy it immediately after its 

production, to eliminate any proliferation and safety problems, but with a 

possible future economic penalty: an important strategic choice which 

should be worth a better insight by our community. 
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There ore at present two ways, which hove been demonstrated at on industrial 

scale, to burn plutonium in nuclear power plants, namely to use it os a fuel either in 

LWRs or in fast neutron reactors. 

I will briefly describe the experience we have acquired in France on both of 

them. 

1) First in LWRs. 

At present 1 6 PWRs of 900 MWe each ore licenced in France to operate with 

one third of their core loaded with so called mox fuel, containing on on overage 6 o/o of 

plutonium and 9 4 o/o of depleted uranium, instead of the usual fuel mode of uranium 

enriched up to 3.5 o/o of 235U. 

Seven PWRs of 900 MWe ore already running that way in France. In three of 

them mox fuel assemblies hove been irradiated up to the planned burn up of 33 

GWd/t and removed from the reactors after three one year cycles of irradiation. 

Without going here into technical details, I con soy that the results of these irradiations 

ore very satisfactory. They show that, within the limits I mentioned, mox fuel has been 

qualified for industrial use in LWRs. When the 16 licenced 900 MWe PWRs will 

operate with mox fuel at on equilibrium regime, the total amount of plutonium present in 

their cores at any given time will be about 24 tons, and the total hold-up of plutonium in 

their overall associated fuel cycle will be roughly two to three times larger, i.e. of the 

order of 60 Ions. 

Under normal operation, those 1 6 PWRs will need each year on input of 130 

Ions of mox fuel containing a total of 8 tons of fresh plutonium. Each year the some 
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amount of irradiated mox fuel will be taken out of them. Those 1 3 0 tons of spent m ox 

fuel will contain roughly 6 Ions of plutonium of lesser value, because the share of non

fissile isotopes in the plutonium goes up with the irradiation. 

The facilities required to manufacture the quantities of mox fuel just mentioned 

are already existing or under construction. The present ones, at Dessel in Belgium and at 

Cadarache in France, can fabricate each year a total of 50 tons of mox fuel. Within a 

few years, a new plant called Melox, the nominal capacity of which will reach 1 20 tons 

of mox fuel per year, will go into service at Marcoule. By the turn of the century, the 

total amount of mox fuel produced in those three plants will be about 1 70 tons per 

year, which represents an annual flux of roughly 1 0 tons of plutonium, more than 

enough to meet the needs of the reactors. 

At present no irradi~ted mox fuel has yet been reprocessed in France, except 

small quantities in pilot facilities. When the UP2-800 plant will be in full operation at La 

Hague, within a few years, it is planned to start reprocessing the spent mox fuel in a 

very progressive way, by mixing it with larger quantities of irradiated fuel made of 

slightly e~riched uranium. 

Studies and tests are under way in France with a view to increase the burn-up 

of m ox heel in the future up to 45 GW d/t or even more. 

h present French PWRs, which have been designed for using a fuel made of 

slightly enriched uranium, it does not seem feasible, for the sake of safety, to increase 

significan~y beyond one third the share of mox fuel in their cores. But studies are now 

being cccried on for designing advanced PWRs, to be built after the year 2000, the 

core of which would use only mox fuel assemblies. As a mere indication, a PWR of 

1 000 M We optimized to burn solely mox fuel would require 1 .5 ton of fresh plutonium 

each yecr and would produce during the same period 1 .2 ton of degraded plutonium, 

.. ./ ... 
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which means that an the whale it will burn a net amount of 3 00 kilos of plutonium per 

year. 

lt must be stressed that burning of plutonium as mox fuel in L WRs, though 

entirely demonstrated, is faced with inherent limitations. First, as this is the case in any 

reactor using slow neutrons, ot the same time plutonium is consumed by fission, roughly 

two thirds of the quantity which has been burnt is reproduced from the 238U present in 

the core. That means that the actual rate at which plutonium disappears is low, at most 

of the order of 300 kg per year for a 1 000 MWe LWR. More important, as I already 

mentioned, the quality of plutonium as a fuel in a LWR decreases continuously as the 

irradiation goes on. Indeed, it cannot be recycled more than a few times. The best way 

to re-use it is to mix it with plutonium produced in standard reactors burning fresh fuel 

made of slightly enriched uranium. 

Thus, burning of mox fuel in LWRs cannot be considered as a permanent and 

final solution. Yet it represents a very attractive possibility for many decades to come. 

2) Second, in fast neutron reactors. 

Plutonium is the fuel best suited for use in o fast reactor, far better in that respect 

than highly enriched uranium, which may only be considered as a second rate and 

temporary alternative. Besides, fast neutron reactors are much less sensitive than slow 

neutron ones to the quality of plutonium they use, that means that they are able to burn 

plutonium of any isotopic composition occuring in practice. 

If the mixture of plutonium and uranium to form the fuel of a fast reactor is 

appropriately chosen (roughly 20 o/o of plutonium and 80 o/o of depleted uranium), the 

quantity of new plutonium produced in the core and the blanket of the reactor can be 

made significantly larger, by say 20 o/o, than the quantity of plutonium consumed by 

fission during the same time. Used in such a way, last neutron reactors are called 

.. .! ... 
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breeders. They have the unique abililty la make available the whole of the fission energy 

potentially present in the uranium and thorium existing in the earth crust. This remarkable 

feature is the reason of the great interest taken in this type of reactor since nuclear 

energy started to be used. 

A number of prototypes have been built in several countries to explore the 

feasibility of breeding at an industrial scale. The last one to operate is the 1200 MWe 

Superphenix power station, which is a European undertaking of which Italy holds a one 

third share. 

At present, when there is plenty of plutonium produced worldwide and the 

market price of natural uranium is very low, this possibility of breeding has lost -

temporarily- its economic attractiveness. 

But contrary to the case of slow neutron reactors, it is possible to design fast 

neutron reactors in such a way that the amount of plutonium they reproduce be 

regulated at will. Carrying matters to extremes, one can imagine a fast neutron reactor 

the core of which would contain only plutonium and no uranium at all. Such a reactor 

would be operated as a true plutonium incinerator. As a mere indication, a 1000 M We 

fast reactor specifically designed for that purpose would burn about 700 kilos of 

plutonium per year. 

3) To conclude my talk, I would add a few words concerning the possibility to 

burn in nuclear power plants plutonium coming from nuclear warheads. 

Military plutonium is made of almost pure 239Pu (say 9 3 % of it). On the other 

hand, the plutonium used in nuclear reactors contains only roughly 70 % of fissile 

isotopes (239Pu, 241 Pu), the remammg 30 % being made of non-fissile even isotopes 

(238Pu, 240Pu and 242Pu). That shows that nuclear power stations are much less 

demanding than nuclear weapons as regards the quality of plutonium. 

. . ./ ... 
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Thus an interesting way to store plutonium commg from dismantled nuclear 

warheads would be to mix it with plutonium produced by nuclear reactors. Such a 

mixing would improve the value of plutonium intended for peaceful purposes and would 

at the same time make it increasingly unfit for the manufacture of new weapons. In 

addition, it must be recalled that 2-41 Pu is radioactive with a half-life of 14 years and 

decays progressively into 241 Am, which is an emitter of energetic gamma rays. 

After only a few years, plutonium containing a few percents of 241 Pu becomes 

increasingly difficult to handle, requiring the use of very elaborate, shielded and remote 

controled equipment. 

Thus the problems related to the safe storage of military plutonium and to its re

use for civil purposes are not of a technical nai>Jre. Indeed what matters is the relative 

amount of military and civil plutonium available. 

it is said that the total amount of plutonium in nuclear warheads, mainly in the 

US and in the former USSR, is about 200 tons. On the other hand, the cumulative 

amount of plutonium produced in nuclear reactors worldwide can be estimated to recch 

now 700 tons and to increase by about 60 tons every year. 

At first sight there should be little problem to introduce progressively even up to 

200 tons of military plutonium into a much greater quantity of existing civil plutonium. 

But the point is that most of this civil plutonium is not available at present and is not even 

planned to be used in the foreseeable future. Indeed, in many countries and in particular 

in the U.S., which is the largest producer, this plutonium remains trapped in spent fuel 

assemblies which are stored in pools without any prospect of being reprocessed up to 

now. The cumulative amount of plutonium which has been separated so far for civil 

purposes worldwide is of the order of l 00 tons only. 

. . ./ ... 
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The reprocessing and refabrication capacities for civil plutonium in the whole 

world are roughly 10 tons/year at present. They are expected to reach about 30 

tons/year by the year 2000, which would meet or even exceed the needs of the LWRs 

licenced to use mox fuel and of the few fast reactors likely to be operating by the turn of 

the century_ 

As a conclusion, I do not see how the military plutonium could be efficiently 

turned to peaceful purposes as long os the use of mox fuel in LWRs does not expand to 

a large extent in the world_ 
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Safeguards in an evolving nuclear environment 

Abstract 

The dismantling of tactical and strategic warheads, foreseen in the coming years, 
will liberate very larg" quantities of nuclear materials of high strat,gic value, 
which will probably leave the military eye!,, will have to be stored and could be 
used eventually in the civil nuclear fuel cycle later on_ 

lt is important that as soon as these nucleor materials b"come available, they are 
submitted to an adequate international control system, Discussions are being 
conducted presently between directly concerned countri"s and at international 
level in order to define the inspec--Jon regime to be applied to these materials-

One may expect that the b<~sic principles of nucl,ar safeguards, applied today to 
the civil nucl,ar fu"l cycle, would also be applicable to the nuclear materials 
coming from the dismantling of nuclear warheads_ 
These principles are based on the declaration by the operator that has nuclear 
materials under his custody, on independent verification by measurements, and 
on the assurance of the continuity of knowledge r"lative to the flow of nuclear 
materials and its storage_ 

The JRC has developed, for many years, safeguards techniques and provided 
extensive technical support to the EURATOM and lAEA inspectorates, including 
training of inspectors for the impl,mentation of their verification activities in the 
civil nuclearfuel cyc!e_ Thesetechniquesindude: 

the design and implementation of computerised accounting and auditing 
systems capable of meeting safeguards needs_ This covers the design of 
database structures, user applications, data transmission problems and 
statistical analysis of accountancy data; · 

- the development, construction, calibration and installation of instruments 
forth" non d"structive determination (NDA) of the isotopic composition 
and total amount of uranium and plutonium in a large variety of materials 
in differ,nt parts of the fuel cycle; 

the development, construction and installation of multisensor optical 
surveillance systems in large storage areas, including the automatic review 
of video tapes; 

the development and application of ultrasonic sealing and identification 
techniques for a variety of containers and items; 

the study of instrum,nts and related software for the remote handling of 
inspection equipment. 

Mud-. emphasis has been put in recent years on the performonce assesment and 
the training of inspectors for the techniques mentioned above_ Specialised 
facilities have been built for this purpose, such as PERLA for non-destructive 
ass.ay, LaSCo for surveillance and sealing techniqUe$, TAME for liquid mass 
determinations in large tanlcs, and PETRA for tests under hot conditions. 



,. 

The type of techniques, which could be applied for the. control of nuclear 
materials leaving the military cycle, is expected to be similar to those applied in 
the civil fuel cycle; these techniques need however to be adapted and studies 
have to be performed, which adress the specific applications. One may envisage 
presently the following subjects: 

development of information management systems for large storage areas. 
This will be concerned with the way in which the operator's accounting 
system is to be integrated with auditing information requirements in 
systems involving sealing, unattended monitoring and verification 
measurements. 

isotopic measurements by NDA of weapons gr<'lde material in the form of 
metal or oxide, in particular for Pu and, if required. for transplutonium 
elements; 

development of NDA instruments for the assay oftotal U and Pu in specific 
transport and storage containers and study of the appropriate 
interpretation models of the measurement results; 

development of integrated monitoring systems, involving video 
surveillance, radiation monitoring and other sensors operated in an 
unattended way and combining local intelligence for the automatic 
analysis of video and radiation data with remote access to information; 

development of uniquely identifiable sealing systems applicable to 
transport and storage containers or to storage cells with possible remote 
interrogation of seal identity and integrity; 

application of teleoperation devices for performing verification activities 
in areas of difficult access to inspectors; 

personnel tr;oining in all the technologies of measurement, sealing, 
surveillance and unattended monitoring. Existing JRC test and training 
facilities will require some adaptation and upgrading. 

Before S'"..arting any specific studies, it is absolutely necessary to have a more clear 
idea on two issues_ The first is to know what type of centralised nuclear material 
storoge areas will be established in the future (general layout and safeguards 
related features). The second issue is related to the inspection regime which 
wou Id be applied on the storage "re as. including the input and output.. Due to 
the complexity of the matter, one may not expect to receive clear indications on 
the above issues within a short time period and one could develop a few technical 
scenarios as a working hypothesis. The results of the studies could then be used 
as a safeguards input to the design or to the adaptation ofthese special facilities. 

Marc Cuypers 
Responsab\le Divisione 
Controllo Materie Fissili 
lstituto d'lng~neria 
dei Sistemi ed lnformatica 

Heinz Dworschak 
Vic.e Direttore 
lstituto della Tecnologia 
del la Sicurezza 

Centre Comune di Rice rea- Stabilimento di lspra 
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URANIUM MADE AVAILABLE BY NUCLEAR WEAPONS DISMANTLEMENT ASSUMED TO BE BURNED IN LWR's 

LWR's ARE THE MOST COMMONLY USED IN OPERATING CIVIL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS; THIS WILL ALSO BE 
TRUE IN THE REFERENCE TIME SPAN FOR THE PROJECT (15 YEARS) 

OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN THE WORLD (SOURCE: OECD/NEA "NUCLEAR ENERGY DATA", 1989): 

A 

B 

NUMBER OF OPERATING PLANTS AS OF 01.01.1990 
CORRESPONDING ELECTRICAL POWER 
ELECTRICAL POWER FROM PLANTS WITH ENRICHED FUEL 
ELECTRICAL POWER FROM LWR'S 
FRACTION OF POWER FROM LWR'S 

EXPECTED NUMBER OF OPERATING PLANTS AS OF 01-01-2005 
CORRESPONDING ELECTRICAL POWER 
ELECTRICAL POWER FROM PLANTS WITH ENRICHED FUEL 
ELECTRICAL POWER FROM LWR'S 
FRACTION OF POWER FROM•LWR'S 

415 
APPROX. 315 GWe 
APPROX. 294 GWe 
APPROX. 270 GWe 

85% 

493 
APPROX. 400 GWe 
APPROX. 374 GWe 
APPROX. 350 GWe 

87% 
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- TYPICAL CORE CHARACTERISTICS AND REFUELING STRATEGY OF LARGE SIZE LWR's 

PWR BWR 
900MWe 1000MWe 

THERMAL POWER, MW 2775 2894 

URANIUM MASS IN THE CORE, t 72.5 113.8 

POWER DENSITY, W jcm3 104.5 52.4 

SPECIFIC POWER, W /QU 38.3 25.4 

AVERAGE LINEAR POWER DENSITY, W/cm 177 188.5 

REFUELING STRATEGY ANNUAL ANNUAL 

ANNUAL LOAD OF FRESH FUEL (CORE FRACTION) 1/3 1/4 

AVERAGE REFUELING ENRICHMENT (w"/o) 3,25 2,78 

DISCHARGE BURNUP (GWd/tu) 33 28 

'' ~ 

NET PLANT EFFICIENCY 0.33 0.339 



WARHEADS NUMBER IN MILITARY ARSENALS, AMOUNTS AND ENRICHMENT OF FISSILE MATERIALS 
(SOURCE: T.B. TAYLOR: ''VERIFIED ELIMINATION OF NUCLEAR WARHEADS", SCIENCE AND GLOBAL SECURITY, 1989, 

VOL.1) 

NUCLEAR WARHEADS TOTAL NUMBER IN MILITARY ARSENALS 

TOTAL AMOUNTS OF FISSILE MATERIALS AND TRITIUM 

FISSILE MATERIALS ENRICHMENT 

BURNING OF URANIUM ONL V ANAL VZED 

DILUTION WITH NATURAL URANIUM ASSUMED 

'' 

u 
Pu 
Tritium 

u 
Pu 
Tritium 

56000 

APPROX. 1000 t 
APPROX. 200 t 
APPROX. 200 kg 

93% U235 
> 90% Pu239 
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CURRENTLY PREVAILING CYCLE LENGTH IS 12 MONTHS; 

EXTENSION OF OPERATING CYCLE LENGTH HAS BEEN INVESTIGATED 
BY UTILITIES WITH THE AIM TO REDUCE POWER GENERATION COSTS 

18 OR 24 MONTHS CYCLE LENGTH FEASIBILITY ASSESSED 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS FROM CYCLE EXTENSION: 

REDUCTION IN NUMBER OF PLANT OUTAGES :. (HIGHER 
AVAILABILITY FACTOR) 

LOWER POTENTIAL FOR OUTAGE DURING HIGH POWER DEMAND 
PERIODS (REPLACEMENT POWER WOULD BE EXPENSIVE) 

REDUCTION IN WORKERS RADIATION EXPOSURE 



HIGHER DISCHARGED FUEL BURNUP ASSOCIATED WITH EXTENDED 
FUEL CYCLES 

HIGHER BURNUP MUST COMPLY WITH THE TECHNOLOGICAL FUEL ... 
LIMITS 

CURRENT FUEL HAS DEMONSTRATED EXCELLENT RELIABILITY UP TO 
50.000 MWD/TON (ASSEMBLY AVERAGE) 

A CURRENT FUEL TECHNOLOGY TREND IS TOWARDS DEVELOPMENT 
OF FUEL CAPABLE OF BURNUPS IN THE RANGE 60.000 • 65.000 
MWDfTON (ASSEMBLY AVERAGE) 

HIGHER ENRICHMENT AND PROPER REFUELING STRATEGY 
REQUIRED TO ATTAIN THE ABOVE BURNUPS 

CURRENT TRENDS FOR A 24 MONTHS CYCLE 

PWR 

BWR 

FUEL ENRICHMENT: 4.5% U-235 
REFUELING STRATEGY: HALF CORE 

FUEL ENRICHMENT: 4.0% U-235 
REFUELING STRATEGY: ONE THIRD OF CORE 



----------·---------------- . -----------~------ ----··-·- ---------. ; 

AVAILABILITY OF HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM FROM NUCLEAR 
WARHEADS DISMANTLEMENT FITS WELL WITH ABOVE TRENDS; USE 
OF HIGHER ENRICHMENT FUEL IN CIVIL PLANTS MAINTAINs HIGHER 
ECONOMIC VALUE TO URANIUM FROM WARHEADS DISMANTLEMENT. 

IN THE ABSENCE OF DETAILED INFORMATION ON THE EXTENDED 
FUEL CYCLES THE POTENTIAL ELECTRIC ENERGY PRODUCTION HAS 
BEEN ESTIMATED WITH ANNUAL CYCLES. 



POTENTIAL ELECTRIC ENERGY PRODUCTION FROM NUCLEAR WARHEADS URANIUM 

BLENDING URANIUM 

EQUIVALENT NUMBER OF 1000 MWe LWR PLANTS 

ELECTRIC ENERGY BY A FUEL LOAD DURING ITS RESIDENCE IN CORE (KWH) 

MASS OF WARHEADS URANIUM IN THE ANNUAL LOAD OF FRESH FUEL (KG/PLANT) 

NUMBER OF RELOADS OBTAINABLE FROM WARHEADS URANIUM BLENDED 

WITH NATURAL URANIUM 

FEED TIME OF OPERATING REACTORS BY MEANS OF WARHEADS URANIUM 

WITH LOAD FACTOR 0.65 (YEARS) 

ELECTRIC ENERGY OBTAINABLE FROM WARHEADS URANIUM BLENDED WITH 

NATURAL URANIUM (KWH) 

'' 

' i 

NATURAL 

270 (PWR); 83 (BWR) 

6.4109 

665 (PWR); 638 (BWR) 

1160 (PWR) + 358 (BWR) 

GREATER THAN 6 

9.71o12 



THE ESTIMATED FEED TIME ASSUMES ALL THE LWR's ARE FED ONLY 
WITH FUEL FROM DISARMAMENT 

THE OBTAINABLE ELECTRIC ENERGY IS OF THE ORDER OF THE 
CURRENT TOTAL WORLD CONSUMPTION IN 1 YEAR 

THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF ALL THE URANIUM FROM NUCLEAR 
WARHEADS DISMANTLEMENT BASED ON A 12 MONTHS FUEL CYCLE 
IS OF THE ORDER OF 50 BILLION DOLLARS 

ADOPTION OF HIGHER ENRICHMENT URANIUM REQUIRED BY 
EXTENDED FUEL CYCLE LENGHTS AND HIGHER DISCHARGE BURNUP 
TENDS TO INCREASE THE ABOVE FIGURE 
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